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1
Introduction

Since first identified by Anderson [14] in the 70s, memory corruption vulnerabilities
are still among the top three of the CWE SANS most dangerous software errors
[59]. Even now, nearly 400 memory corruption errors have been discovered in CVEs
[115] in the past 10 years. Memory corruption errors are especially common in
applications written in type-unsafe languages like C and C++, due to the pointer
operations supported in these languages. The ability to manipulate pointers provides
an efficient way to design applications and systems, but using it incorrectly often
leads to unintentional modification of related memory content, enabling an attacker
to exploit such a vulnerability by either compromising sensitive data or hijacking the
control flow. It is hard to convince developers to switch to type-safe languages, not
only because of performance, but also because of backward compatibility reasons.
The problem of improving the security of applications or systems written in C/C++
has been recognized by the community for a long time, but previous solutions often
introduce non-acceptable overheads, and many require source information, which is
often unavailable for legacy binaries.

On the attacker side, in order to compromise sensitive objects, it is essential to
know the exact location of the sensitive objects at runtime. Attackers often acquire
such information via static/dynamic analysis of the vulnerable binary, but this was
before Address Space Randomization (ASLR) was deployed in systems. With ASLR
enabled, address spaces are randomized at load time to destroy the attacker’s prior
knowledge of the vulnerable binary, causing crashes due to failed "guesses" of the
sensitive object location by the attacker.

As part of the arms-race, today’s attackers try to exploit memory disclosure vul-
nerabilities and use information leakage attacks to bypass ASLR. Since ASLR only
randomizes the address space at loadtime, once the attacker retrieves the location of
the sensitive objects, the attack procedure is no different from prior to ASLR. For ex-
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2CHAPTER1.INTRODUCTION

ample,JIT-ROPattacks[160]beginwithamemorydisclosureattacks:theattacker
leaksthecontentofthecodespaceandthenlaunchescode-reuseattacks.Mem-
orydisclosureattacksmostcommonlyrelyonarbitrarymemoryreadsorwritesto
leakthelocationofsensitiveobjects,buttheyarenottheonlypossibilities.With
side-channelattacks[153],suchasfaultortimingside-channels,theattackercan
learnpropertiesofthebinarywithoutreading/writingit.Forexample,blind-ROP
(BROP)[26]attacksrelyonthecrash-recoverymechanismsusedbymodernservers
toretrievethecontentofthecodespacewithside-channelattacks.

Inthisdissertation,WefocusonimprovingexistingASLRsolutionstoprotect
legacybinaries.Inparticular,weproposedifferentsolutionsfortheheap,stack
andcodespaceagainstadvancedmemorycorruptionattacksrelyingoninformation
leakage.WeproposeMemBrushtodetectcustommemoryallocators(CMA)for
legacybinaries.TheknowledgegainedfromMemBrushcanbetransparentlyap-
pliedtoexistingheapprotectionstoextendtheirprotectioncoverageagainstheap
spacememorycorruptionattacks.Forthestack,weproposeStackArmor,which
randomizesthestackframesatruntimetopreventstack-basedspatialandtemporal
attacks.Finally,wepresentCodeArmor,whichperiodicallyre-randomizesthecode
spaceatruntimetopreventcode-reuseattacks.

1.1Memorycorruptionattacks

Memorycorruptionattackstypicallyconsistoftwosteps[164]:(1)Makinguseof
vulnerablepointersthatpointto"invalid"locations;(2)Waitinguntilthehijacked
pointersaredereferenced.Atthebeginning,amaliciousinputisreceivedbythe
applicationthroughalegalchannel,e.g.,network,userinputetc.Themalicious
inputtriggersmemoryerrorsintheapplication,andfurthercompromisesthevalue
ofavulnerablepointerbyeithermakingitout-of-bounds(bufferoverflow/underflow
attacks)ormakeitpointtoadeallocatedobject(danglingpointerattacks).Witha
carefullydesignedmaliciousinput,thevulnerablepointerisnowcontrolledbythe
attackertopointatargetobject.Whenthepointerisdereferencedbythefollowing
legitimatecontrolflow,theattackerisabletoleak/compromisethetargetorrepeat
thesetwostepstoeventuallyarchivehistarget.Inthissection,wewillfocusonthe
mostcommonmemorycorruptattackstoday:bufferoverflowattacksanddangling
pointerattacks[170].Wewillbrieflydetailmemorycorruptionattacksfromhow
thevulnerablepointeriscontrolledtohowtheattackermakesuseofthecorrupted
pointer.

Bufferoverflowattacks,alsoknownassmashingattacks,arefocusedonspatial
memoryerrors[164].Duringnormalexecutionpointersshouldalwaysreferenceob-
jectsthatareassignedtothem.Withspatialmemoryerrors,thevulnerablepointer
canpointtoout-of-boundsaddresses,whichmaycontainsensitiveinformationor
attacker-injectedmaliciouscontent.Later,whenthevulnerablepointerisderefer-
enced,theattackercancompromise/leakthetargetdirectlyorlaunchmoresophisti-
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orydisclosureattacksmostcommonlyrelyonarbitrarymemoryreadsorwritesto
leakthelocationofsensitiveobjects,buttheyarenottheonlypossibilities.With
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carefullydesignedmaliciousinput,thevulnerablepointerisnowcontrolledbythe
attackertopointatargetobject.Whenthepointerisdereferencedbythefollowing
legitimatecontrolflow,theattackerisabletoleak/compromisethetargetorrepeat
thesetwostepstoeventuallyarchivehistarget.Inthissection,wewillfocusonthe
mostcommonmemorycorruptattackstoday:bufferoverflowattacksanddangling
pointerattacks[170].Wewillbrieflydetailmemorycorruptionattacksfromhow
thevulnerablepointeriscontrolledtohowtheattackermakesuseofthecorrupted
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Bufferoverflowattacks,alsoknownassmashingattacks,arefocusedonspatial
memoryerrors[164].Duringnormalexecutionpointersshouldalwaysreferenceob-
jectsthatareassignedtothem.Withspatialmemoryerrors,thevulnerablepointer
canpointtoout-of-boundsaddresses,whichmaycontainsensitiveinformationor
attacker-injectedmaliciouscontent.Later,whenthevulnerablepointerisderefer-
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ample, JIT-ROP attacks [160] begin with a memory disclosure attacks: the attacker
leaks the content of the code space and then launches code-reuse attacks. Mem-
ory disclosure attacks most commonly rely on arbitrary memory reads or writes to
leak the location of sensitive objects, but they are not the only possibilities. With
side-channel attacks [153], such as fault or timing side-channels, the attacker can
learn properties of the binary without reading/writing it. For example, blind-ROP
(BROP) [26] attacks rely on the crash-recovery mechanisms used by modern servers
to retrieve the content of the code space with side-channel attacks.

In this dissertation, We focus on improving existing ASLR solutions to protect
legacy binaries. In particular, we propose different solutions for the heap, stack
and code space against advanced memory corruption attacks relying on information
leakage. We propose MemBrush to detect custom memory allocators (CMA) for
legacy binaries. The knowledge gained from MemBrush can be transparently ap-
plied to existing heap protections to extend their protection coverage against heap
space memory corruption attacks. For the stack, we propose StackArmor, which
randomizes the stack frames at runtime to prevent stack-based spatial and temporal
attacks. Finally, we present CodeArmor, which periodically re-randomizes the code
space at runtime to prevent code-reuse attacks.

1.1 Memory corruption attacks

Memory corruption attacks typically consist of two steps [164]: (1) Making use of
vulnerable pointers that point to "invalid" locations; (2) Waiting until the hijacked
pointers are dereferenced. At the beginning, a malicious input is received by the
application through a legal channel, e.g., network, user input etc. The malicious
input triggers memory errors in the application, and further compromises the value
of a vulnerable pointer by either making it out-of-bounds (buffer overflow/underflow
attacks) or make it point to a deallocated object (dangling pointer attacks). With a
carefully designed malicious input, the vulnerable pointer is now controlled by the
attacker to point a target object. When the pointer is dereferenced by the following
legitimate control flow, the attacker is able to leak/compromise the target or repeat
these two steps to eventually archive his target. In this section, we will focus on the
most common memory corrupt attacks today: buffer overflow attacks and dangling
pointer attacks [170]. We will briefly detail memory corruption attacks from how
the vulnerable pointer is controlled to how the attacker makes use of the corrupted
pointer.

Buffer overflow attacks, also known as smashing attacks, are focused on spatial
memory errors [164]. During normal execution pointers should always reference ob-
jects that are assigned to them. With spatial memory errors, the vulnerable pointer
can point to out-of-bounds addresses, which may contain sensitive information or
attacker-injected malicious content. Later, when the vulnerable pointer is derefer-
enced, the attacker can compromise/leak the target directly or launch more sophisti-
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1cated attacks. After being identified by Anderson in 1972 [14], the first real-world
smashing attack (the Morris worm [71]) targeted the return address stored on the
stack and infected more than 6,000 UNIX machines. Since then, stack smashing
attacks have been recognized as one of the most powerful attacks due to the valuable
targets, i.e., return addresses, being stored on the stack. After researchers had pro-
posed more and more stack-based defenses, attackers also identified valuable targets
stored on the heap, and focused more on heap-based smashing attacks. For example,
Solar Designer reported heap-based smashing attack [161] that compromised the in-
band meta-data for heap management. Recent VTABLE-based attacks like COOP
[152], compromise the VTABLE pointers stored in C++ objects, and rely on code
reuse to execute arbitrary code.

Dangling pointer attacks, in turn, focus on exploiting temporal memory errors
[164] in the victim. Null-pointer dereference is the first of this kind, which in the
beginning was under estimated: it was considered to do no more harm than denial-of-
service attacks (DOS). However, more and more evidence [99; 70] shows that dan-
gling pointer attacks are as powerful as smashing attacks, both for example enabling
code-reuse attacks. With temporal memory errors, pointers are not cleaned up even
when pointed objects are released. Later, the same memory region will be reclaimed
by the allocator and assigned to other objects that might contain sensitive data or
malicious input. After then, similar to smashing attacks, the attacker needs only to
ensure the pointer is dereferenced. Although forecasting the allocator’s behavior is
sometimes hard, with heap spraying attacks, the attacker has a greater possibility of
letting the dangling pointer point to attacker controlled content. On the stack, due
to its very predictable memory layout, the attacker can launch the attack in a more
deterministic way if related vulnerabilities are found.

For read-based memory attacks like information leakage, dereferencing the "in-
valid" pointer alone often leads to a successful attack. For more sophisticated attacks
that rely on write-based memory corruption, the attacker needs to overcome further
obstacles. Write-based memory corruption attacks often alter the application’s be-
havior and can be classified into two groups by differentiating the type of objects
the attacker tries to compromise. In non-control-data attacks, attackers target ob-
jects that do not hijack the control flow directly, e.g., privilege level, private keys
etc. In control-data attacks, attackers hijack the control flow of the application by
corrupting code pointers.

Before Data-Execution-Prevention (DEP) was deployed, traditional control-flow
hijacking attacks allowed injected code to be executed. However, this is nowadays
only possible for applications that include Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation environ-
ments, such as browsers. To bypass DEP, today’s attackers try to reuse existing
code in a code-reuse attack. In return-to-libc attacks, the attacker replaces a code
pointer by a "useful" function in the binary or shared libraries, e.g., system() or
mprotect(). When the compromised code pointer is dereferenced, the attacker can
then invoke his intended function instead of the original one in the legitimate control
flow. Such attacks are less common in x86-64 architectures due to the difficulty of
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ory disclosure attacks most commonly rely on arbitrary memory reads or writes to
leak the location of sensitive objects, but they are not the only possibilities. With
side-channel attacks [153], such as fault or timing side-channels, the attacker can
learn properties of the binary without reading/writing it. For example, blind-ROP
(BROP) [26] attacks rely on the crash-recovery mechanisms used by modern servers
to retrieve the content of the code space with side-channel attacks.

In this dissertation, We focus on improving existing ASLR solutions to protect
legacy binaries. In particular, we propose different solutions for the heap, stack
and code space against advanced memory corruption attacks relying on information
leakage. We propose MemBrush to detect custom memory allocators (CMA) for
legacy binaries. The knowledge gained from MemBrush can be transparently ap-
plied to existing heap protections to extend their protection coverage against heap
space memory corruption attacks. For the stack, we propose StackArmor, which
randomizes the stack frames at runtime to prevent stack-based spatial and temporal
attacks. Finally, we present CodeArmor, which periodically re-randomizes the code
space at runtime to prevent code-reuse attacks.

1.1 Memory corruption attacks

Memory corruption attacks typically consist of two steps [164]: (1) Making use of
vulnerable pointers that point to "invalid" locations; (2) Waiting until the hijacked
pointers are dereferenced. At the beginning, a malicious input is received by the
application through a legal channel, e.g., network, user input etc. The malicious
input triggers memory errors in the application, and further compromises the value
of a vulnerable pointer by either making it out-of-bounds (buffer overflow/underflow
attacks) or make it point to a deallocated object (dangling pointer attacks). With a
carefully designed malicious input, the vulnerable pointer is now controlled by the
attacker to point a target object. When the pointer is dereferenced by the following
legitimate control flow, the attacker is able to leak/compromise the target or repeat
these two steps to eventually archive his target. In this section, we will focus on the
most common memory corrupt attacks today: buffer overflow attacks and dangling
pointer attacks [170]. We will briefly detail memory corruption attacks from how
the vulnerable pointer is controlled to how the attacker makes use of the corrupted
pointer.

Buffer overflow attacks, also known as smashing attacks, are focused on spatial
memory errors [164]. During normal execution pointers should always reference ob-
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ample,JIT-ROPattacks[160]beginwithamemorydisclosureattacks:theattacker
leaksthecontentofthecodespaceandthenlaunchescode-reuseattacks.Mem-
orydisclosureattacksmostcommonlyrelyonarbitrarymemoryreadsorwritesto
leakthelocationofsensitiveobjects,buttheyarenottheonlypossibilities.With
side-channelattacks[153],suchasfaultortimingside-channels,theattackercan
learnpropertiesofthebinarywithoutreading/writingit.Forexample,blind-ROP
(BROP)[26]attacksrelyonthecrash-recoverymechanismsusedbymodernservers
toretrievethecontentofthecodespacewithside-channelattacks.

Inthisdissertation,WefocusonimprovingexistingASLRsolutionstoprotect
legacybinaries.Inparticular,weproposedifferentsolutionsfortheheap,stack
andcodespaceagainstadvancedmemorycorruptionattacksrelyingoninformation
leakage.WeproposeMemBrushtodetectcustommemoryallocators(CMA)for
legacybinaries.TheknowledgegainedfromMemBrushcanbetransparentlyap-
pliedtoexistingheapprotectionstoextendtheirprotectioncoverageagainstheap
spacememorycorruptionattacks.Forthestack,weproposeStackArmor,which
randomizesthestackframesatruntimetopreventstack-basedspatialandtemporal
attacks.Finally,wepresentCodeArmor,whichperiodicallyre-randomizesthecode
spaceatruntimetopreventcode-reuseattacks.

1.1Memorycorruptionattacks

Memorycorruptionattackstypicallyconsistoftwosteps[164]:(1)Makinguseof
vulnerablepointersthatpointto"invalid"locations;(2)Waitinguntilthehijacked
pointersaredereferenced.Atthebeginning,amaliciousinputisreceivedbythe
applicationthroughalegalchannel,e.g.,network,userinputetc.Themalicious
inputtriggersmemoryerrorsintheapplication,andfurthercompromisesthevalue
ofavulnerablepointerbyeithermakingitout-of-bounds(bufferoverflow/underflow
attacks)ormakeitpointtoadeallocatedobject(danglingpointerattacks).Witha
carefullydesignedmaliciousinput,thevulnerablepointerisnowcontrolledbythe
attackertopointatargetobject.Whenthepointerisdereferencedbythefollowing
legitimatecontrolflow,theattackerisabletoleak/compromisethetargetorrepeat
thesetwostepstoeventuallyarchivehistarget.Inthissection,wewillfocusonthe
mostcommonmemorycorruptattackstoday:bufferoverflowattacksanddangling
pointerattacks[170].Wewillbrieflydetailmemorycorruptionattacksfromhow
thevulnerablepointeriscontrolledtohowtheattackermakesuseofthecorrupted
pointer.

Bufferoverflowattacks,alsoknownassmashingattacks,arefocusedonspatial
memoryerrors[164].Duringnormalexecutionpointersshouldalwaysreferenceob-
jectsthatareassignedtothem.Withspatialmemoryerrors,thevulnerablepointer
canpointtoout-of-boundsaddresses,whichmaycontainsensitiveinformationor
attacker-injectedmaliciouscontent.Later,whenthevulnerablepointerisderefer-
enced,theattackercancompromise/leakthetargetdirectlyorlaunchmoresophisti-
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controlling function arguments that are stored in general-purpose registers.
As a generalized form of return-to-libc attacks, return-oriented-programming

(ROP) has been proven to be Turing-complete [155]. In ROP attacks, the attacker
builds his own "function" by chaining sequences of instructions (gadgets) in the code
space. This allows the attacker to implement any functionality and no longer be lim-
ited by the functions in the binary or libraries. In early ROP attacks, the size of ROP
gadgets and the length of the gadget chains was considered important for the success
of the attack. For example, ROPecker [40] assumes ROP gadgets of 2-5 instructions.
However, by using at least one large call-preceded gadget, Enes et al. [84] show that
neither the gadget size nor the length of the gadget chain are sufficient to stop the
attacker. Furthermore, Nicolas et al. [34] show the possibility of building a ROP
attack by only using call-preceded gadgets. Finally, COOP [152] attacks, another
form of code-reuse attacks, chain entire legitimate functions together, which makes
the attack much harder to defend against using simple heuristics.

For a ROP attack, it is crucial to know the semantics and location of gadgets in
a binary. When ASLR is enabled, attackers turn to memory disclosure attacks to
leak the content of the code space first, and then locate and chain useful gadgets on-
the-fly. As discovered by Snow et al. [160], these attacks, also known as JIT-ROP
attacks, are viable in practices. Unfortunately, JIT-ROP attacks are not the only type
of sophisticated ROP attacks. Blind-ROP (BROP) attacks [26] take the advantage
of the crash-recovery behavior used by many servers to locate useful gadgets. For
example, Apache forks many child processes as worker processes to handle requests.
Once a crash of a worker process is encountered, Apache will automatically fork
a new one to serve requests. These child processes share the same code space as
their parent, and inherit the same code randomization from the parent. By exploit-
ing this behavior, BROP blindly executes random code sequences and discovers the
semantics and location of gadgets with fault side-channel attacks. Locations of use-
ful gadgets are recorded; later, they are automatically chained together to launch
the attack. Surprisingly, BROP attacks are relatively efficient against many modern
servers (i.e. they succeed in several hours), e.g., Apache, Nginx, MySQL, despite
their its brute-force nature.
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1Table 1.1: Memory corruption defenses summary

Heap Stack Control flow

Bounds checkers
√ √

Code pointer integrity
√

Code pointer encryption
√

Shadow stacks
√

Canaries
√ √

Fine-grained ASLR
√ √ √

Data flow integrity
√ √

Control flow integrity
√

Executable-not-readable code
√

1.2 Memory corruption defenses

To stop attacks, memory corruption defenses either focus on preventing sensitive
objects from being compromised, or compromised objects from being exploited. Ta-
ble 1.1 summarizes the relevant defenses, which we briefly survey in this section.
Our analysis is not exhaustive and we refer the reader to [164] for more complete
surveys.

To prevent sensitive objects from being compromised, checks are added at run-
time. For example, Bounds checkers [11; 125] are a well-researched topic in the
community to prevent smashing attacks. Based on the observation that a pointer and
its derived pointers should always point to the same object, bound checkers detect
bounds violations during program execution. In bound checkers, the size informa-
tion of each memory object is embedded into the binary by either storing in separate
meta-data [66; 147] or changing the pointer representation [44; 126; 134]. At run-
time, pointer arithmetic operations are instrumented to ensure that they do not cross
object boundaries. However, given the huge number of pointers that exist in the
application, bound checkers often introduce large overheads that prevent them from
being used in real-world systems.

To prevent attackers from compromising sensitive data stored in the stack, e.g.,
return addresses, stack canaries are used in defenses like StackGuard [48]. In Stack-
Guard, secret canary values are placed next to return addresses, which separate dif-
ferent stack frames. When a function returns, such a value is checked to ensure the
integrity of the return address. A typical stack-based buffer overflow needs to over-
write a contiguous memory region, which will corrupt the canary value, and thus
can be detected by stack canaries. However, canary-based defenses can only protect
return addresses from some spatial attacks (i.e. smashing attacks) and are subject to
information leakage attacks. Also, they cannot prevent pointers that are stored on
the stack from being corrupted by temporal attacks.

Probabilistic defenses such as fine-grained ASLR are also used to protect the
stack. By inserting small gaps between stack frames and between buffer and non-
buffer stack objects [24; 81], spatial or temporal attacks have a high chance of hit-
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ting the gap and triggering an alarm. This strategy provides neither isolation between
sensitive and normal data, nor sufficient entropy in practice (due to performance rea-
sons), which makes it vulnerable to sophisticated attacks (e.g., guessing or spraying)
or information leakage attacks if the gaps are statically decided.

The idea of heap space protection is very similar to stack space protection, where
both deterministic and probabilistic defenses are used. As for deterministic defenses,
similar to the stack canaries, heap canaries [142] are also used to protect the in-band
heap management meta-data. By instrumenting the default memory allocators and
deallocators, e.g., malloc and free, canaries or checksums are inserted into the end
of the in-band data during allocation, and are validated during deallocation.

Instead of explicitly checking the integrity of heap space, DieHard [20] and simi-
lar approaches [129] try to achieve probabilistic memory safety via randomizing the
size and location of allocated heap objects. In DieHard, meta-data are stored sepa-
rately from heap objects, which are themselves stored in different memory regions
depending on their size. In addition, DieHard creates the illusion that the released
memory space is never reclaimed to prevent temporal attacks. Thus, for heap-based
spatial or temporal attacks, there is a low chance of compromising the intended data
when DieHard is deployed.

The main problem with heap space protection is that all defenses rely on the
identification of memory management functions inside the application, i.e., memory
allocators and deallocators. Most previous heap-based defenses are instrumentation
based, which means knowing the location and semantics of memory allocation/deal-
location functions used in the application is crucial. A common solution is to instru-
ment system default allocators/deallocators and to ask for human supervision when
custom memory allocators/deallocators (CMAs) are encountered in an application.
However, for large and performance-critical applications like servers, custom mem-
ory allocators are quite common. Given the complexity of these applications, it is
often not feasible for a human supervisor to identify all CMAs, which limits the
applicability of existing protection systems for these applications.

Code pointers are a special type of sensitive objects that can be compromised
to hijack the control flow. Hence researchers have proposed tailored techniques to
prevent code pointers from being compromised. For example, to protect the integrity
of code pointers, code pointer encryption applies encryption/decryption to each code
pointer. By encrypting/decrypting code pointers via either "xor" operations [118] or
Intel AES-NI instructions [121], attackers are no longer able to compromise code
pointers without knowing the encryption/decryption keys. However, such protection
often introduces large overheads due to heavy-weight encryption operations (3.5x
on SPEC2006 for CCFI). And it also suffers from pointer reuse attacks [93].

Code pointer integrity (CPI) [106] protects code pointers from attacks by explic-
itly checking if code pointers are pointing to intended objects. In CPI, a separate
"safe region" is allocated to isolate code pointers and their meta-data from other
data. Although CPI introduces little overhead due to code pointers being only a
small fraction of all pointers, its "safe region" is vulnerable to information leakage
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Instead of explicitly checking the integrity of code pointers, memory isolation

or information hiding techniques can also protect the integrity of code pointers. For
example, shadow stack techniques [106; 74] prevent return addresses from being
corrupted by storing them in an isolated memory region.

Shadow stack techniques try to isolate sensitive information from buffers [106;
74]. Two stacks are created and isolated from each other. One is used to store nor-
mal data include buffers and the other is used to store sensitive information like
return addresses. The stack frame pointers are switched between these two stacks at
runtime to prevent stack-based smashing attacks. Unfortunately, shadow stack tech-
niques only focus on buffer-to-nonbuffer spatial attacks, and cannot prevent buffers
from overflowing each others. Finally shadow stack techniques cannot stop temporal
attacks.

Exploiting a memory vulnerability often involves unintended instructions to ac-
cess some targets. Thus, in data-flow integrity (DFI) [36; 10] and control-flow in-
tegrity (CFI) [7; 8; 180], permissions to access a certain target object are only granted
to a set of legitimate instructions determined by static analysis. DFI [10] computes
a static data-flow graph to determine all the possible data dependencies between
memory write and memory read instructions. Those dependencies are enforced at
runtime by inserting instrumentation on each read and write operation.

Unlike DFI, CFI [7] focuses on the integrity of the control flow. In CFI, a control-
flow graph is computed via static analysis, which approximates a set of possible tar-
gets for each indirect branch instruction. These sets of possible targets are grouped
with an assigned "ID" and the related indirect branch instructions are also marked
with the same "ID". At runtime, by instrumenting indirect branch instructions, the
execution will continue only if the target belongs to a group that has the same "ID"
as indirect branch instructions. For complexing applications, a precise control-flow
graph is often hard to archive, and lead to an overestimation of the target sets. De-
pending on the number of groups, CFI can be classified into coarse-grained and
fine-grained, where coarse-grained CFI usually supports no more than a small num-
ber of target sets (typically 1-3). Coarse-grained CFI is usually fast, but due to
its over-conservative group merging, it has proven vulnerable to advanced attacks
[83; 84; 61; 35]. Fine-grained CFI, on the other hand, is more powerful, but intro-
duces noticeable overheads (21% on precise caller/callee mapping [123]), limiting
its applicability in the real world. Researchers have also attempted to marry ran-
domization with coarse-grained CFI [179; 124] and improve the security guarantees
provided by coarse-grained CFI without impacting performance. The idea behind
these hybrid approaches is to replace indirect branches with trampolines and ran-
domize the location of the trampolines that belong to the same group. Thus, for the
attacker, without knowing the precise location of each trampoline, it is hard to link
useful gadgets together.

Code diversification, which randomizes the code space and destroys prior knowl-
edge on the location of gadgets, has been regarded as another important weapon
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1attacks [76].
Instead of explicitly checking the integrity of code pointers, memory isolation

or information hiding techniques can also protect the integrity of code pointers. For
example, shadow stack techniques [106; 74] prevent return addresses from being
corrupted by storing them in an isolated memory region.

Shadow stack techniques try to isolate sensitive information from buffers [106;
74]. Two stacks are created and isolated from each other. One is used to store nor-
mal data include buffers and the other is used to store sensitive information like
return addresses. The stack frame pointers are switched between these two stacks at
runtime to prevent stack-based smashing attacks. Unfortunately, shadow stack tech-
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from overflowing each others. Finally shadow stack techniques cannot stop temporal
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these hybrid approaches is to replace indirect branches with trampolines and ran-
domize the location of the trampolines that belong to the same group. Thus, for the
attacker, without knowing the precise location of each trampoline, it is hard to link
useful gadgets together.

Code diversification, which randomizes the code space and destroys prior knowl-
edge on the location of gadgets, has been regarded as another important weapon
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ample,JIT-ROPattacks[160]beginwithamemorydisclosureattacks:theattacker
leaksthecontentofthecodespaceandthenlaunchescode-reuseattacks.Mem-
orydisclosureattacksmostcommonlyrelyonarbitrarymemoryreadsorwritesto
leakthelocationofsensitiveobjects,buttheyarenottheonlypossibilities.With
side-channelattacks[153],suchasfaultortimingside-channels,theattackercan
learnpropertiesofthebinarywithoutreading/writingit.Forexample,blind-ROP
(BROP)[26]attacksrelyonthecrash-recoverymechanismsusedbymodernservers
toretrievethecontentofthecodespacewithside-channelattacks.

Inthisdissertation,WefocusonimprovingexistingASLRsolutionstoprotect
legacybinaries.Inparticular,weproposedifferentsolutionsfortheheap,stack
andcodespaceagainstadvancedmemorycorruptionattacksrelyingoninformation
leakage.WeproposeMemBrushtodetectcustommemoryallocators(CMA)for
legacybinaries.TheknowledgegainedfromMemBrushcanbetransparentlyap-
pliedtoexistingheapprotectionstoextendtheirprotectioncoverageagainstheap
spacememorycorruptionattacks.Forthestack,weproposeStackArmor,which
randomizesthestackframesatruntimetopreventstack-basedspatialandtemporal
attacks.Finally,wepresentCodeArmor,whichperiodicallyre-randomizesthecode
spaceatruntimetopreventcode-reuseattacks.

1.1Memorycorruptionattacks

Memorycorruptionattackstypicallyconsistoftwosteps[164]:(1)Makinguseof
vulnerablepointersthatpointto"invalid"locations;(2)Waitinguntilthehijacked
pointersaredereferenced.Atthebeginning,amaliciousinputisreceivedbythe
applicationthroughalegalchannel,e.g.,network,userinputetc.Themalicious
inputtriggersmemoryerrorsintheapplication,andfurthercompromisesthevalue
ofavulnerablepointerbyeithermakingitout-of-bounds(bufferoverflow/underflow
attacks)ormakeitpointtoadeallocatedobject(danglingpointerattacks).Witha
carefullydesignedmaliciousinput,thevulnerablepointerisnowcontrolledbythe
attackertopointatargetobject.Whenthepointerisdereferencedbythefollowing
legitimatecontrolflow,theattackerisabletoleak/compromisethetargetorrepeat
thesetwostepstoeventuallyarchivehistarget.Inthissection,wewillfocusonthe
mostcommonmemorycorruptattackstoday:bufferoverflowattacksanddangling
pointerattacks[170].Wewillbrieflydetailmemorycorruptionattacksfromhow
thevulnerablepointeriscontrolledtohowtheattackermakesuseofthecorrupted
pointer.

Bufferoverflowattacks,alsoknownassmashingattacks,arefocusedonspatial
memoryerrors[164].Duringnormalexecutionpointersshouldalwaysreferenceob-
jectsthatareassignedtothem.Withspatialmemoryerrors,thevulnerablepointer
canpointtoout-of-boundsaddresses,whichmaycontainsensitiveinformationor
attacker-injectedmaliciouscontent.Later,whenthevulnerablepointerisderefer-
enced,theattackercancompromise/leakthetargetdirectlyorlaunchmoresophisti-
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against code-reuse attacks. Classic code diversifications include function/basic-block
permutation [174], opcode permutations [132], or instruction layout randomization
[90]. However, these diversifications only diversify the code space once at either
compile-time or load-time, which makes them vulnerable to information leakage at-
tacks. With leaked code pages, attacks like JIT-ROP can automatically detect code
gadgets and chain them together successfully. Attacks like BROP do not rely on
direct memory disclosure, but piggyback on the crash-recovery mechanisms of mod-
ern servers to understand the semantics of code gadgets by blindly executing them.
Thus, to protect the code space from being leaked to the attacker, two different types
of techniques have been proposed. One is to remap the diversified code space pe-
riodically into different addresses in a short interval [25; 62; 16; 81], which makes
leaked code pointers invalid after the code space is remapped. However, current run-
time randomization solutions either introduces noticeable overheads or have a high
latency between re-randomization, which might leave a sufficiently long window for
the attacker. For example, TASR [25] remaps the code space at every system I/O op-
eration and updates all code pointers, incurring significant overhead for I/O-sensitive
applications like servers. Kangjie et al. [117] randomize the whole memory address
space for the child process when forking, preventing BROP attacks with low over-
head. But since re-randomization is only done at process creation time, this strategy
is vulnerable to JIT-ROP attacks.

Executable-not-readable code (XnR) on the other hand, tries to make the di-
versified code space not readable during the execution. For example, HideM [80]
redirects read accesses to a different memory page rather than the page containing
the instruction being executed, but relies on legacy hardware (split-TLB-based archi-
tectures are not available since 2008). Backes et al. propose a slide-window-based
XnR approach, which only allows the executing pages to be mapped in. However,
as indicated by Crane et al. [51], this approach leaves some code pages still read-
able and requires fine-grained randomization to counter indirect memory disclosure.
Instead of simulating XnR in software, Readactor [51] takes advantage of hardware
virtualization. By using Intel’s Extended Page Tables (EPT), Readactor [51] ensures
code pages are not readable, eliminating opportunities to leak code pages. One chal-
lenge for XnR approaches is to separate legitimate data from code in executables.
Readactor relies on compiler-based techniques to allocate legitimate data and code
in different pages, which is not applicable to COTS binaries. To overcome this is-
sue, Heisenbyte [165] proposes destructive reads. Based on the observation that
executable code should never be used in general-purpose memory reads, Heisenbyte
garbles the content of code after it is read. This ensures the attacker cannot reuse
leaked gadgets. However, she can still indirectly infer and reuse gadgets stored else-
where in memory [104]. Similar to Readactor, Heisenbyte also relies on hardware
features, i.e., EPT. Overall, XnR solutions are not completely self-contained, but in-
stead rely on source code [51], hardware features [165; 79; 51], kernel modules [15],
or hypervisors [51], limiting their applicability in practice.
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11.3 Contribution

In this dissertation, we argue that address space runtime randomization can be effec-
tive against memory corruption attacks with general applicability to different mem-
ory spaces: heap space, stack space and code space. Our investigation focuses on
improving the security guarantees provided by ASLR and prior work in the area,
while also improving performance, capabilities, and re-randomization frequency. To
substantiate our claims, we present several contributions and demonstrate the via-
bility of the proposed techniques in practice. In particular, we present the first self-
contained solution to randomize legacy binaries at runtime without requiring for any
hardware, kernel, or source code support.

Concerning the heap space, when the application has its own memory manage-
ment functions, heap-based defenses either rely on a human supervisor to indicate
custom memory allocators and deallocators or only protect memory objects allocated
by the system allocator. Our MemBrush is the first tool to detect memory allocation
and deallocation functions automatically in legacy binaries with high accuracy by
using dynamic taint analysis. Our evaluation on real-world applications shows that
MemBrush can archive high accuracy and further detect the type of the memory
allocators and the semantics of their arguments.

Concerning the stack space, previous defenses mainly focused on spatial vulner-
abilities and left temporal vulnerabilities exploitable. We propose StackArmor as a
comprehensive protection technique to address both spatial and temporal stack vul-
nerabilities in legacy binaries. StackArmor, relies on binary analysis and rewriting
and does not need access to the source code. The evaluation of our x86_64 Linux
prototype shows that StackArmor offers better security than prior binary- and source-
level approaches, at the cost of modest performance and memory overheads.

To prevent modern code-reuse attacks, we propose CodeArmor, a binary-level
system to harden code diversification against all existing read-based (JIT-ROP) and
execution-based (BROP) disclosure attacks. Similar to StackArmor, CodeArmor re-
lies on binary analysis and rewriting to handle legacy binaries. CodeArmor virtual-
izes the code space to decouple code pointer values from the concrete location in
code space and periodically remap the concrete code space into different locations
at runtime. By using RCU, CodeArmor can provide the lowest remapping latency
compared to previous approaches. CodeArmor’s honey gadgets can further detect
blind code-reuse attacks by design with no false positives.

We have evaluated our address space runtime randomization techniques on both
CPU-intensive and I/O-intensive applications, focusing our experimental investiga-
tion on security, performance and memory usage. Our results demonstrate confirm
the effectiveness of our techniques against memory corruption attacks for legacy
binaries.
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time randomization solutions either introduces noticeable overheads or have a high
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space for the child process when forking, preventing BROP attacks with low over-
head. But since re-randomization is only done at process creation time, this strategy
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Executable-not-readable code (XnR) on the other hand, tries to make the di-
versified code space not readable during the execution. For example, HideM [80]
redirects read accesses to a different memory page rather than the page containing
the instruction being executed, but relies on legacy hardware (split-TLB-based archi-
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lenge for XnR approaches is to separate legitimate data from code in executables.
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In this dissertation, we argue that address space runtime randomization can be effec-
tive against memory corruption attacks with general applicability to different mem-
ory spaces: heap space, stack space and code space. Our investigation focuses on
improving the security guarantees provided by ASLR and prior work in the area,
while also improving performance, capabilities, and re-randomization frequency. To
substantiate our claims, we present several contributions and demonstrate the via-
bility of the proposed techniques in practice. In particular, we present the first self-
contained solution to randomize legacy binaries at runtime without requiring for any
hardware, kernel, or source code support.

Concerning the heap space, when the application has its own memory manage-
ment functions, heap-based defenses either rely on a human supervisor to indicate
custom memory allocators and deallocators or only protect memory objects allocated
by the system allocator. Our MemBrush is the first tool to detect memory allocation
and deallocation functions automatically in legacy binaries with high accuracy by
using dynamic taint analysis. Our evaluation on real-world applications shows that
MemBrush can archive high accuracy and further detect the type of the memory
allocators and the semantics of their arguments.

Concerning the stack space, previous defenses mainly focused on spatial vulner-
abilities and left temporal vulnerabilities exploitable. We propose StackArmor as a
comprehensive protection technique to address both spatial and temporal stack vul-
nerabilities in legacy binaries. StackArmor, relies on binary analysis and rewriting
and does not need access to the source code. The evaluation of our x86_64 Linux
prototype shows that StackArmor offers better security than prior binary- and source-
level approaches, at the cost of modest performance and memory overheads.

To prevent modern code-reuse attacks, we propose CodeArmor, a binary-level
system to harden code diversification against all existing read-based (JIT-ROP) and
execution-based (BROP) disclosure attacks. Similar to StackArmor, CodeArmor re-
lies on binary analysis and rewriting to handle legacy binaries. CodeArmor virtual-
izes the code space to decouple code pointer values from the concrete location in
code space and periodically remap the concrete code space into different locations
at runtime. By using RCU, CodeArmor can provide the lowest remapping latency
compared to previous approaches. CodeArmor’s honey gadgets can further detect
blind code-reuse attacks by design with no false positives.

We have evaluated our address space runtime randomization techniques on both
CPU-intensive and I/O-intensive applications, focusing our experimental investiga-
tion on security, performance and memory usage. Our results demonstrate confirm
the effectiveness of our techniques against memory corruption attacks for legacy
binaries.
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1.4 Organization of the Dissertation

The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 presents MemBrush, a tool that can automatically detect custom
memory allocators in legacy binaries via dynamic taint analysis. Chapter 2
appeared in Proceedings of the 20th Working Conference on Reverse Engi-
neering (WCRE’13) and also appeared in Journal of Empirical Software Engi-
neering (EMSE), pp. 1-25, 2015.

• Chapter 3 presents StackArmor, a tool protection system to stop both spatial
and temporal attacks on the stack. StackArmor is based on binary analysis
and binary rewriting, which makes it applicable to legacy binaries. Chapter
3 appeared in Proceedings of the 22th Annual Network & Distributed System
Security Symposium (NDSS’15).

• Chapter 4 presents CodeArmor, a protection system to periodically remap a
diversified code space at runtime with low latency for legacy binaries. With
our code hardening design, CodeArmor can mitigate even the most recent at-
tacks that reuse entire functions as gadgets. Moreover, CodeArmor provides
execution-based probing attack detection by design with no false positives.
Chapter 4 is currently under review.

• Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation, summarizing the key results, analyzing
current limitations, and discussing the opportunities for future research.
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On the Detection of Custom Memory Allocators in C

Binaries

Abstract

Many reverse engineering techniques for data structures rely on the knowledge of
memory allocation routines. Typically, they interpose on the system’s malloc and
free functions, and track each chunk of memory thus allocated as a data structure.
However, many performance-critical applications implement their own custom mem-
ory allocators. Examples include webservers, database management systems, and
compilers like gcc and clang. As a result, current binary analysis techniques for
tracking data structures fail on such binaries.

We present MemBrush, a new tool to detect memory allocation and deallocation
functions in stripped binaries with high accuracy. We evaluated the technique on
a large number of real world applications that use custom memory allocators. We
demonstrate that MemBrush can detect allocators/deallocators with a high accuracy
which is 52 out of 59 for allocators, and 29 out of 31 for deallocators in SPECINT
2006. As we show, we can furnish existing reverse engineering tools with detailed
information about the memory management API, and as a result perform an analysis
of the actual application specific data structures designed by the programmer. Our
system uses dynamic analysis and detects memory allocation and deallocation rou-
tines by searching for functions that comply with a set of generic characteristics of
allocators and deallocators.
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12CHAPTER2.MEMBRUSH

2.1Introduction

Manyreverseengineeringtechniquesfordatastructuresdependontheanalysisof
memoryallocatedontheheap[102;157;113;17;141].Typically,theyinterposeon
thesystem’smallocandfreefunctions,andtrackeachchunkofmemorythusallo-
catedasdatastructure.Doingsoiswellandgoodforapplicationsthatusethestan-
dardmemoryallocationandde-allocationfunctions,butunfortunatelymanylarger
andperformance-criticalprogramsdonot.Instead,theyimplementtheirowncus-
tommemorymanagers,typicallydesignedforefficiency.Well-knownexamplesof
suchapplicationsincludetheApachewebserver,thePostgreSQLdatabasemanage-
mentsystem,thegccoptimizingcompiler,andDropbox,amongmanyothers.As
reverseengineersdonothaveaccesstosource,theprecisememoryallocationand
deallocationfunctionsarenotknown.Asaresult,alltechniquesthatbuildonthe
interpositionofsuchfunctionsfail.

Theproblemisthattheyonlyseetheallocationsbythesystem’sgeneralpurpose
allocators,butnotthesubdivisionoftheseallocationsintosmallerfragmentsbythe
application’scustommemoryallocator(CMA).Unfortunately,thelargerchunksthat
arevisibletothereverseengineerservemerelyasapoolforthemorerelevantalloca-
tionsoftheactualdatastructures.Phraseddifferently,thelargechunksthemselves
aremostlymeaningless,whilethesmallerfragmentsarereusedbyvariousfunctions
andsystemcalls.Missingthemmakesitexceedinglydifficulttoobserveanymean-
ingfulaccesspatternsanddetecttheobjectsdesignedbytheprogrammer.

Inthispaper,wedescribeasetoftechniquestodetectmemoryallocationand
deallocationfunctionsinstrippedCbinarieswithhighaccuracy.Weimplemented
thetechniquesinatoolcalledMemBrushandevaluateditonalargenumberofcus-
tommemoryallocators.WealsoevaluatedourtechniquesonseveralC++binaries,
butwhiletheinitialresultslookpromising,thiswasnotthefocusofourworkand
needsfurtherevaluationinthefuture.MemBrushisanoff-line,heuristics-based
toolwhichusesdynamictaintanalysis.Byexaminingtheheuristicsduringabi-
nary’sexecution,MemBrushwillfirstextractasetofpossibleallocator/deallocator
candidates.Laterthesecandidatesarevalidatedbyreplayingthem.Intheevalua-
tionsectionweshowthatMemBrushcandetectallocator/deallocatorswithahigh
accuracywhichis52outof59forallocators,and29outof31fordeallocatorsin
SPECINT2006.Whilethememoryoverheadisconsiderable,dueforinstanceto
the(taint)informationwestoreduringruntime,wedemonstratethatthemethodis
practicalbyapplyingittoreal-worldprograms.

ThemaingoalofMemBrushistofurnishexistingreverseengineeringtools,dis-
assemblersanddebuggerswithdetailedinformationaboutthememorymanagement
APIimplementedbyaCMA.KnowingtheCMA’sallocation,deallocation,andre-
allocationroutines,allowsustointerposeonthemandtakethememoryanalysis
techniquesforgeneral-purposeallocatorsandreusetheminapplicationsthat‘roll
theirown’.Todemonstrateitsusefulness,weuseMemBrushtosupportanexisting
reverseengineeringtoolcalledHoward[157].Howardisatooltoextractlow-level
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On the Detection of Custom Memory Allocators in C

Binaries

Abstract

Many reverse engineering techniques for data structures rely on the knowledge of
memory allocation routines. Typically, they interpose on the system’s malloc and
free functions, and track each chunk of memory thus allocated as a data structure.
However, many performance-critical applications implement their own custom mem-
ory allocators. Examples include webservers, database management systems, and
compilers like gcc and clang. As a result, current binary analysis techniques for
tracking data structures fail on such binaries.

We present MemBrush, a new tool to detect memory allocation and deallocation
functions in stripped binaries with high accuracy. We evaluated the technique on
a large number of real world applications that use custom memory allocators. We
demonstrate that MemBrush can detect allocators/deallocators with a high accuracy
which is 52 out of 59 for allocators, and 29 out of 31 for deallocators in SPECINT
2006. As we show, we can furnish existing reverse engineering tools with detailed
information about the memory management API, and as a result perform an analysis
of the actual application specific data structures designed by the programmer. Our
system uses dynamic analysis and detects memory allocation and deallocation rou-
tines by searching for functions that comply with a set of generic characteristics of
allocators and deallocators.
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2.1Introduction

Manyreverseengineeringtechniquesfordatastructuresdependontheanalysisof
memoryallocatedontheheap[102;157;113;17;141].Typically,theyinterposeon
thesystem’smallocandfreefunctions,andtrackeachchunkofmemorythusallo-
catedasdatastructure.Doingsoiswellandgoodforapplicationsthatusethestan-
dardmemoryallocationandde-allocationfunctions,butunfortunatelymanylarger
andperformance-criticalprogramsdonot.Instead,theyimplementtheirowncus-
tommemorymanagers,typicallydesignedforefficiency.Well-knownexamplesof
suchapplicationsincludetheApachewebserver,thePostgreSQLdatabasemanage-
mentsystem,thegccoptimizingcompiler,andDropbox,amongmanyothers.As
reverseengineersdonothaveaccesstosource,theprecisememoryallocationand
deallocationfunctionsarenotknown.Asaresult,alltechniquesthatbuildonthe
interpositionofsuchfunctionsfail.

Theproblemisthattheyonlyseetheallocationsbythesystem’sgeneralpurpose
allocators,butnotthesubdivisionoftheseallocationsintosmallerfragmentsbythe
application’scustommemoryallocator(CMA).Unfortunately,thelargerchunksthat
arevisibletothereverseengineerservemerelyasapoolforthemorerelevantalloca-
tionsoftheactualdatastructures.Phraseddifferently,thelargechunksthemselves
aremostlymeaningless,whilethesmallerfragmentsarereusedbyvariousfunctions
andsystemcalls.Missingthemmakesitexceedinglydifficulttoobserveanymean-
ingfulaccesspatternsanddetecttheobjectsdesignedbytheprogrammer.

Inthispaper,wedescribeasetoftechniquestodetectmemoryallocationand
deallocationfunctionsinstrippedCbinarieswithhighaccuracy.Weimplemented
thetechniquesinatoolcalledMemBrushandevaluateditonalargenumberofcus-
tommemoryallocators.WealsoevaluatedourtechniquesonseveralC++binaries,
butwhiletheinitialresultslookpromising,thiswasnotthefocusofourworkand
needsfurtherevaluationinthefuture.MemBrushisanoff-line,heuristics-based
toolwhichusesdynamictaintanalysis.Byexaminingtheheuristicsduringabi-
nary’sexecution,MemBrushwillfirstextractasetofpossibleallocator/deallocator
candidates.Laterthesecandidatesarevalidatedbyreplayingthem.Intheevalua-
tionsectionweshowthatMemBrushcandetectallocator/deallocatorswithahigh
accuracywhichis52outof59forallocators,and29outof31fordeallocatorsin
SPECINT2006.Whilethememoryoverheadisconsiderable,dueforinstanceto
the(taint)informationwestoreduringruntime,wedemonstratethatthemethodis
practicalbyapplyingittoreal-worldprograms.

ThemaingoalofMemBrushistofurnishexistingreverseengineeringtools,dis-
assemblersanddebuggerswithdetailedinformationaboutthememorymanagement
APIimplementedbyaCMA.KnowingtheCMA’sallocation,deallocation,andre-
allocationroutines,allowsustointerposeonthemandtakethememoryanalysis
techniquesforgeneral-purposeallocatorsandreusetheminapplicationsthat‘roll
theirown’.Todemonstrateitsusefulness,weuseMemBrushtosupportanexisting
reverseengineeringtoolcalledHoward[157].Howardisatooltoextractlow-level
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Many reverse engineering techniques for data structures depend on the analysis of
memory allocated on the heap [102; 157; 113; 17; 141]. Typically, they interpose on
the system’s malloc and free functions, and track each chunk of memory thus allo-
cated as data structure. Doing so is well and good for applications that use the stan-
dard memory allocation and de-allocation functions, but unfortunately many larger
and performance-critical programs do not. Instead, they implement their own cus-
tom memory managers, typically designed for efficiency. Well-known examples of
such applications include the Apache webserver, the PostgreSQL database manage-
ment system, the gcc optimizing compiler, and Dropbox, among many others. As
reverse engineers do not have access to source, the precise memory allocation and
deallocation functions are not known. As a result, all techniques that build on the
interposition of such functions fail.

The problem is that they only see the allocations by the system’s general purpose
allocators, but not the subdivision of these allocations into smaller fragments by the
application’s custom memory allocator (CMA). Unfortunately, the larger chunks that
are visible to the reverse engineer serve merely as a pool for the more relevant alloca-
tions of the actual data structures. Phrased differently, the large chunks themselves
are mostly meaningless, while the smaller fragments are reused by various functions
and system calls. Missing them makes it exceedingly difficult to observe any mean-
ingful access patterns and detect the objects designed by the programmer.

In this paper, we describe a set of techniques to detect memory allocation and
deallocation functions in stripped C binaries with high accuracy. We implemented
the techniques in a tool called MemBrush and evaluated it on a large number of cus-
tom memory allocators. We also evaluated our techniques on several C++ binaries,
but while the initial results look promising, this was not the focus of our work and
needs further evaluation in the future. MemBrush is an off-line, heuristics-based
tool which uses dynamic taint analysis. By examining the heuristics during a bi-
nary’s execution, MemBrush will first extract a set of possible allocator/deallocator
candidates. Later these candidates are validated by replaying them. In the evalua-
tion section we show that MemBrush can detect allocator/deallocators with a high
accuracy which is 52 out of 59 for allocators, and 29 out of 31 for deallocators in
SPECINT 2006. While the memory overhead is considerable, due for instance to
the (taint) information we store during runtime, we demonstrate that the method is
practical by applying it to real-world programs.

The main goal of MemBrush is to furnish existing reverse engineering tools, dis-
assemblers and debuggers with detailed information about the memory management
API implemented by a CMA. Knowing the CMA’s allocation, deallocation, and re-
allocation routines, allows us to interpose on them and take the memory analysis
techniques for general-purpose allocators and reuse them in applications that ‘roll
their own’. To demonstrate its usefulness, we use MemBrush to support an existing
reverse engineering tool called Howard [157]. Howard is a tool to extract low-level
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data structures from a stripped binary. Thanks to MemBrush, Howard was able to
extract heap structures that it would otherwise not have been able to detect. As a re-
sult, we can perform an analysis of the application specific data structures designed
by the programmer.

In addition, researchers have shown that knowledge of memory allocation and
deallocation routines is useful for retrofitting security in existing binaries—for in-
stance to protect against memory corruption [127; 136; 89; 67; 32; 158]. Currently,
these security measures are powerless if the application uses CMAs. Again, with
MemBrush these existing techniques should simply work, regardless of the memory
allocator.

High-level overview. The key observation behind MemBrush is that memory al-
location functions have characteristics that set them apart from other routines. For
instance, a malloc-like routine will return a heap address and malloc’s clients will
use pointers derived from that address to access memory. MemBrush checks these
characteristics at runtime taking care to filter out routines that exhibit similar behav-
ior (like wrappers, iterators, etc.) as much as possible.

Like all dynamic analysis, MemBrush’s results depend on the code that is cov-
ered at runtime. Specifically, it will not find CMA routines in code that never exe-
cutes. This paper is not about code coverage techniques. Rather, we use test suites
to cover as much of the application as possible. Fortunately, applications that em-
ploy CMAs, typically use the allocation routines frequently—after all, that is why
they have them in the first place. Thus, finding inputs that exercise the CMA code
is not very difficult, and MemBrush correctly identified almost 90% of all the CMA
routines in all the applications we tested.

In summary, MemBrush is able to unearth most CMA routines in arbitrary (gcc-
generated) binaries with a high degree of precision. While it is too early to claim
that the problem of CMA identification is solved, MemBrush advances the state of
the art significantly. For instance, we managed to accurately analyze the complex
CMA systems used by the Nginx webserver, or the ProFTPd file server.

We implemented all dynamic analysis techniques using Intel’s Pin dynamic bi-
nary instrumentation framework [96]. Our current implementation works with x86
C (and some C++) binaries on Linux generated by the gcc optimising compiler, but
the approach is not specific to any particular OS or compiler.

Outline. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we start
with a background information and we discuss the essential characteristics of CMAs
that lay the foundation of our detection algorithm. Sections 3.3-2.7 describe the de-
tails of MemBrush’s technique to detect the CMA routines. We evaluate MemBrush
in Section 2.8, and discuss its limitations in Section 2.9. Finally, we talk about the
related work in Section 4.9, and we conclude in Section 4.10.

This paper is an extended version of our WCRE 2013 publication [39].
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data structures from a stripped binary. Thanks to MemBrush, Howard was able to
extract heap structures that it would otherwise not have been able to detect. As a re-
sult, we can perform an analysis of the application specific data structures designed
by the programmer.

In addition, researchers have shown that knowledge of memory allocation and
deallocation routines is useful for retrofitting security in existing binaries—for in-
stance to protect against memory corruption [127; 136; 89; 67; 32; 158]. Currently,
these security measures are powerless if the application uses CMAs. Again, with
MemBrush these existing techniques should simply work, regardless of the memory
allocator.

High-level overview. The key observation behind MemBrush is that memory al-
location functions have characteristics that set them apart from other routines. For
instance, a malloc-like routine will return a heap address and malloc’s clients will
use pointers derived from that address to access memory. MemBrush checks these
characteristics at runtime taking care to filter out routines that exhibit similar behav-
ior (like wrappers, iterators, etc.) as much as possible.

Like all dynamic analysis, MemBrush’s results depend on the code that is cov-
ered at runtime. Specifically, it will not find CMA routines in code that never exe-
cutes. This paper is not about code coverage techniques. Rather, we use test suites
to cover as much of the application as possible. Fortunately, applications that em-
ploy CMAs, typically use the allocation routines frequently—after all, that is why
they have them in the first place. Thus, finding inputs that exercise the CMA code
is not very difficult, and MemBrush correctly identified almost 90% of all the CMA
routines in all the applications we tested.

In summary, MemBrush is able to unearth most CMA routines in arbitrary (gcc-
generated) binaries with a high degree of precision. While it is too early to claim
that the problem of CMA identification is solved, MemBrush advances the state of
the art significantly. For instance, we managed to accurately analyze the complex
CMA systems used by the Nginx webserver, or the ProFTPd file server.

We implemented all dynamic analysis techniques using Intel’s Pin dynamic bi-
nary instrumentation framework [96]. Our current implementation works with x86
C (and some C++) binaries on Linux generated by the gcc optimising compiler, but
the approach is not specific to any particular OS or compiler.

Outline. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we start
with a background information and we discuss the essential characteristics of CMAs
that lay the foundation of our detection algorithm. Sections 3.3-2.7 describe the de-
tails of MemBrush’s technique to detect the CMA routines. We evaluate MemBrush
in Section 2.8, and discuss its limitations in Section 2.9. Finally, we talk about the
related work in Section 4.9, and we conclude in Section 4.10.
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2.2 Background and Observations

Programmers incorporate custom memory allocators into their applications to im-
prove performance, and in the case of region-based allocators – to reduce the pro-
gramming burden and eliminate a source of memory leaks.

Under the hood, CMAs use general-purpose memory allocation routines, such
as malloc and mmap, to allocate large buffers, and then define their own custom func-
tions to allocate these buffers into smaller ones. Applications use the resulting blocks
to store structured data items such as arrays, structs, or C++ objects. When an ap-
plication releases a block, a CMA does not immediately return the memory to the
general-purpose allocator. Instead, it may serve it on a future request by the ap-
plication and defer the real deallocation (for instance, until the time that no more
requests are to be expected from the application). As we explain in Section 2.2.2,
when detecting CMAs, it is important to ignore wrappers—functions that only per-
form certain tests, e.g., for null pointers, before returning an object already obtained
from a general-purpose or custom allocator.

Rather than aiming for a particular custom memory allocator, the objective of
MemBrush is to detect any CMA. In Section 2.2.1, we therefore introduce popular
types of custom memory allocators. Then, in Section 2.2.2, we list the essential
characteristics of CMAs that lay the foundation for our detection algorithm described
in Sections 3.3-2.6.

2.2.1 A Taxonomy of CMAs

Since comprehensive overviews of CMAs can be found in surveys by Wilson et
al. [175] and Berger et al. [21], we limit ourselves to a summary of the approaches
in this section. Like Berger et al. [21], we distinguish the following five categories:

Per-class allocators (also known as slab allocators). A per-class allocator retains
memory to contain data objects of the same type (or size). It implements the same
API as a general-purpose memory allocator (malloc/free), i.e., it supports allocation
and deletion of individual objects. Slab allocators are widely used by many Unix and
Unix-like operating systems including FreeBSD [168] (“zones”) and Linux [73].

Regions (also known as arenas, groups, and zones [145; 88]). Each object al-
located by an application is assigned to a region, i.e., a large chunk of memory.
Programmers can only deallocate all objects from a region at once – individual deal-
locations are not possible. This limitation facilitates allocation and deallocation of
memory with a low performance overhead, at the cost of an increased memory usage.
Example applications using regions include Apache [167] (which refers to them as
“pools”), PostgreSQL [169] (which refers to them as “memory contexts”), and Ng-
inx [163].
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Obstacks. An obstack [111] is a more generic version of a region. It contains a
stack of objects, within which an individual object is freed along with everything
allocated in this obstack since the creation of the object. An example application
using obstacks is the gcc compiler [112].

Custom patterns. This category includes all allocators that implement the same
API as a general-purpose memory allocator (malloc/free), but are tailored to the
needs of a particular application. For example, one of the allocators used by Nginx
falls into this category.

Hybrid approaches. The research community has proposed various approaches to
provide e.g., high-speed allocation and cache-level locality. For instance, reaps [21]
are a combination of regions and general-purpose allocators that extend region se-
mantics with individual object deletion.

2.2.2 Essential Characteristics of CMAs

Having looked at the different categories of CMA, we now summarize their common
features. It is important to emphasize that these features aim to capture the funda-
mental behavior of CMAs and not some implementation artifact of specific variants.
For instance, all of the eight CMA implementations that we analyze in Section 2.8
exhibit these characteristics. As we will see in Sections 3.3-2.6, these characteristics
form the basis for our detection algorithm. We will discuss allocation, deallocation,
and reallocation routines in turn. In a generic sense, we will refer to these custom
functions as c_malloc, c_free, and c_realloc, respectively.

Allocation routines. c_malloc functions subdivide large memory chunks obtained
from a general-purpose allocator into small ones, and serve the small ones upon the
application’s requests. We make the following basic observations about a custom
allocator’s behavior:

(A1) Normally, a c_malloc function returns a pointer p that references a heap memory
region. As we discuss below, in some cases this rule should be relaxed. E.g.,
a c_malloc does not need to literally return p, but it might pass it through an
outgoing argument (return a pointer).

(A2) Applications use p or a pointer derived from p, e.g., (p+offset), to write to
memory. Here also, we expect some deviations from such behavior. For in-
stance, it is possible that the occasional application allocates a memory block
that it does not use. However, this should be the exception, rather than the rule.
If the application (almost) never writes to memory referenced by p, then the
function that returns it does not serve as an allocator (write to the allocated
memory).
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tions to allocate these buffers into smaller ones. Applications use the resulting blocks
to store structured data items such as arrays, structs, or C++ objects. When an ap-
plication releases a block, a CMA does not immediately return the memory to the
general-purpose allocator. Instead, it may serve it on a future request by the ap-
plication and defer the real deallocation (for instance, until the time that no more
requests are to be expected from the application). As we explain in Section 2.2.2,
when detecting CMAs, it is important to ignore wrappers—functions that only per-
form certain tests, e.g., for null pointers, before returning an object already obtained
from a general-purpose or custom allocator.

Rather than aiming for a particular custom memory allocator, the objective of
MemBrush is to detect any CMA. In Section 2.2.1, we therefore introduce popular
types of custom memory allocators. Then, in Section 2.2.2, we list the essential
characteristics of CMAs that lay the foundation for our detection algorithm described
in Sections 3.3-2.6.

2.2.1 A Taxonomy of CMAs

Since comprehensive overviews of CMAs can be found in surveys by Wilson et
al. [175] and Berger et al. [21], we limit ourselves to a summary of the approaches
in this section. Like Berger et al. [21], we distinguish the following five categories:

Per-class allocators (also known as slab allocators). A per-class allocator retains
memory to contain data objects of the same type (or size). It implements the same
API as a general-purpose memory allocator (malloc/free), i.e., it supports allocation
and deletion of individual objects. Slab allocators are widely used by many Unix and
Unix-like operating systems including FreeBSD [168] (“zones”) and Linux [73].

Regions (also known as arenas, groups, and zones [145; 88]). Each object al-
located by an application is assigned to a region, i.e., a large chunk of memory.
Programmers can only deallocate all objects from a region at once – individual deal-
locations are not possible. This limitation facilitates allocation and deallocation of
memory with a low performance overhead, at the cost of an increased memory usage.
Example applications using regions include Apache [167] (which refers to them as
“pools”), PostgreSQL [169] (which refers to them as “memory contexts”), and Ng-
inx [163].
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Obstacks. An obstack [111] is a more generic version of a region. It contains a
stack of objects, within which an individual object is freed along with everything
allocated in this obstack since the creation of the object. An example application
using obstacks is the gcc compiler [112].

Custom patterns. This category includes all allocators that implement the same
API as a general-purpose memory allocator (malloc/free), but are tailored to the
needs of a particular application. For example, one of the allocators used by Nginx
falls into this category.

Hybrid approaches. The research community has proposed various approaches to
provide e.g., high-speed allocation and cache-level locality. For instance, reaps [21]
are a combination of regions and general-purpose allocators that extend region se-
mantics with individual object deletion.

2.2.2 Essential Characteristics of CMAs

Having looked at the different categories of CMA, we now summarize their common
features. It is important to emphasize that these features aim to capture the funda-
mental behavior of CMAs and not some implementation artifact of specific variants.
For instance, all of the eight CMA implementations that we analyze in Section 2.8
exhibit these characteristics. As we will see in Sections 3.3-2.6, these characteristics
form the basis for our detection algorithm. We will discuss allocation, deallocation,
and reallocation routines in turn. In a generic sense, we will refer to these custom
functions as c_malloc, c_free, and c_realloc, respectively.

Allocation routines. c_malloc functions subdivide large memory chunks obtained
from a general-purpose allocator into small ones, and serve the small ones upon the
application’s requests. We make the following basic observations about a custom
allocator’s behavior:

(A1) Normally, a c_malloc function returns a pointer p that references a heap memory
region. As we discuss below, in some cases this rule should be relaxed. E.g.,
a c_malloc does not need to literally return p, but it might pass it through an
outgoing argument (return a pointer).

(A2) Applications use p or a pointer derived from p, e.g., (p+offset), to write to
memory. Here also, we expect some deviations from such behavior. For in-
stance, it is possible that the occasional application allocates a memory block
that it does not use. However, this should be the exception, rather than the rule.
If the application (almost) never writes to memory referenced by p, then the
function that returns it does not serve as an allocator (write to the allocated
memory).
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thesystem’smallocandfreefunctions,andtrackeachchunkofmemorythusallo-
catedasdatastructure.Doingsoiswellandgoodforapplicationsthatusethestan-
dardmemoryallocationandde-allocationfunctions,butunfortunatelymanylarger
andperformance-criticalprogramsdonot.Instead,theyimplementtheirowncus-
tommemorymanagers,typicallydesignedforefficiency.Well-knownexamplesof
suchapplicationsincludetheApachewebserver,thePostgreSQLdatabasemanage-
mentsystem,thegccoptimizingcompiler,andDropbox,amongmanyothers.As
reverseengineersdonothaveaccesstosource,theprecisememoryallocationand
deallocationfunctionsarenotknown.Asaresult,alltechniquesthatbuildonthe
interpositionofsuchfunctionsfail.

Theproblemisthattheyonlyseetheallocationsbythesystem’sgeneralpurpose
allocators,butnotthesubdivisionoftheseallocationsintosmallerfragmentsbythe
application’scustommemoryallocator(CMA).Unfortunately,thelargerchunksthat
arevisibletothereverseengineerservemerelyasapoolforthemorerelevantalloca-
tionsoftheactualdatastructures.Phraseddifferently,thelargechunksthemselves
aremostlymeaningless,whilethesmallerfragmentsarereusedbyvariousfunctions
andsystemcalls.Missingthemmakesitexceedinglydifficulttoobserveanymean-
ingfulaccesspatternsanddetecttheobjectsdesignedbytheprogrammer.

Inthispaper,wedescribeasetoftechniquestodetectmemoryallocationand
deallocationfunctionsinstrippedCbinarieswithhighaccuracy.Weimplemented
thetechniquesinatoolcalledMemBrushandevaluateditonalargenumberofcus-
tommemoryallocators.WealsoevaluatedourtechniquesonseveralC++binaries,
butwhiletheinitialresultslookpromising,thiswasnotthefocusofourworkand
needsfurtherevaluationinthefuture.MemBrushisanoff-line,heuristics-based
toolwhichusesdynamictaintanalysis.Byexaminingtheheuristicsduringabi-
nary’sexecution,MemBrushwillfirstextractasetofpossibleallocator/deallocator
candidates.Laterthesecandidatesarevalidatedbyreplayingthem.Intheevalua-
tionsectionweshowthatMemBrushcandetectallocator/deallocatorswithahigh
accuracywhichis52outof59forallocators,and29outof31fordeallocatorsin
SPECINT2006.Whilethememoryoverheadisconsiderable,dueforinstanceto
the(taint)informationwestoreduringruntime,wedemonstratethatthemethodis
practicalbyapplyingittoreal-worldprograms.

ThemaingoalofMemBrushistofurnishexistingreverseengineeringtools,dis-
assemblersanddebuggerswithdetailedinformationaboutthememorymanagement
APIimplementedbyaCMA.KnowingtheCMA’sallocation,deallocation,andre-
allocationroutines,allowsustointerposeonthemandtakethememoryanalysis
techniquesforgeneral-purposeallocatorsandreusetheminapplicationsthat‘roll
theirown’.Todemonstrateitsusefulness,weuseMemBrushtosupportanexisting
reverseengineeringtoolcalledHoward[157].Howardisatooltoextractlow-level
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(A3) Unless the c_malloc function initializes memory chunks prior to returning them,
the application should write to these chunks before reading them (no read
before write).

(A4) A c_malloc should not return the same object twice until that chunk is released
first with a call to a c_free function (no aliasing).

(A5) Since we aim to exclude wrapper functions, we require that a c_malloc not only
checks and passes a pointer obtained from another internal function, but also
performs some computations to derive the address of a newly allocated object
(no wrappers).

As we will see in Sections 2.4 and 2.8, these features accurately capture the
behaviour of allocation functions. Observe that, A1, A4 and A5 refer to the internal
characteristics of an allocator, while A2 and A3 specify how an application interacts
with it.

A1 captures the basic characteristic of a memory allocation routine: once the
allocator allocates a memory buffer, the application needs to learn about its location.
MemBrush assumes that the allocator returns a pointer that references the heap mem-
ory region. As we demonstrate with our experiments, this assumption usually holds
in practice, and is sufficient to deal with real world applications (refer to Section 2.8).
However, in theory, a c_malloc does not need to literally return a pointer, but it might
pass it through an outgoing argument. Similarly, it does not need to return a proper
C/C++ pointer, but it might provide an offset that the application subsequently adds
to the address of a buffer to compute the pointer. Since we have never encountered
the latter scenario in practice, we consider it to be purely hypothetical, and we men-
tion it for the sake of completeness only. However, as we discuss in Section 2.9,
MemBrush could be extended to also cater to the two aforementioned corner cases.

Unlike, say, sorting or encryption routines, an allocation function is expected to
return a different result every time it is called. Indeed, only when a memory chunk
is released, a c_malloc can allocate it again. A4 captures this observation.

Features A1, A4 and A5 alone let MemBrush identify c_malloc routines, but they
may also lead to an overapproximation. A prominent example of a possible mis-
classification would be iterators. When traversing a container, an iterator returns
pointers to elements of the container, satisfying A1, and just like an allocator it pro-
vides a sequence of distinct memory objects, satisfying A4. Only by observing how
the application uses the memory buffers – with rules A2 and A3 – can MemBrush
distinguish an allocator from an iterator. Indeed, the objects returned by an iterator
are usually initialized already, so they do not need to be updated first (A3), and can
be only read (A2).

Deallocation routines. When an application frees a chunk of memory obtained
from a c_malloc routine, c_free reclaims the chunk, so that it can be served again on
future requests. The algorithms in Section 2.5 are based on the following character-
istics of deallocators:
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(D1) CMAs keep track of which parts of memory are in use, and which parts are free.
They record the locations and sizes of free blocks in some kind of metadata,
which may be a list, a tree, a bitmap or another data structure. Thus, a c_free

function accesses the metadata that is also maintained by a c_malloc function
(metadata sharing).

(D2) When a c_free releases a memory region, the application should not access it
anymore unless there is a bug (and we assume bugs are rare) (no use-after-
free).

(D3) When a c_free releases a memory object, a c_malloc may return it on future
application’s requests. (Observe that this feature is strongly related to A4.)

(D4) Since we aim to exclude wrapper and internal helper functions, we select the
outermost function that shares the metadata with a c_malloc. The intuition is
that if a function does use the metadata, it should be considered a part of the
CMA. If both a caller and its callee share the metadata with a c_malloc, Mem-
Brush selects the outer one. Since each of them does use the metadata, both
should be considered a part of the CMA (understand the interface functions).

Observe that the above characteristics of deallocation routines reflect the interac-
tion between c_malloc and c_free functions. As we will see in Section 2.5, to detect
c_free routines, MemBrush searches for functions that it can couple with the already
identified c_malloc routines.

Reallocation routines. Finally, c_realloc functions allow applications to modify
the size of a previously allocated memory block. To guarantee that the new block is
contiguous in memory, c_realloc may have to relocate it elsewhere. We consider the
following features of c_realloc routines:

(R1) Like c_malloc in A1, c_realloc functions return a pointer p to a heap memory
region (return a pointer).

(R2) Like property (D1) for deallocation functions (D1), c_realloc functions also
access the metadata used by a c_malloc (metadata sharing).

(R3) As in (A2) and (A3), applications use p or a pointer derived from p to write
to memory, and write to the allocated memory before reading it (write to the
allocated memory).

(R4) Once a c_realloc modifies the size of a buffer, future repetitions of the same
request do not require any action, so also do not relocate it (idempotence).

(R5) A c_realloc preserves the contents of a memory block up to the lesser of the new
and old sizes. Thus, if the block is relocated, a c_realloc copies the old contents
to the new location (copy on relocation).

When R5 finds that a c_realloc function relocates a buffer, we additionally verify
R6–R7 below:
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(A3) Unless the c_malloc function initializes memory chunks prior to returning them,
the application should write to these chunks before reading them (no read
before write).

(A4) A c_malloc should not return the same object twice until that chunk is released
first with a call to a c_free function (no aliasing).

(A5) Since we aim to exclude wrapper functions, we require that a c_malloc not only
checks and passes a pointer obtained from another internal function, but also
performs some computations to derive the address of a newly allocated object
(no wrappers).

As we will see in Sections 2.4 and 2.8, these features accurately capture the
behaviour of allocation functions. Observe that, A1, A4 and A5 refer to the internal
characteristics of an allocator, while A2 and A3 specify how an application interacts
with it.

A1 captures the basic characteristic of a memory allocation routine: once the
allocator allocates a memory buffer, the application needs to learn about its location.
MemBrush assumes that the allocator returns a pointer that references the heap mem-
ory region. As we demonstrate with our experiments, this assumption usually holds
in practice, and is sufficient to deal with real world applications (refer to Section 2.8).
However, in theory, a c_malloc does not need to literally return a pointer, but it might
pass it through an outgoing argument. Similarly, it does not need to return a proper
C/C++ pointer, but it might provide an offset that the application subsequently adds
to the address of a buffer to compute the pointer. Since we have never encountered
the latter scenario in practice, we consider it to be purely hypothetical, and we men-
tion it for the sake of completeness only. However, as we discuss in Section 2.9,
MemBrush could be extended to also cater to the two aforementioned corner cases.

Unlike, say, sorting or encryption routines, an allocation function is expected to
return a different result every time it is called. Indeed, only when a memory chunk
is released, a c_malloc can allocate it again. A4 captures this observation.

Features A1, A4 and A5 alone let MemBrush identify c_malloc routines, but they
may also lead to an overapproximation. A prominent example of a possible mis-
classification would be iterators. When traversing a container, an iterator returns
pointers to elements of the container, satisfying A1, and just like an allocator it pro-
vides a sequence of distinct memory objects, satisfying A4. Only by observing how
the application uses the memory buffers – with rules A2 and A3 – can MemBrush
distinguish an allocator from an iterator. Indeed, the objects returned by an iterator
are usually initialized already, so they do not need to be updated first (A3), and can
be only read (A2).

Deallocation routines. When an application frees a chunk of memory obtained
from a c_malloc routine, c_free reclaims the chunk, so that it can be served again on
future requests. The algorithms in Section 2.5 are based on the following character-
istics of deallocators:
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(D1) CMAs keep track of which parts of memory are in use, and which parts are free.
They record the locations and sizes of free blocks in some kind of metadata,
which may be a list, a tree, a bitmap or another data structure. Thus, a c_free

function accesses the metadata that is also maintained by a c_malloc function
(metadata sharing).

(D2) When a c_free releases a memory region, the application should not access it
anymore unless there is a bug (and we assume bugs are rare) (no use-after-
free).

(D3) When a c_free releases a memory object, a c_malloc may return it on future
application’s requests. (Observe that this feature is strongly related to A4.)

(D4) Since we aim to exclude wrapper and internal helper functions, we select the
outermost function that shares the metadata with a c_malloc. The intuition is
that if a function does use the metadata, it should be considered a part of the
CMA. If both a caller and its callee share the metadata with a c_malloc, Mem-
Brush selects the outer one. Since each of them does use the metadata, both
should be considered a part of the CMA (understand the interface functions).

Observe that the above characteristics of deallocation routines reflect the interac-
tion between c_malloc and c_free functions. As we will see in Section 2.5, to detect
c_free routines, MemBrush searches for functions that it can couple with the already
identified c_malloc routines.

Reallocation routines. Finally, c_realloc functions allow applications to modify
the size of a previously allocated memory block. To guarantee that the new block is
contiguous in memory, c_realloc may have to relocate it elsewhere. We consider the
following features of c_realloc routines:

(R1) Like c_malloc in A1, c_realloc functions return a pointer p to a heap memory
region (return a pointer).

(R2) Like property (D1) for deallocation functions (D1), c_realloc functions also
access the metadata used by a c_malloc (metadata sharing).

(R3) As in (A2) and (A3), applications use p or a pointer derived from p to write
to memory, and write to the allocated memory before reading it (write to the
allocated memory).

(R4) Once a c_realloc modifies the size of a buffer, future repetitions of the same
request do not require any action, so also do not relocate it (idempotence).

(R5) A c_realloc preserves the contents of a memory block up to the lesser of the new
and old sizes. Thus, if the block is relocated, a c_realloc copies the old contents
to the new location (copy on relocation).

When R5 finds that a c_realloc function relocates a buffer, we additionally verify
R6–R7 below:
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Figure 2.1: MemBrush: high-level overview.

(R6) As a c_realloc combines a c_malloc and a c_free, it also releases a memory object,
and the application should not access it anymore (as in D2).

(R7) Like c_free in D3, if a c_realloc releases a memory object, a c_malloc might return
it on future application’s requests.

Even though the above features reflect the expected behavior of CMAs, we em-
phasize that MemBrush allows for occasional deviations. For example, it is possi-
ble that an application has a use-after-free bug, and uses a chunk of memory even
though it has been deallocated already, violating D2. Also, even though an applica-
tion should not read uninitialized memory (a breach of A3), we might occasionally
observe such behavior. As we will see later, in Section 2.8, we permit such excep-
tions as long as they are rare. However, in practice, we did not come across them.

2.3 A Bird’s Eye View of MemBrush

We now discuss the CMA detection procedure. MemBrush consists of instrumen-
tation modules and detection modules (see Figure 2.1). The instrumentation mod-
ules, 3©- 6©, provide support (such as dynamic information flow tracking) for the
detection modules, while the detection modules, 7©- 10©, search for the CMA rou-
tines. In this section, we briefly introduce the various components, and in the next
four sections, we explain the detection modules in detail.

In this paper, we search for CMA routines that operate on top of the mmap/brk
system calls or the libc library (i.e., that internally call malloc/free) to allocate
large chunks of memory. However, we can configure MemBrush to detect the Doug
Lea allocator [110] used by the GNU C library as well. To do so, we would simply
choose not to search for allocators based on malloc, but solely on mmap/brk, and we
do not assume any knowledge about the libc semantics.

We implemented MemBrush using Intel’s Pin dynamic binary instrumentation
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framework [96]. Pin provides a rich API to monitor context information, e.g., regis-
ter or memory contents, on program instructions, functions and system calls.

The main components of Figure 2.1 are the following:

Inputs: 1© 2© The main input to MemBrush is a (possibly) stripped x86 binary 1©
and its inputs 2©. For this paper, we used existing test suites to cover as much of
the application as possible. If needed, we can also employ a code coverage tool for
binaries like S2E [41].

Call stack tracking: 3© To analyze if a function’s behavior is characteristic for a
CMA routine, MemBrush monitors the function and its callees. For that, it keeps
track of the context in the function call stack.

Our implementation follows Slowinska et al. [157]. In a nutshell, as MemBrush
runs the application in a binary instrumentation framework, it can dynamically ob-
serve call and ret instructions, and the current position of the runtime stack. A
complicating factor is that sometimes call is used not to invoke a real function,
but only as part of a call/pop sequence to read the value of the instruction pointer.
Similarly, not every ret has a corresponding call instruction.

For the purpose of our analysis, we define a function as the target of a call
instruction which returns with a ret instruction. Values of the stack pointer at the
time of the call and at the time of the return match, giving a simple criterion for
detecting uncoupled call and ret instructions.

Partial reconstruction of physical stack frame: 4© To detect CMA routines, Mem-
Brush needs to partially reconstruct the physical stack frame of a function. Specif-
ically, it identifies all the stack-based procedure arguments. Like [157], our current
implementation is based on dynamic analysis. In a nutshell, we monitor how a func-
tion calculates pointers to access stack variables pushed by its caller. If necessary,
we can extend it with a static analysis presented by ElWazeer et al. [72].

Additionally, to determine a first set of candidates for c_malloc and c_realloc routines,
MemBrush monitors the return value of each executed function, and checks if it is a
pointer dereferencing a heap memory region. Since in gcc generated binaries, 32-bit
return values are normally passed using the EAX register, MemBrush implements this
policy as well1.

Dynamic information flow tracking (DIFT): 5© As we shall explain later, the de-
tection modules rely on dynamic information flow tracking (for data flow analy-
sis). Our tracker is an extended version of libdft [103]. Like most other DIFT
engines [138], we propagate information on direct flows only: we copy tags on data
move operations, or them on ALU operations, and clean tags on common ia32 id-
ioms to zero memory, such as xor $eax, $eax. We do not propagate any information

1While return values proved sufficient in practice, we could extend the technique to handle results
returned in parameters also.
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tommemorymanagers,typicallydesignedforefficiency.Well-knownexamplesof
suchapplicationsincludetheApachewebserver,thePostgreSQLdatabasemanage-
mentsystem,thegccoptimizingcompiler,andDropbox,amongmanyothers.As
reverseengineersdonothaveaccesstosource,theprecisememoryallocationand
deallocationfunctionsarenotknown.Asaresult,alltechniquesthatbuildonthe
interpositionofsuchfunctionsfail.

Theproblemisthattheyonlyseetheallocationsbythesystem’sgeneralpurpose
allocators,butnotthesubdivisionoftheseallocationsintosmallerfragmentsbythe
application’scustommemoryallocator(CMA).Unfortunately,thelargerchunksthat
arevisibletothereverseengineerservemerelyasapoolforthemorerelevantalloca-
tionsoftheactualdatastructures.Phraseddifferently,thelargechunksthemselves
aremostlymeaningless,whilethesmallerfragmentsarereusedbyvariousfunctions
andsystemcalls.Missingthemmakesitexceedinglydifficulttoobserveanymean-
ingfulaccesspatternsanddetecttheobjectsdesignedbytheprogrammer.

Inthispaper,wedescribeasetoftechniquestodetectmemoryallocationand
deallocationfunctionsinstrippedCbinarieswithhighaccuracy.Weimplemented
thetechniquesinatoolcalledMemBrushandevaluateditonalargenumberofcus-
tommemoryallocators.WealsoevaluatedourtechniquesonseveralC++binaries,
butwhiletheinitialresultslookpromising,thiswasnotthefocusofourworkand
needsfurtherevaluationinthefuture.MemBrushisanoff-line,heuristics-based
toolwhichusesdynamictaintanalysis.Byexaminingtheheuristicsduringabi-
nary’sexecution,MemBrushwillfirstextractasetofpossibleallocator/deallocator
candidates.Laterthesecandidatesarevalidatedbyreplayingthem.Intheevalua-
tionsectionweshowthatMemBrushcandetectallocator/deallocatorswithahigh
accuracywhichis52outof59forallocators,and29outof31fordeallocatorsin
SPECINT2006.Whilethememoryoverheadisconsiderable,dueforinstanceto
the(taint)informationwestoreduringruntime,wedemonstratethatthemethodis
practicalbyapplyingittoreal-worldprograms.

ThemaingoalofMemBrushistofurnishexistingreverseengineeringtools,dis-
assemblersanddebuggerswithdetailedinformationaboutthememorymanagement
APIimplementedbyaCMA.KnowingtheCMA’sallocation,deallocation,andre-
allocationroutines,allowsustointerposeonthemandtakethememoryanalysis
techniquesforgeneral-purposeallocatorsandreusetheminapplicationsthat‘roll
theirown’.Todemonstrateitsusefulness,weuseMemBrushtosupportanexisting
reverseengineeringtoolcalledHoward[157].Howardisatooltoextractlow-level
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Figure 2.1: MemBrush: high-level overview.

(R6) As a c_realloc combines a c_malloc and a c_free, it also releases a memory object,
and the application should not access it anymore (as in D2).

(R7) Like c_free in D3, if a c_realloc releases a memory object, a c_malloc might return
it on future application’s requests.

Even though the above features reflect the expected behavior of CMAs, we em-
phasize that MemBrush allows for occasional deviations. For example, it is possi-
ble that an application has a use-after-free bug, and uses a chunk of memory even
though it has been deallocated already, violating D2. Also, even though an applica-
tion should not read uninitialized memory (a breach of A3), we might occasionally
observe such behavior. As we will see later, in Section 2.8, we permit such excep-
tions as long as they are rare. However, in practice, we did not come across them.

2.3 A Bird’s Eye View of MemBrush

We now discuss the CMA detection procedure. MemBrush consists of instrumen-
tation modules and detection modules (see Figure 2.1). The instrumentation mod-
ules, 3©- 6©, provide support (such as dynamic information flow tracking) for the
detection modules, while the detection modules, 7©- 10©, search for the CMA rou-
tines. In this section, we briefly introduce the various components, and in the next
four sections, we explain the detection modules in detail.

In this paper, we search for CMA routines that operate on top of the mmap/brk
system calls or the libc library (i.e., that internally call malloc/free) to allocate
large chunks of memory. However, we can configure MemBrush to detect the Doug
Lea allocator [110] used by the GNU C library as well. To do so, we would simply
choose not to search for allocators based on malloc, but solely on mmap/brk, and we
do not assume any knowledge about the libc semantics.

We implemented MemBrush using Intel’s Pin dynamic binary instrumentation
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framework [96]. Pin provides a rich API to monitor context information, e.g., regis-
ter or memory contents, on program instructions, functions and system calls.

The main components of Figure 2.1 are the following:

Inputs: 1© 2© The main input to MemBrush is a (possibly) stripped x86 binary 1©
and its inputs 2©. For this paper, we used existing test suites to cover as much of
the application as possible. If needed, we can also employ a code coverage tool for
binaries like S2E [41].

Call stack tracking: 3© To analyze if a function’s behavior is characteristic for a
CMA routine, MemBrush monitors the function and its callees. For that, it keeps
track of the context in the function call stack.

Our implementation follows Slowinska et al. [157]. In a nutshell, as MemBrush
runs the application in a binary instrumentation framework, it can dynamically ob-
serve call and ret instructions, and the current position of the runtime stack. A
complicating factor is that sometimes call is used not to invoke a real function,
but only as part of a call/pop sequence to read the value of the instruction pointer.
Similarly, not every ret has a corresponding call instruction.

For the purpose of our analysis, we define a function as the target of a call
instruction which returns with a ret instruction. Values of the stack pointer at the
time of the call and at the time of the return match, giving a simple criterion for
detecting uncoupled call and ret instructions.

Partial reconstruction of physical stack frame: 4© To detect CMA routines, Mem-
Brush needs to partially reconstruct the physical stack frame of a function. Specif-
ically, it identifies all the stack-based procedure arguments. Like [157], our current
implementation is based on dynamic analysis. In a nutshell, we monitor how a func-
tion calculates pointers to access stack variables pushed by its caller. If necessary,
we can extend it with a static analysis presented by ElWazeer et al. [72].

Additionally, to determine a first set of candidates for c_malloc and c_realloc routines,
MemBrush monitors the return value of each executed function, and checks if it is a
pointer dereferencing a heap memory region. Since in gcc generated binaries, 32-bit
return values are normally passed using the EAX register, MemBrush implements this
policy as well1.

Dynamic information flow tracking (DIFT): 5© As we shall explain later, the de-
tection modules rely on dynamic information flow tracking (for data flow analy-
sis). Our tracker is an extended version of libdft [103]. Like most other DIFT
engines [138], we propagate information on direct flows only: we copy tags on data
move operations, or them on ALU operations, and clean tags on common ia32 id-
ioms to zero memory, such as xor $eax, $eax. We do not propagate any information

1While return values proved sufficient in practice, we could extend the technique to handle results
returned in parameters also.
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Figure 2.2: Detection of c_malloc functions.

on indirect data flows, such as conditional statements.

Pointer tracking: 6© MemBrush monitors how the application uses pointers re-
turned by the c_malloc and c_realloc candidates. To this end, the pointer tracking mod-
ule tracks how pointers to heap memory derive from other pointers, and where they
are stored. Our implementation is based on Slowinska et al. [157] which extends the
generic DIFT module 5© with pointer propagation rules.

Detection modules: 7© 8© 9© 10© The detection modules identify the actual CMA API:
c_malloc, c_free, and c_realloc. MemBrush’s algorithms check for the characteristic
features discussed in Section 2.2.2, and search for the routines in turn. In the first
step 7©, MemBrush determines c_malloc routines. Then 8©, it tries to find c_free func-
tions that can be coupled with the already detected allocation functions. In the last
step 9©, it identifies c_realloc routines. Finally 10©, we perform an additional analysis
of the detected CMA routines to classify the CMA according to the taxonomy from
Section 2.2.1.

The current implementation of MemBrush handles gcc-generated binaries. However,
the characteristics of the CMA routines that MemBrush relies on are generic and
compiler independent. In principle, we could port MemBrush to other platforms or
use it to analyze binaries compiled with different compilers. The implementation
would differ though, e.g., depending on the calling convention, we would need to
adjust our analysis of the arguments passed to functions or the calling context. We
leave that as a future work.

2.4 Custom Allocator Detection

To detect c_malloc routines, MemBrush searches for functions that match the require-
ments A1-A5 from Section 2.2.2. Figure 2.2 represents the procedure as a linear
pipeline, in which each stage progressively filters out functions that do not comply
with the corresponding features.

MemBrush starts by identifying a crude set of c_malloc candidates, i.e., functions
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that return pointers referencing heap memory regions (A1). As we said before, we
currently focus on functions that pass the return value using the EAX register. While
the application executes, MemBrush uses the pointer tracking module 6© to track
all pointers derived from the addresses returned by the general-purpose memory
allocators, such as mmap or malloc. This way, it also follows a custom allocator
calculating the locations of allocated objects. MemBrush monitors the return values
of all functions invoked at runtime, and selects the ones that return either a tracked
pointer or a single constant that might indicate an error, e.g., NULL.

To verify A2, MemBrush uses dynamic taint analysis to track all pointers de-
rived from the return value of each c_malloc candidate, and monitors if they are used
to write to memory. More specifically, when a c_malloc candidate returns, MemBrush
assigns a unique color to the returned value. The taint analysis engine keeps propa-
gating the color until a memory access occurs. At that point, MemBrush checks the
color of the dereferenced pointer, to identify the source c_malloc candidate.

To assess A3, MemBrush additionally examines if the application uses these
pointers to write to a memory location before reading it. Unless the allocator initial-
izes the memory itself, the presence of such read-before-writes suggests either that
the candidate is no c_malloc function, or (if the occurrence is rare) that the application
is buggy. To deal with allocators that initialize their own memory, MemBrush tags
all memory locations written by the candidate function (or its callees) with a unique
identifier, so that is able to spot the uninitialized reads later.

Next, we retain from the remaining c_malloc candidates only those functions that
never return the same memory region again until it is deallocated by a c_free (A4).
We start with a big picture, and continue with the implementation details.

Our approach draws on load testing. The basic idea is that we insert a “call loop”
that repeats specific invocations of the candidate functions many times. As long
as we ensure that the application does not release the allocated region with a call
to a c_free routine, we would expect a proper c_malloc to return a stream of distinct
addresses in accordance with (A1). The candidate progresses to the next stage if
either (1) it (or one of its callees) invokes the general-purpose allocator to allocate
a new memory region and returns a pointer referencing it, or (2) it begins to return
a non-pointer value consistently, possibly indicating that the application has run out
of memory and cannot allocate any extra. In contrast, we drop the c_malloc candidate
if (1) the application crashes, (2) the return value is a pointer already seen during the
load test, or (3) the return value is neither a pointer nor an invariable error message.

The implementation relies on a partial reconstruction of the physical stack frame
of the c_malloc candidate 4©. First, we pause the execution at a call instruction that
transfers the control flow to the candidate function, and we store the CPU context of
the call site. Specifically, we record the values of the registers and the stack-based
arguments. In order to replay the invocation, MemBrush repeatedly resets the CPU
context to the recorded one, restarts the execution at the call instruction, pauses it
again when the function returns, and examines the return value. Figure 2.3 illustrates
the procedure. Observe that the replay loop might corrupt the state of the application
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on indirect data flows, such as conditional statements.

Pointer tracking: 6© MemBrush monitors how the application uses pointers re-
turned by the c_malloc and c_realloc candidates. To this end, the pointer tracking mod-
ule tracks how pointers to heap memory derive from other pointers, and where they
are stored. Our implementation is based on Slowinska et al. [157] which extends the
generic DIFT module 5© with pointer propagation rules.

Detection modules: 7© 8© 9© 10© The detection modules identify the actual CMA API:
c_malloc, c_free, and c_realloc. MemBrush’s algorithms check for the characteristic
features discussed in Section 2.2.2, and search for the routines in turn. In the first
step 7©, MemBrush determines c_malloc routines. Then 8©, it tries to find c_free func-
tions that can be coupled with the already detected allocation functions. In the last
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of all functions invoked at runtime, and selects the ones that return either a tracked
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assigns a unique color to the returned value. The taint analysis engine keeps propa-
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to a c_free routine, we would expect a proper c_malloc to return a stream of distinct
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a new memory region and returns a pointer referencing it, or (2) it begins to return
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if (1) the application crashes, (2) the return value is a pointer already seen during the
load test, or (3) the return value is neither a pointer nor an invariable error message.

The implementation relies on a partial reconstruction of the physical stack frame
of the c_malloc candidate 4©. First, we pause the execution at a call instruction that
transfers the control flow to the candidate function, and we store the CPU context of
the call site. Specifically, we record the values of the registers and the stack-based
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context to the recorded one, restarts the execution at the call instruction, pauses it
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Figure 2.3: The replay procedure.

or cause a memory leak. Indeed, it allocates a number of buffers, which are never
released. To err on the safe side, we restart the application after this step. MemBrush
ensures to do the replay for every candidate function. However, it does not replay all
its invocations, but a number of randomly chosen ones.

Finally, we filter out allocator wrappers (A5). MemBrush classifies a c_malloc

candidate as a wrapper if (1) it (or one of its callees) invokes a function actually
categorized as an allocator, and (2) whenever it returns a pointer, it passes a value
received from a callee without modifying it. The implementation builds on the call
stack 3© and pointer tracking modules 6©.

2.5 Custom Deallocator Detection

To detect c_free routines, MemBrush searches for functions that it can couple with
the already identified c_malloc routines. A c_free function matches a c_malloc routine
if they share their metadata, and allocate/release the same memory regions. The
procedure is similar to that for c_malloc functions in that MemBrush filters candidate
functions in a linear pipeline of stages where each stage verifies one of the conditions
D1-D4 of Section 2.2.2. Figure 2.4 illustrates a high-level picture.

The first stage is based on the observation that CMA routines share some kind of
metadata that records the positions of free blocks. Hence, a c_free routine accesses
data in memory which c_malloc also uses to derive the return values (D1). Mem-
Brush first pinpoints the metadata, and then monitors the application to identify the
functions that read or modify it, which become c_free candidates.

MemBrush determines the metadata while c_malloc functions execute. First, when
a c_malloc accesses a heap or static memory location for the first time, MemBrush tags
it with a unique identifier. Then, it employs the DIFT module 5© to maintain a data
flow graph which records how these values propagate and how they are combined.
When the c_malloc routine returns, MemBrush pinpoints the metadata: it consults the
graph, and lists all memory locations that contributed to the calculation of the return
value. Observe that the metadata might represent either pointers or indices/offsets
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Figure 2.4: Detection of c_free functions.

which a CMA uses to compute the addresses of allocated regions. As MemBrush
employs a generic DIFT approach, it is impervious to such implementation details.

Finally, MemBrush monitors the application to identify the functions that access
the metadata used by c_malloc routines. Each of them becomes a c_free candidate. As
in Section 2.4, MemBrush analyzes the candidates in turn.

The next two stages build on the observation that c_malloc and c_free routines han-
dle the same memory regions. First, MemBrush verifies that once a c_free candidate
releases a buffer, the application does not access it any more (D2). Then, it tries
to make the CMA serve again a memory chunk that has just been reclaimed by a
c_free candidate (D3). Both steps require that, for each c_free invocation, MemBrush
pinpoints at least one matching c_malloc invocation, i.e., a c_malloc which allocated a
buffer reclaimed by a call to the c_free candidate.

In a nutshell, MemBrush has two ways to couple c_malloc and c_free invocations.
The first one relies on an accurate parameter match between the two functions. Mem-
Brush requires that all the arguments of the c_free candidate are either the arguments
or the return value of a past c_malloc invocation. In the second (more generic) method,
a c_malloc and a c_free invocation match if they use the same metadata. Observe that
the mapping need not be one-to-one. For instance, for region based allocators, we
expect multiple c_malloc invocations to match a single c_free candidate.

Following D2, MemBrush requires that once a c_free candidate releases a buffer,
the application does not access it any more (D2). Unless there is a use-after-free
bug in the application, the presence of such accesses suggests that the candidate is
not a c_free function. In practice, we tolerate some use-after-free accesses to allow
for bugs in the code, but the number of such accesses should be less than ε. In our
experiments, we used ε = 1%.

To analyze an invocation of a c_free candidate, MemBrush identifies a matching
c_malloc invocation, and monitors all accesses to the associated heap buffer. If the
application still uses this buffer after the c_free candidate returns, it means that the
candidate function did not actually release the memory, so it does not progress to the
next step.

D3 states that when c_free reclaims a chunk of memory, the CMA may serve it
again on future requests. To verify a c_free candidate, we trick c_malloc into reallocat-
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Figure 2.3: The replay procedure.

or cause a memory leak. Indeed, it allocates a number of buffers, which are never
released. To err on the safe side, we restart the application after this step. MemBrush
ensures to do the replay for every candidate function. However, it does not replay all
its invocations, but a number of randomly chosen ones.

Finally, we filter out allocator wrappers (A5). MemBrush classifies a c_malloc

candidate as a wrapper if (1) it (or one of its callees) invokes a function actually
categorized as an allocator, and (2) whenever it returns a pointer, it passes a value
received from a callee without modifying it. The implementation builds on the call
stack 3© and pointer tracking modules 6©.

2.5 Custom Deallocator Detection

To detect c_free routines, MemBrush searches for functions that it can couple with
the already identified c_malloc routines. A c_free function matches a c_malloc routine
if they share their metadata, and allocate/release the same memory regions. The
procedure is similar to that for c_malloc functions in that MemBrush filters candidate
functions in a linear pipeline of stages where each stage verifies one of the conditions
D1-D4 of Section 2.2.2. Figure 2.4 illustrates a high-level picture.

The first stage is based on the observation that CMA routines share some kind of
metadata that records the positions of free blocks. Hence, a c_free routine accesses
data in memory which c_malloc also uses to derive the return values (D1). Mem-
Brush first pinpoints the metadata, and then monitors the application to identify the
functions that read or modify it, which become c_free candidates.

MemBrush determines the metadata while c_malloc functions execute. First, when
a c_malloc accesses a heap or static memory location for the first time, MemBrush tags
it with a unique identifier. Then, it employs the DIFT module 5© to maintain a data
flow graph which records how these values propagate and how they are combined.
When the c_malloc routine returns, MemBrush pinpoints the metadata: it consults the
graph, and lists all memory locations that contributed to the calculation of the return
value. Observe that the metadata might represent either pointers or indices/offsets
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Figure 2.4: Detection of c_free functions.

which a CMA uses to compute the addresses of allocated regions. As MemBrush
employs a generic DIFT approach, it is impervious to such implementation details.

Finally, MemBrush monitors the application to identify the functions that access
the metadata used by c_malloc routines. Each of them becomes a c_free candidate. As
in Section 2.4, MemBrush analyzes the candidates in turn.

The next two stages build on the observation that c_malloc and c_free routines han-
dle the same memory regions. First, MemBrush verifies that once a c_free candidate
releases a buffer, the application does not access it any more (D2). Then, it tries
to make the CMA serve again a memory chunk that has just been reclaimed by a
c_free candidate (D3). Both steps require that, for each c_free invocation, MemBrush
pinpoints at least one matching c_malloc invocation, i.e., a c_malloc which allocated a
buffer reclaimed by a call to the c_free candidate.

In a nutshell, MemBrush has two ways to couple c_malloc and c_free invocations.
The first one relies on an accurate parameter match between the two functions. Mem-
Brush requires that all the arguments of the c_free candidate are either the arguments
or the return value of a past c_malloc invocation. In the second (more generic) method,
a c_malloc and a c_free invocation match if they use the same metadata. Observe that
the mapping need not be one-to-one. For instance, for region based allocators, we
expect multiple c_malloc invocations to match a single c_free candidate.

Following D2, MemBrush requires that once a c_free candidate releases a buffer,
the application does not access it any more (D2). Unless there is a use-after-free
bug in the application, the presence of such accesses suggests that the candidate is
not a c_free function. In practice, we tolerate some use-after-free accesses to allow
for bugs in the code, but the number of such accesses should be less than ε. In our
experiments, we used ε = 1%.

To analyze an invocation of a c_free candidate, MemBrush identifies a matching
c_malloc invocation, and monitors all accesses to the associated heap buffer. If the
application still uses this buffer after the c_free candidate returns, it means that the
candidate function did not actually release the memory, so it does not progress to the
next step.

D3 states that when c_free reclaims a chunk of memory, the CMA may serve it
again on future requests. To verify a c_free candidate, we trick c_malloc into reallocat-
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ing the reclaimed memory. When the candidate deallocator returns, we search the
current execution trace for a c_malloc invocation that allocated a buffer in the mem-
ory that was apparently just freed, and we replay it many times in a call loop, as
explained in Section 2.4. We retain the c_free candidate if the allocator returns the
same pointer as the invocation being replayed. In contrast, we drop the candidate if
the c_malloc function fails to reallocate that memory region—because it crashes, re-
turns an error message, or requests more memory from the general-purpose allocator.
As in Section 2.4, we restart the application after this step.

Finally, we decide which functions form the CMA interface (D4). If multiple
functions in the same call stack reached this step, we pick the outermost one. The in-
tuition is that functions above the CMA interface never directly access the metadata.
Thus, if a function uses it, it must be CMA-related.

2.6 Custom Reallocator Detection

To detect c_realloc routines, we again generate a set of candidates candidates, and then
verify them against R1-R7 of Section 2.2.2 in pipeline-fashion. Figure 2.5 presents
an overview of the algorithm. We will see that detection of reallocation routines
reuses many steps of the previous sections. This makes sense, because a reallocation
combines properties of deallocation and allocation.

First, we identify c_realloc candidates as those functions that return pointers to
heap objects, and that share the metadata with c_malloc routines (R1 and R2). The
implementation of this stages draws heavily on the checks for A1 and D1. Next, to
verify if the application uses a pointer returned by a c_realloc candidate to write to the
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reallocated heap buffer in a write-before-read fashion (R3), we reuse the verification
of A2 and A3.

R4 requires that if a c_realloc candidate repeatedly serves a specific request, only
the first invocation should trigger an action and may relocate the buffer. Again, we
confirm this behavior by replaying the invocations. Specifically, when the candidate
returns, MemBrush replays this invocation many times in a call loop, and retains the
candidate only if the returned value remains constant.

Next, we analyze if an invocation of a c_realloc candidate relocates a memory
block to modify its size (R5). To confirm that the memory block is not relocated
(but only resized), a simple test could check that a pointer returned by the candidate
indicates an object allocated by a c_malloc function that is not yet freed. Observe,
however, that this requires an ability to accurately pinpoint all objects released by
c_free routines. As we explain in Section 2.9, there exist CMA implementations
which make it very challenging.

MemBrush, on the other hand, leverages the fact that c_realloc preserves the con-
tents of reallocated memory blocks. Thus, when a c_realloc function relocates an ob-
ject, it also copies the old contents. To detect the copy operation, MemBrush uses the
DIFT module 5©. It monitors if the c_realloc candidate (or any of its callees) copies
data from a buffer already allocated by a c_malloc. In case of a relocation, MemBrush
expects a copy of a contiguous block from an address returned by a c_malloc to the
return value of the candidate. The source of this operation is the reallocated buffer.

This mechanism selects only these c_realloc candidates that relocate a memory
block at least once during our analysis. Indeed, otherwise the application does
not perform the buffer copy operation, and MemBrush cannot proceed to the sixth
step (R6). This requirement potentially limits the completeness of the detection al-
gorithm if a c_realloc function is always called to shrink a memory region, and never
to extend it. Even though we did not find it to be a problem during our experiments,
an alternative implementation could also examine if the reallocation was in place,
i.e., returned a pointer to an already allocated object.

When the previous stage concludes that an invocation of a c_realloc candidate
relocates a buffer, we also confirm that the application does not access the reallocated
buffer anymore (R6), and that the memory block is in fact freed (R7). This check is
identical to the verification of D2 and D3—again, we monitor the released memory,
and we trick c_malloc routines into reallocating it. The reallocated buffer determines
the c_malloc invocation we need to replay.

2.7 Additional Analysis of the CMA Routines

We now unearth additional characteristics of CMAs. First, we describe MemBrush’s
heuristic to estimate the size of buffers requested through c_malloc/c_realloc functions,
and then we discuss how we distinguish between the different types of allocators
from Section 2.2.1.
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ing the reclaimed memory. When the candidate deallocator returns, we search the
current execution trace for a c_malloc invocation that allocated a buffer in the mem-
ory that was apparently just freed, and we replay it many times in a call loop, as
explained in Section 2.4. We retain the c_free candidate if the allocator returns the
same pointer as the invocation being replayed. In contrast, we drop the candidate if
the c_malloc function fails to reallocate that memory region—because it crashes, re-
turns an error message, or requests more memory from the general-purpose allocator.
As in Section 2.4, we restart the application after this step.

Finally, we decide which functions form the CMA interface (D4). If multiple
functions in the same call stack reached this step, we pick the outermost one. The in-
tuition is that functions above the CMA interface never directly access the metadata.
Thus, if a function uses it, it must be CMA-related.

2.6 Custom Reallocator Detection

To detect c_realloc routines, we again generate a set of candidates candidates, and then
verify them against R1-R7 of Section 2.2.2 in pipeline-fashion. Figure 2.5 presents
an overview of the algorithm. We will see that detection of reallocation routines
reuses many steps of the previous sections. This makes sense, because a reallocation
combines properties of deallocation and allocation.

First, we identify c_realloc candidates as those functions that return pointers to
heap objects, and that share the metadata with c_malloc routines (R1 and R2). The
implementation of this stages draws heavily on the checks for A1 and D1. Next, to
verify if the application uses a pointer returned by a c_realloc candidate to write to the
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reallocated heap buffer in a write-before-read fashion (R3), we reuse the verification
of A2 and A3.

R4 requires that if a c_realloc candidate repeatedly serves a specific request, only
the first invocation should trigger an action and may relocate the buffer. Again, we
confirm this behavior by replaying the invocations. Specifically, when the candidate
returns, MemBrush replays this invocation many times in a call loop, and retains the
candidate only if the returned value remains constant.

Next, we analyze if an invocation of a c_realloc candidate relocates a memory
block to modify its size (R5). To confirm that the memory block is not relocated
(but only resized), a simple test could check that a pointer returned by the candidate
indicates an object allocated by a c_malloc function that is not yet freed. Observe,
however, that this requires an ability to accurately pinpoint all objects released by
c_free routines. As we explain in Section 2.9, there exist CMA implementations
which make it very challenging.

MemBrush, on the other hand, leverages the fact that c_realloc preserves the con-
tents of reallocated memory blocks. Thus, when a c_realloc function relocates an ob-
ject, it also copies the old contents. To detect the copy operation, MemBrush uses the
DIFT module 5©. It monitors if the c_realloc candidate (or any of its callees) copies
data from a buffer already allocated by a c_malloc. In case of a relocation, MemBrush
expects a copy of a contiguous block from an address returned by a c_malloc to the
return value of the candidate. The source of this operation is the reallocated buffer.

This mechanism selects only these c_realloc candidates that relocate a memory
block at least once during our analysis. Indeed, otherwise the application does
not perform the buffer copy operation, and MemBrush cannot proceed to the sixth
step (R6). This requirement potentially limits the completeness of the detection al-
gorithm if a c_realloc function is always called to shrink a memory region, and never
to extend it. Even though we did not find it to be a problem during our experiments,
an alternative implementation could also examine if the reallocation was in place,
i.e., returned a pointer to an already allocated object.

When the previous stage concludes that an invocation of a c_realloc candidate
relocates a buffer, we also confirm that the application does not access the reallocated
buffer anymore (R6), and that the memory block is in fact freed (R7). This check is
identical to the verification of D2 and D3—again, we monitor the released memory,
and we trick c_malloc routines into reallocating it. The reallocated buffer determines
the c_malloc invocation we need to replay.

2.7 Additional Analysis of the CMA Routines

We now unearth additional characteristics of CMAs. First, we describe MemBrush’s
heuristic to estimate the size of buffers requested through c_malloc/c_realloc functions,
and then we discuss how we distinguish between the different types of allocators
from Section 2.2.1.
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2.7.1 Buffer Size Estimation

Besides finding the CMA, it is often useful also to determine the size of the mem-
ory that is allocated. For instance, knowing the size of memory chunks helps in
tasks like reverse engineering, and hunting for heap-based bugs. Before we describe
MemBrush’s procedure to estimate how much memory the application requests from
a custom allocator routine, observe that it is not a trivial task. After all, since the
application may well allocate more memory than it will need during our tests, we
cannot just monitor how much of the buffer is actually used. MemBrush, instead,
first collects a number of sample c_malloc2 invocations along with an upper boundary
on the size of the allocated buffers. Then, it tries to devise a formula capturing the
relation between an argument of the c_malloc function and the associated size.

The collection of samples is again based on the replay mechanism. MemBrush
replays a number of a c_malloc function invocations many times, and for each of them,
it monitors the stream of returned values. When the allocator serves two consecutive
requests from the same region obtained from the general purpose allocator, Mem-
Brush measures the distances between them. They represent the upper bound on the
size of the allocated buffers. Additionally, if MemBrush finds that the CMA stores
the metadata between the chunks returned to the application, it excludes these bytes
from the distance measurement.

Observe that, we should only include the distances between memory chunks
adjacent to each other, lest we significantly overestimate the upper bound on their
size. To this end, MemBrush waits for the c_malloc function to invoke the general-
purpose allocator to allocate a new memory region, and serve the requests from it
(refer to the verification of A4 in Section 2.4). This way, we are certain that we keep
track of all the buffers allocated in that region, so our estimation of their size is as
accurate as possible.

Depending on the location of the metadata, we can distinguish between the fol-
lowing three cases:

1. The CMA stores the metadata and the allocated buffers apart (refer to Fig-
ure 2.6a). In this case, the distances between the newly allocated buffers accu-
rately represent their sizes.

2. The CMA stores the metadata in front of the newly allocated buffer. This sce-
nario is illustrated in Figure 2.6b, where a c_malloc routine is invoked twice
to subsequently allocate buffers A, and B, and return pointers pA, and pB, re-
spectively. During the allocation of B, c_malloc does not access the region
occupied by buffer A, yet it updates metaB – the metadata associated with B.
MemBrush monitors the memory locations modified by c_malloc to distinguish
the buffer allocated by the application (A) from the metadata (metaB). The dis-
tance between the beginning of metaB and A accurately determines the size of
the buffer.

2We follow exactly the same procedure for c_realloc routines.
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Figure 2.6: Buffer size estimation: grey regions represent metadata kept by the allocator, white
regions represent the newly allocated buffers.

3. The CMA stores the metadata behind the newly allocated buffer. This sce-
nario is illustrated in Figure 2.6c, where a c_malloc routine is again invoked
twice to subsequently allocate buffers A, and B, and return pointers pA, and
pB, respectively. If the allocator does not initialize the newly allocated buffer,
MemBrush can again pinpoint the metadata associated with A, and precisely
estimate the size of the memory request. Conversely, if the allocator does
initialize the newly allocated buffer, MemBrush cannot find the boundary be-
tween the buffer (A) and the metadata (metaA). As a consequence, the distance
between the beginning of the buffers represents an overapproximated size of
the memory request.

In the second step, for each c_malloc routine, MemBrush tries to derive a formula
describing the size of an allocated buffer as a function of an argument of the c_malloc.
Specifically, when we denote the size of the allocation request and the value of one
of the arguments of the c_malloc function by size and arg, respectively, we assume
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interpositionofsuchfunctionsfail.
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aremostlymeaningless,whilethesmallerfragmentsarereusedbyvariousfunctions
andsystemcalls.Missingthemmakesitexceedinglydifficulttoobserveanymean-
ingfulaccesspatternsanddetecttheobjectsdesignedbytheprogrammer.

Inthispaper,wedescribeasetoftechniquestodetectmemoryallocationand
deallocationfunctionsinstrippedCbinarieswithhighaccuracy.Weimplemented
thetechniquesinatoolcalledMemBrushandevaluateditonalargenumberofcus-
tommemoryallocators.WealsoevaluatedourtechniquesonseveralC++binaries,
butwhiletheinitialresultslookpromising,thiswasnotthefocusofourworkand
needsfurtherevaluationinthefuture.MemBrushisanoff-line,heuristics-based
toolwhichusesdynamictaintanalysis.Byexaminingtheheuristicsduringabi-
nary’sexecution,MemBrushwillfirstextractasetofpossibleallocator/deallocator
candidates.Laterthesecandidatesarevalidatedbyreplayingthem.Intheevalua-
tionsectionweshowthatMemBrushcandetectallocator/deallocatorswithahigh
accuracywhichis52outof59forallocators,and29outof31fordeallocatorsin
SPECINT2006.Whilethememoryoverheadisconsiderable,dueforinstanceto
the(taint)informationwestoreduringruntime,wedemonstratethatthemethodis
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reverseengineeringtoolcalledHoward[157].Howardisatooltoextractlow-level
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2.7.1 Buffer Size Estimation
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relation between an argument of the c_malloc function and the associated size.
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Observe that, we should only include the distances between memory chunks
adjacent to each other, lest we significantly overestimate the upper bound on their
size. To this end, MemBrush waits for the c_malloc function to invoke the general-
purpose allocator to allocate a new memory region, and serve the requests from it
(refer to the verification of A4 in Section 2.4). This way, we are certain that we keep
track of all the buffers allocated in that region, so our estimation of their size is as
accurate as possible.

Depending on the location of the metadata, we can distinguish between the fol-
lowing three cases:

1. The CMA stores the metadata and the allocated buffers apart (refer to Fig-
ure 2.6a). In this case, the distances between the newly allocated buffers accu-
rately represent their sizes.

2. The CMA stores the metadata in front of the newly allocated buffer. This sce-
nario is illustrated in Figure 2.6b, where a c_malloc routine is invoked twice
to subsequently allocate buffers A, and B, and return pointers pA, and pB, re-
spectively. During the allocation of B, c_malloc does not access the region
occupied by buffer A, yet it updates metaB – the metadata associated with B.
MemBrush monitors the memory locations modified by c_malloc to distinguish
the buffer allocated by the application (A) from the metadata (metaB). The dis-
tance between the beginning of metaB and A accurately determines the size of
the buffer.

2We follow exactly the same procedure for c_realloc routines.
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Figure 2.6: Buffer size estimation: grey regions represent metadata kept by the allocator, white
regions represent the newly allocated buffers.

3. The CMA stores the metadata behind the newly allocated buffer. This sce-
nario is illustrated in Figure 2.6c, where a c_malloc routine is again invoked
twice to subsequently allocate buffers A, and B, and return pointers pA, and
pB, respectively. If the allocator does not initialize the newly allocated buffer,
MemBrush can again pinpoint the metadata associated with A, and precisely
estimate the size of the memory request. Conversely, if the allocator does
initialize the newly allocated buffer, MemBrush cannot find the boundary be-
tween the buffer (A) and the metadata (metaA). As a consequence, the distance
between the beginning of the buffers represents an overapproximated size of
the memory request.

In the second step, for each c_malloc routine, MemBrush tries to derive a formula
describing the size of an allocated buffer as a function of an argument of the c_malloc.
Specifically, when we denote the size of the allocation request and the value of one
of the arguments of the c_malloc function by size and arg, respectively, we assume
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that the CMA uses one of the following formulas:

size = a1 ∗ arg + b1 or size = a2 ∗ 2arg + b2.

Next, for each argument variable of the allocator, argi, we consider all the collected
pairs of the maximum estimated size and argi, (max_size, argi), and we search for
values of a1, b1, a2, and b2 such that

max_size ≥ a1 ∗ argi + b1 and max_size ≥ a2 ∗ 2argi + b2.

Finally, we select (a1 and b1) or (a2 and b2) that fit the samples best, i.e., minimize
the cumulative distance between the values of the formula and the boundary sizes.

As we show in Section 2.8, MemBrush’s mechanism yields good results in prac-
tice with only very few exceptions. It does not work only if the object size is deter-
mined when the application initializes an instance of an allocator, and not when it
allocates a buffer. Then, different invocations of the allocator function result in differ-
ent allocation sizes, yet we cannot find a relation between them and the function’s ar-
guments. For this reason, we did not manage to fully analyze the ngx_array_push(a)
function in the nginx webserver. It serves requests from the array a passed as an ar-
gument. The problem is that the application determines the size of the buffers when
creating the array.

2.7.2 Classification of CMAs

To classify CMAs, we examine two characteristics: the sizes of allocated buffers,
and the relation between the allocation and deallocation routines. Additionally, we
need a means to distinguish generic regions from obstacks.

First, we check if a CMA splits a region obtained from a general-purpose allo-
cator into equal-sized chunks. To this end, we monitor objects whose addresses are
derived from the base of a particular malloc/mmap buffer, and we compare their sizes.
Next, we assess if a deallocator releases individual or multiple objects at once. To
find it out, we check how many c_malloc invocations match a single invocation of a
c_free (refer to Step 1 in Section 2.5).

Table 2.1 summarizes the decision procedure. As the basic criteria are stringent
enough to distinguish all allocator types except from obstacks, we adopt just one
extra one. Observe that, since obstacks allow for the freeing of objects allocated
since the creation of any object in the region, allocations following a call to a c_free

function do not necessarily start at the bottom of the region, but at any location inside
it. Thus, we monitor streams of addresses of objects within individual regions, and
we check if their increasing subsequences start at the same location.

Even though it was not necessary in our experiments, we could additionally vali-
date the per-class allocators. Instead of comparing only the sizes of allocated objects,
we can also examine their low-level data structures. We demonstrate this procedure
in Section 2.8.3.
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Table 2.1: MemBrush’s criteria to classify CMAs.

Allocator Equal-sized Individual Multiple
chunks object deallocation

Per-class � � ×
Regionsa × × �
Obstacksa × × �
Custom patterns × � ×
Hybrid approaches × � �
a]We use additional criteria to distinguish regions from obstacks.

2.8 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate MemBrush. We discuss its accuracy (Section 2.8.1),
present some statistics illustrating the detection procedure (Section 2.8.2), and finally
we demonstrate the practical benefits of applying MemBrush to an existing binary
analysis technique for reverse engineering data structures (Section 2.8.3).

2.8.1 Accuracy of MemBrush’s Detection Algorithm

In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of MemBrush. We start with an overview
of the applications we tested, and we report how well MemBrush managed to pin-
point the CMA routines. Then, we continue with a classification of CMAs. Finally,
we discuss the accuracy of MemBrush’s heuristic to estimate the size of buffers re-
quested through c_malloc functions.

MemBrush.indent The accuracy of the CMA routines detection. Table 2.2 pre-
sents an overview of the applications we analyzed with MemBrush. The list contains
five real-world programs, including the Apache and Nginx webservers, smbget from
the Samba networking tool, the ProFTPD file server, and wget (configured to use the
lockless allocator [116]). Additionally, we applied MemBrush to the SpecINT 2006
benchmarking suite. It contains both applications that employ a CMA and applica-
tions that do not. To verify MemBrush’s accuracy, we compare the results to the
actual CMA routines in the programs. Thus, all the results presented in this section
were obtained for binaries for which we could also consult the source code and get
the ground truth. For each application, we report the number of detected CMA rou-
tines compared to the number of the CMA routines in the application (true positives,
TPs), and the number of functions mistakenly classified as CMA routines (false pos-
itives, FPs).

Overall, MemBrush detected correctly 52 out of 59 c_malloc functions (88%),
29 out of 31 c_free routines (94%), and 2 out of 3 c_realloc functions (67%). As we
discuss below, many false negatives stem from compiler optimizations, and we could
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that the CMA uses one of the following formulas:
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2.8 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate MemBrush. We discuss its accuracy (Section 2.8.1),
present some statistics illustrating the detection procedure (Section 2.8.2), and finally
we demonstrate the practical benefits of applying MemBrush to an existing binary
analysis technique for reverse engineering data structures (Section 2.8.3).
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of the applications we tested, and we report how well MemBrush managed to pin-
point the CMA routines. Then, we continue with a classification of CMAs. Finally,
we discuss the accuracy of MemBrush’s heuristic to estimate the size of buffers re-
quested through c_malloc functions.
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the ground truth. For each application, we report the number of detected CMA rou-
tines compared to the number of the CMA routines in the application (true positives,
TPs), and the number of functions mistakenly classified as CMA routines (false pos-
itives, FPs).
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29 out of 31 c_free routines (94%), and 2 out of 3 c_realloc functions (67%). As we
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tionsectionweshowthatMemBrushcandetectallocator/deallocatorswithahigh
accuracywhichis52outof59forallocators,and29outof31fordeallocatorsin
SPECINT2006.Whilethememoryoverheadisconsiderable,dueforinstanceto
the(taint)informationwestoreduringruntime,wedemonstratethatthemethodis
practicalbyapplyingittoreal-worldprograms.

ThemaingoalofMemBrushistofurnishexistingreverseengineeringtools,dis-
assemblersanddebuggerswithdetailedinformationaboutthememorymanagement
APIimplementedbyaCMA.KnowingtheCMA’sallocation,deallocation,andre-
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theirown’.Todemonstrateitsusefulness,weuseMemBrushtosupportanexisting
reverseengineeringtoolcalledHoward[157].Howardisatooltoextractlow-level
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Table 2.2: The accuracy of MemBrush’s algorithm. in detecting
c_malloc, c_free, and c_realloc routines. The top part of the table reports
the results for 5 real-world applications, and the bottom one — for the
SpecInt 2006 benchmarking suite.

Application Allocators Deallocators Reallocators
TPs FPs TPs FPs TPs FPs

apache 3/5 - 4/6 - 0/1 -
nginx 7/7 - 2/2 - 0/0 -
smbget (samba) 1/1 - 1/1 - 1/1 -
wget 1/1 - 1/1 - 1/1 -
proftpd 6/6 - 5/5 - 0/0 -

400.perlbench 14/16 - 5/5 - 0/0 -
401.bzip2 0/0 - 0/0 - 0/0 -
403.gcc 14/17 4 5/5 - 0/0 -
429.mcf 0/0 - 0/0 - 0/0 -
446.gobmk 0/0 - 0/0 - 0/0 -
456.hmmer 0/0 - 0/0 - 0/0 -
458.sjeng 0/0 - 0/0 - 0/0 -
462.libquantum 0/0 - 0/0 - 0/0 -
464.h26ref 0/0 - 0/0 - 0/0 -
471.omnetpp 0/0 - 0/0 - 0/0 -
473.astar 0/0 - 0/0 - 0/0 -
483.xalancbmk 6/6 - 6/6 - 0/0 -

Total: 52/59 4 29/31 - 2/3 -

prevent lots of them. As far as the false positives are concerned, there were four.
Even though strictly speaking, these functions are false positives, in practice they
were wrappers of an inlined allocator. Thus, by just looking at the binary, MemBrush
has no means to provide more accurate results [18], and the identified functions do
provide the application with memory chunks acting as proper allocators.

For the false negatives, we often missed a custom allocator because we did not
even classify it as a c_malloc candidate in the first step. We identified two reasons
for this: (1) the allocator passes a pointer in an outgoing argument, and not in the re-
turn value, or (2) instead of a pointer to a heap object, the allocator returns an offset,
which the application adds to the base of a buffer (often using a macro) before ac-
cessing the memory. E.g., in Apache, the apr_rmm_malloc, apr_pool_create_ex cus-
tom allocators, and also the apr_rmm_realloc reallocator, show this behavior. The
same holds for the two missing allocators in 400.perlbench, and one of the misses in
403.gcc. In order to reduce the first source of false negatives, we could extend Mem-
Brush to consider results returned in parameters also, using the techniques described
by ElWazeer et al. [72]. To handle the allocators returning an offset instead of a
pointer, we could use dynamic information flow tracking to tell if the value returned
by a function is later used to derive a pointer dereferencing heap memory. We leave
it as a future work.
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Figure 2.7: The accuracy of MemBrush’s procedure to classify CMA routines. The bottom part of
the graph presents the allocators that were classified correctly, and the top one summarizes
misclassifications.

The remaining two false negatives in 403.gcc stem from compiler optimizations.
In the first case, the application always jumps to, and never calls, one of the custom
allocators. In the second case, the alloc_page routine is inlined. MemBrush detected
four functions, which are, strictly speaking, wrappers of alloc_page, but in practice
behave as allocators. We formally classified them as false positives, even though
they would be useful results in practice.

The two misses in the custom deallocator detection in Apache are caused solely
by the false negatives in the allocator detection. apr_rmm_malloc and apr_pool_create_ex
are the only allocators that can reallocate the memory released by apr_rmm_free and
apr_pool_destroy, respectively. Since we did not detect the allocators, we did not
manage to trick them into reallocating the just reclaimed memory either. As a result
the two deallocator candidates did not pass the D3 filter.

In summary, we see that MemBrush’s algorithm proves effective with very few
false positives. The reason for all the important false negatives is that we do not iden-
tify the values returned by a function accurately enough. However, we can employ
existing techniques to further improve the procedure.

MemBrush.indent The accuracy of the CMA classification. Figure 2.7 pre-
sents the types of custom memory allocators classified by MemBrush. The bottom
part of the graph contains correctly classified functions, and the top one – misclas-
sifications. In the 403.gcc benchmark, MemBrush erroneously mistook obstacks
for region based allocators. Even though these allocators are conceptually obstack-
based, each obstack is implemented as a list of chunks, and not as a region split into
individual buffers. The CMA inserts new nodes in the list whenever an allocation oc-
curs, and deletes a number of the most recently added ones upon deallocation. Thus,
the addresses of allocated chunks, i.e., list elements, do not form increasing subse-
quences as we expected (refer to Section 2.7.2). However, as obstacks are a more
generic version of regions, we are not too concerned with this misclassification.
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2.1Introduction

Manyreverseengineeringtechniquesfordatastructuresdependontheanalysisof
memoryallocatedontheheap[102;157;113;17;141].Typically,theyinterposeon
thesystem’smallocandfreefunctions,andtrackeachchunkofmemorythusallo-
catedasdatastructure.Doingsoiswellandgoodforapplicationsthatusethestan-
dardmemoryallocationandde-allocationfunctions,butunfortunatelymanylarger
andperformance-criticalprogramsdonot.Instead,theyimplementtheirowncus-
tommemorymanagers,typicallydesignedforefficiency.Well-knownexamplesof
suchapplicationsincludetheApachewebserver,thePostgreSQLdatabasemanage-
mentsystem,thegccoptimizingcompiler,andDropbox,amongmanyothers.As
reverseengineersdonothaveaccesstosource,theprecisememoryallocationand
deallocationfunctionsarenotknown.Asaresult,alltechniquesthatbuildonthe
interpositionofsuchfunctionsfail.

Theproblemisthattheyonlyseetheallocationsbythesystem’sgeneralpurpose
allocators,butnotthesubdivisionoftheseallocationsintosmallerfragmentsbythe
application’scustommemoryallocator(CMA).Unfortunately,thelargerchunksthat
arevisibletothereverseengineerservemerelyasapoolforthemorerelevantalloca-
tionsoftheactualdatastructures.Phraseddifferently,thelargechunksthemselves
aremostlymeaningless,whilethesmallerfragmentsarereusedbyvariousfunctions
andsystemcalls.Missingthemmakesitexceedinglydifficulttoobserveanymean-
ingfulaccesspatternsanddetecttheobjectsdesignedbytheprogrammer.

Inthispaper,wedescribeasetoftechniquestodetectmemoryallocationand
deallocationfunctionsinstrippedCbinarieswithhighaccuracy.Weimplemented
thetechniquesinatoolcalledMemBrushandevaluateditonalargenumberofcus-
tommemoryallocators.WealsoevaluatedourtechniquesonseveralC++binaries,
butwhiletheinitialresultslookpromising,thiswasnotthefocusofourworkand
needsfurtherevaluationinthefuture.MemBrushisanoff-line,heuristics-based
toolwhichusesdynamictaintanalysis.Byexaminingtheheuristicsduringabi-
nary’sexecution,MemBrushwillfirstextractasetofpossibleallocator/deallocator
candidates.Laterthesecandidatesarevalidatedbyreplayingthem.Intheevalua-
tionsectionweshowthatMemBrushcandetectallocator/deallocatorswithahigh
accuracywhichis52outof59forallocators,and29outof31fordeallocatorsin
SPECINT2006.Whilethememoryoverheadisconsiderable,dueforinstanceto
the(taint)informationwestoreduringruntime,wedemonstratethatthemethodis
practicalbyapplyingittoreal-worldprograms.

ThemaingoalofMemBrushistofurnishexistingreverseengineeringtools,dis-
assemblersanddebuggerswithdetailedinformationaboutthememorymanagement
APIimplementedbyaCMA.KnowingtheCMA’sallocation,deallocation,andre-
allocationroutines,allowsustointerposeonthemandtakethememoryanalysis
techniquesforgeneral-purposeallocatorsandreusetheminapplicationsthat‘roll
theirown’.Todemonstrateitsusefulness,weuseMemBrushtosupportanexisting
reverseengineeringtoolcalledHoward[157].Howardisatooltoextractlow-level
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Table 2.2: The accuracy of MemBrush’s algorithm. in detecting
c_malloc, c_free, and c_realloc routines. The top part of the table reports
the results for 5 real-world applications, and the bottom one — for the
SpecInt 2006 benchmarking suite.

Application Allocators Deallocators Reallocators
TPs FPs TPs FPs TPs FPs

apache 3/5 - 4/6 - 0/1 -
nginx 7/7 - 2/2 - 0/0 -
smbget (samba) 1/1 - 1/1 - 1/1 -
wget 1/1 - 1/1 - 1/1 -
proftpd 6/6 - 5/5 - 0/0 -

400.perlbench 14/16 - 5/5 - 0/0 -
401.bzip2 0/0 - 0/0 - 0/0 -
403.gcc 14/17 4 5/5 - 0/0 -
429.mcf 0/0 - 0/0 - 0/0 -
446.gobmk 0/0 - 0/0 - 0/0 -
456.hmmer 0/0 - 0/0 - 0/0 -
458.sjeng 0/0 - 0/0 - 0/0 -
462.libquantum 0/0 - 0/0 - 0/0 -
464.h26ref 0/0 - 0/0 - 0/0 -
471.omnetpp 0/0 - 0/0 - 0/0 -
473.astar 0/0 - 0/0 - 0/0 -
483.xalancbmk 6/6 - 6/6 - 0/0 -

Total: 52/59 4 29/31 - 2/3 -

prevent lots of them. As far as the false positives are concerned, there were four.
Even though strictly speaking, these functions are false positives, in practice they
were wrappers of an inlined allocator. Thus, by just looking at the binary, MemBrush
has no means to provide more accurate results [18], and the identified functions do
provide the application with memory chunks acting as proper allocators.

For the false negatives, we often missed a custom allocator because we did not
even classify it as a c_malloc candidate in the first step. We identified two reasons
for this: (1) the allocator passes a pointer in an outgoing argument, and not in the re-
turn value, or (2) instead of a pointer to a heap object, the allocator returns an offset,
which the application adds to the base of a buffer (often using a macro) before ac-
cessing the memory. E.g., in Apache, the apr_rmm_malloc, apr_pool_create_ex cus-
tom allocators, and also the apr_rmm_realloc reallocator, show this behavior. The
same holds for the two missing allocators in 400.perlbench, and one of the misses in
403.gcc. In order to reduce the first source of false negatives, we could extend Mem-
Brush to consider results returned in parameters also, using the techniques described
by ElWazeer et al. [72]. To handle the allocators returning an offset instead of a
pointer, we could use dynamic information flow tracking to tell if the value returned
by a function is later used to derive a pointer dereferencing heap memory. We leave
it as a future work.
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Figure 2.7: The accuracy of MemBrush’s procedure to classify CMA routines. The bottom part of
the graph presents the allocators that were classified correctly, and the top one summarizes
misclassifications.

The remaining two false negatives in 403.gcc stem from compiler optimizations.
In the first case, the application always jumps to, and never calls, one of the custom
allocators. In the second case, the alloc_page routine is inlined. MemBrush detected
four functions, which are, strictly speaking, wrappers of alloc_page, but in practice
behave as allocators. We formally classified them as false positives, even though
they would be useful results in practice.

The two misses in the custom deallocator detection in Apache are caused solely
by the false negatives in the allocator detection. apr_rmm_malloc and apr_pool_create_ex
are the only allocators that can reallocate the memory released by apr_rmm_free and
apr_pool_destroy, respectively. Since we did not detect the allocators, we did not
manage to trick them into reallocating the just reclaimed memory either. As a result
the two deallocator candidates did not pass the D3 filter.

In summary, we see that MemBrush’s algorithm proves effective with very few
false positives. The reason for all the important false negatives is that we do not iden-
tify the values returned by a function accurately enough. However, we can employ
existing techniques to further improve the procedure.

MemBrush.indent The accuracy of the CMA classification. Figure 2.7 pre-
sents the types of custom memory allocators classified by MemBrush. The bottom
part of the graph contains correctly classified functions, and the top one – misclas-
sifications. In the 403.gcc benchmark, MemBrush erroneously mistook obstacks
for region based allocators. Even though these allocators are conceptually obstack-
based, each obstack is implemented as a list of chunks, and not as a region split into
individual buffers. The CMA inserts new nodes in the list whenever an allocation oc-
curs, and deletes a number of the most recently added ones upon deallocation. Thus,
the addresses of allocated chunks, i.e., list elements, do not form increasing subse-
quences as we expected (refer to Section 2.7.2). However, as obstacks are a more
generic version of regions, we are not too concerned with this misclassification.
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butwhiletheinitialresultslookpromising,thiswasnotthefocusofourworkand
needsfurtherevaluationinthefuture.MemBrushisanoff-line,heuristics-based
toolwhichusesdynamictaintanalysis.Byexaminingtheheuristicsduringabi-
nary’sexecution,MemBrushwillfirstextractasetofpossibleallocator/deallocator
candidates.Laterthesecandidatesarevalidatedbyreplayingthem.Intheevalua-
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Figure 2.8: The number of allocator candidates analyzed by MemBrush when verifying
characteristics A1-A5. In Apache, there are 35 functions after the A5 step, and as they belong to
different shared libraries, they map to 3 functions in the libapr/libapr-util libraries.

MemBrush.indent The accuracy of the buffer size estimation. In general,
MemBrush either accurately estimated how much memory the application requests
from a custom allocator routine, or did not provide any results. It means, that Mem-
Brush’s analysis is accurate, and the results are not misleading. MemBrush did not
manage to deal with 7 out of 59 allocators. As we mentioned already, in all these
cases, the application determines the size of the buffers when creating an allocator,
and not when allocating an object. Examples include the ngx_array_push function
in nginx, and the apr_array_push function in Apache. For all the remaining alloca-
tors, we found that the size of the allocation is either of the form (arg + b) or it is a
constant. These results were correct.

2.8.2 Effectiveness and Necessity of Filtering Stages

We now present some statistics illustrating the analysis procedure. Due to space con-
straints, we limit the discussion to the detection of the allocation routines. Analyzing
the power of each heuristic individually is hard, as filtering stages frequently depend
on previous ones. For example, to be able to test whether a pointer is used to write to
memory (A2) or incurs a write before read (A3), we must first get this pointer from
an allocator candidate (A1). Without A1, we cannot evaluate the power of A2 and
A3. Likewise, heuristic A5 tries to detect wrappers, but it cannot exam the relation
between them without the candidates. And so on. Moreover, even if we can evaluate
some heuristics separately in theory, doing so may not be practical. For instance,
our replay mechanism (A4) becomes prohibitively expensive if there is not a set of
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aggressive pre-filtering stages to precede it.
Figure 2.8 shows how many allocator candidates MemBrush analyzed in each

step of its detection procedure. For all the applications, the A1 filter identifies up
to 430 c_malloc candidates (with a median of 78), and their number gradually drops
as MemBrush proceeds. Each time, it finds at least 1 wrapper function (193 for
483.xalancbmk, with a median of 14), often invoking the general-purpose allocator.

2.8.3 Practical Benefits - a Show Case

In this section, we demonstrate the benefits of applying MemBrush to a binary analy-
sis. We show that by furnishing an existing reverse engineering tool with information
about the interface implemented by a CMA, we significantly increase the accuracy
of the analysis.

Howard [157] is a tool to reverse data structures in stripped binaries. To ana-
lyze the memory allocated on the heap, it interposes on the system’s malloc and
free functions, and tracks each chunk of memory thus allocated as a data structure.
Thus, when the binary uses a CMA, Howard does not analyze the data structures at
the granularity used by the application, and its accuracy is low. However, with the
knowledge acquired by MemBrush. Howard can interpose on the routines used by
the CMA, and further perform its analysis.

As an example, we analyze heap memory in the smbget utility in Samba. As
the core memory allocator, it uses talloc [150], a hierarchical, reference counted
memory pool system. MemBrush detects two CMA routines: the __talloc() alloca-
tor and the __talloc_free() deallocator. Table 2.3 presents the results obtained by
Howard in two cases: (1) when it analyzes buffers allocated by the general pur-
pose allocation routines, and (2) when it also interposes on the __talloc() and
__talloc_free() functions found by MemBrush. We split the results into four cate-
gories:

• OK: Howard identified the entire data structure correctly (i.e., a correctly iden-
tified structure field is not counted separately).

• Flattened: fields of a nested structure are counted as a normal field of the
outer structure.

• Missed: Howard misclassified the data structure.

• Unused: single fields, variables, or entire structures that were never accessed
during our tests.

As expected, when we use the vanilla version of Howard, all the memory that
belongs to the heap buffers that are later used by the CMA, is erroneously classified
as arrays. Thus, we get meaningful results only for the remaining 58.5% of the
arrays and 53.2% of the structs allocated on the heap.

In contrast, when we combine Howard with MemBrush. the accuracy of the
analysis increases significantly. Now, 93.2% of the arrays and 91.3% of the struct
variables allocated on the heap are classified correctly. We counted 8.7% flattened
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MemBrush.indent The accuracy of the buffer size estimation. In general,
MemBrush either accurately estimated how much memory the application requests
from a custom allocator routine, or did not provide any results. It means, that Mem-
Brush’s analysis is accurate, and the results are not misleading. MemBrush did not
manage to deal with 7 out of 59 allocators. As we mentioned already, in all these
cases, the application determines the size of the buffers when creating an allocator,
and not when allocating an object. Examples include the ngx_array_push function
in nginx, and the apr_array_push function in Apache. For all the remaining alloca-
tors, we found that the size of the allocation is either of the form (arg + b) or it is a
constant. These results were correct.

2.8.2 Effectiveness and Necessity of Filtering Stages

We now present some statistics illustrating the analysis procedure. Due to space con-
straints, we limit the discussion to the detection of the allocation routines. Analyzing
the power of each heuristic individually is hard, as filtering stages frequently depend
on previous ones. For example, to be able to test whether a pointer is used to write to
memory (A2) or incurs a write before read (A3), we must first get this pointer from
an allocator candidate (A1). Without A1, we cannot evaluate the power of A2 and
A3. Likewise, heuristic A5 tries to detect wrappers, but it cannot exam the relation
between them without the candidates. And so on. Moreover, even if we can evaluate
some heuristics separately in theory, doing so may not be practical. For instance,
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2.8.3 Practical Benefits - a Show Case

In this section, we demonstrate the benefits of applying MemBrush to a binary analy-
sis. We show that by furnishing an existing reverse engineering tool with information
about the interface implemented by a CMA, we significantly increase the accuracy
of the analysis.

Howard [157] is a tool to reverse data structures in stripped binaries. To ana-
lyze the memory allocated on the heap, it interposes on the system’s malloc and
free functions, and tracks each chunk of memory thus allocated as a data structure.
Thus, when the binary uses a CMA, Howard does not analyze the data structures at
the granularity used by the application, and its accuracy is low. However, with the
knowledge acquired by MemBrush. Howard can interpose on the routines used by
the CMA, and further perform its analysis.

As an example, we analyze heap memory in the smbget utility in Samba. As
the core memory allocator, it uses talloc [150], a hierarchical, reference counted
memory pool system. MemBrush detects two CMA routines: the __talloc() alloca-
tor and the __talloc_free() deallocator. Table 2.3 presents the results obtained by
Howard in two cases: (1) when it analyzes buffers allocated by the general pur-
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Table 2.3: The accuracy of the data structure analysis without and
with MemBrush’s detection of CMA functions.

Category Without MemBrush With MemBrush
Arrays Structs Arrays Structs

The results in the number of variables:
OK 58.5% 53.2% 93.2% 91.3%
Flattened 0% 0% 0% 8.7%
Missed 41.5% 46.8% 6.8% 0%
Unused 0% 0% 0% 0%

The results in the number of bytes:
OK 60.4% 51.7% 92.4% 90.2%
Flattened 0% 0% 0% 9.8%
Missed 39.6% 48.3% 7.6% 0%
Unused 0% 0% 0% 0%

structures. They are all caused by a large tevent_req structure containing two nested
substructures. As the addresses of the substructures fields are always calculated
relative to the beginning of tevent_req, Howard had no means of classifying these
regions as individual structures. The results show that by using MemBrush. Howard
is able to analyze the data structures actually used by smbget, instead of the large
buffers further split by the CMA routines.

2.9 Limitations

MemBrush is not flawless. In this section, we discuss some generic limitations we
have identified.

Compiler optimizations. In general, MemBrush detects CMA routines at runtime,
so the analysis results correspond to the optimized code, which may be different
from what is specified in the source. This is known as WYSINWYX (What You
See Is Not What You eXecute) [18], and it might lead to inaccuracies. For instance,
in the 403.gcc benchmark, MemBrush has no means to identify an inlined allocator,
leading to the four functions formally classified as false positives. Observe that ana-
lyzing the code that executes is of course the right thing to do. Otherwise, we would
not be able to analyze the real behavior of the binary or perform proper forensics.

Function parameter identification. In order to identify the CMA routine candi-
dates, and later accurately match c_free and c_malloc invocations, MemBrush mon-
itors the return value and the arguments of functions. Our current implementation
assumes that functions pass the return value using the EAX register, and the parame-
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ters using the stack. As we saw in Section 2.8.1, this is not always enough. However,
we could extend our technique as proposed by ElWazeer et al. [72].

Identification of the value returned by a c_malloc routine. We assume that c_malloc

returns a pointer to the newly allocated buffer. In theory, however, it could pass an
offset to a large chunk of memory, that the application subsequently adds to the base
of the chunk. This issue can be solved with a more careful implementation. (It did
not pose a problem in our experiments.)

Identification of the buffers released with a c_free routine. Even though Mem-
Brush can accurately detect c_free routines, there exist CMA implementations which
make it very challenging to pinpoint all the memory that is freed. For instance, when
one of the deallocators in the Apache webserver releases a pool, it also reclaims all
its subpools, which are separate regions obtained from the general purpose allocator.
Finding out in an implementation-agnostic way is difficult.

Memory overhead. Our current implementation is somewhat constrained by mem-
ory limitations. Specifically, we use 4 bytes per byte used by the application for the
tag, and also need to maintain the heap states, the data flow inside the functions, etc.
For large applications, like Firefox, we can not easily do this on our 32 bit systems.

Performance overhead. The current implementation of MemBrush is slow. We use
the "replay" mechanism to validate the candidate for both c_malloc and c_free. For
c_malloc, it is acceptable. However, when we have a lot of allocators, then we need to
"replay" all possible c_free and pair them. This step costs a lot of time (easily a few
hours).

Determinism. Finally, we rely on deterministic execution of the applications. Basi-
cally, we need to detect the candidates in the first run, then replay them in the second
run to do validation. For c_malloc detection, it is fine, because we do not need to
know which instance of c_malloc we need to replay and can just randomly pick any
number of the c_malloc instance and validate them. For c_free, it is much harder be-
cause we need to pair them. If needed, we can rely on the existing record and replay
mechanisms, such as [86; 92].

2.10 Related Work

In this section, we discuss some of the recent research related to both custom mem-
ory allocation (Section 2.10.1) and the identification of a specific functionality in a
binary (Section 2.10.2).
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2.10.1 Custom Memory Allocation

Custom memory allocation is a mature field. Surveys by Wilson et al. [175] and
Berger et al. [21] provide comprehensive overviews of various types of CMAs. Many
real world applications use CMAs, typically to improve runtime performance. Well-
known examples include the Apache and Nginx webservers, the Firefox web browser
and the gcc compiler, among many others.

Many research projects, like [151; 100; 101; 114; 120], propose new memory
managers designed for high-performance memory allocation. Other approaches,
e.g., [20; 119; 129; 130; 9; 136; 154], have used custom memory managers tailored
to improve the memory safety of applications using them. They detect or help miti-
gate heap corruptions, dangling pointers or reads of uninitialized data. For instance,
Electric Fence [136] and AddressSanitizer [154] place an inaccessible memory re-
gion after each block allocated by malloc. Once a buffer overflow vulnerability is
exploited, and an application overflows a heap buffer, the mechanisms spot an ille-
gal memory access and raise an alert. Electric Fence relies on the CPU page protec-
tion – for each heap buffer, it allocates an extra page that is marked as inaccessible.
DieHarder [129] (a descendant of DieHard [20]) finds memory bugs probabilisti-
cally. Specifically, its modified malloc function also adds redzones around memory
regions returned to the user, but instead of marking them as inaccessible, it populates
the newly allocated memory with special magic values. If a magic value in a redzone
is overwritten, this will later be detected when the redzone is examined on free.

Many approaches that detect buffer overflows, use-after-free or double-free at-
tacks [127; 89; 67; 32; 158] rely on information about the programs’ data structures—
specifically, the buffers that they should protect. Thus, in the presence of CMAs,
their scope is limited to memory chunks obtained from the general-purpose allo-
cators. They would all directly benefit from MemBrush—to offer a finer grained
protection, and to detect attacks on the actual data structures used by applications.
For instance, BinArmor [158] protects heap memory regions from being overflown
by assuring that pointers keep pointing to the same buffer, i.e., it forbids a pointer
assigned to buffer A from accessing buffer B. Currently, it targets memory regions
allocated by malloc, which is inaccurate if the application uses a CMA.

2.10.2 Identification of a functionality in a binary

While MemBrush aims to automatically identify CMA routines in existing binaries,
a few recent approaches, e.g., [181; 85; 33], analyze binaries to see if they use cryp-
tographic primitives. These projects are related to MemBrush in the sense that they
also perform a dynamic analysis of a binary to search for predefined characterisitcs.

Noe Lutz [181] proposes to use three indicators to recognize cryptographic code
in execution traces: presence of loops, a high ratio of bitwise arithmetic instructions,
and entropy change in the data manipulated by the code. However, these heuristics
may lead to inaccuracies. For instance, arithmetic instructions are used commonly,
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and may prove an unreliable indicator of the presence of cryptographic primitives.
Aligot [33], on the other hand, proposes a method that is independent of the actual
implementation. It exploits the knowledge of the particular input-output relation-
ships of cryptographic functions. For an executed function, Aligot extracts its input
and output parameters, and compares them with those of known cryptographic rou-
tines. This way, Aligot detected e.g., RC4, AES or MD5 algorithms used by binaries.

MemBrush is very different from these approaches. It relies neither on particular
implementation features nor on a collection of known routines.

The most important outcome of our literature study, is that there is, to our knowledge,
no work on detection of custom memory allocation routines.

2.11 Conclusion

Custom memory allocators are very common in real-world applications, where they
are used instead of the standard allocation functions for performance reasons. Unfor-
tunately, many existing binary analysis techniques depend on the ability to intercept
the memory allocation functions. Up to now this was not possible. In this paper,
we presented a set of techniques for identifying custom memory allocation, deallo-
cation, and reallocation functions. Each of these three categories is handled by a
separate pipeline of filters that aim to test fundamental properties that most hold for
almost any implementation. We evaluated our techniques on a diverse set of custom
memory allocator implementations and verify their accuracy on both SpecInt and
several real-world applications that are known to use custom memory allocators. In
practically all cases, we showed that we can find the allocation routines with great
accuracy. Finally, we showed that the outcome of our research is immediately useful
by using the results in the Howard data structure extraction tool.
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and may prove an unreliable indicator of the presence of cryptographic primitives.
Aligot [33], on the other hand, proposes a method that is independent of the actual
implementation. It exploits the knowledge of the particular input-output relation-
ships of cryptographic functions. For an executed function, Aligot extracts its input
and output parameters, and compares them with those of known cryptographic rou-
tines. This way, Aligot detected e.g., RC4, AES or MD5 algorithms used by binaries.

MemBrush is very different from these approaches. It relies neither on particular
implementation features nor on a collection of known routines.

The most important outcome of our literature study, is that there is, to our knowledge,
no work on detection of custom memory allocation routines.

2.11 Conclusion

Custom memory allocators are very common in real-world applications, where they
are used instead of the standard allocation functions for performance reasons. Unfor-
tunately, many existing binary analysis techniques depend on the ability to intercept
the memory allocation functions. Up to now this was not possible. In this paper,
we presented a set of techniques for identifying custom memory allocation, deallo-
cation, and reallocation functions. Each of these three categories is handled by a
separate pipeline of filters that aim to test fundamental properties that most hold for
almost any implementation. We evaluated our techniques on a diverse set of custom
memory allocator implementations and verify their accuracy on both SpecInt and
several real-world applications that are known to use custom memory allocators. In
practically all cases, we showed that we can find the allocation routines with great
accuracy. Finally, we showed that the outcome of our research is immediately useful
by using the results in the Howard data structure extraction tool.
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2.1Introduction

Manyreverseengineeringtechniquesfordatastructuresdependontheanalysisof
memoryallocatedontheheap[102;157;113;17;141].Typically,theyinterposeon
thesystem’smallocandfreefunctions,andtrackeachchunkofmemorythusallo-
catedasdatastructure.Doingsoiswellandgoodforapplicationsthatusethestan-
dardmemoryallocationandde-allocationfunctions,butunfortunatelymanylarger
andperformance-criticalprogramsdonot.Instead,theyimplementtheirowncus-
tommemorymanagers,typicallydesignedforefficiency.Well-knownexamplesof
suchapplicationsincludetheApachewebserver,thePostgreSQLdatabasemanage-
mentsystem,thegccoptimizingcompiler,andDropbox,amongmanyothers.As
reverseengineersdonothaveaccesstosource,theprecisememoryallocationand
deallocationfunctionsarenotknown.Asaresult,alltechniquesthatbuildonthe
interpositionofsuchfunctionsfail.

Theproblemisthattheyonlyseetheallocationsbythesystem’sgeneralpurpose
allocators,butnotthesubdivisionoftheseallocationsintosmallerfragmentsbythe
application’scustommemoryallocator(CMA).Unfortunately,thelargerchunksthat
arevisibletothereverseengineerservemerelyasapoolforthemorerelevantalloca-
tionsoftheactualdatastructures.Phraseddifferently,thelargechunksthemselves
aremostlymeaningless,whilethesmallerfragmentsarereusedbyvariousfunctions
andsystemcalls.Missingthemmakesitexceedinglydifficulttoobserveanymean-
ingfulaccesspatternsanddetecttheobjectsdesignedbytheprogrammer.

Inthispaper,wedescribeasetoftechniquestodetectmemoryallocationand
deallocationfunctionsinstrippedCbinarieswithhighaccuracy.Weimplemented
thetechniquesinatoolcalledMemBrushandevaluateditonalargenumberofcus-
tommemoryallocators.WealsoevaluatedourtechniquesonseveralC++binaries,
butwhiletheinitialresultslookpromising,thiswasnotthefocusofourworkand
needsfurtherevaluationinthefuture.MemBrushisanoff-line,heuristics-based
toolwhichusesdynamictaintanalysis.Byexaminingtheheuristicsduringabi-
nary’sexecution,MemBrushwillfirstextractasetofpossibleallocator/deallocator
candidates.Laterthesecandidatesarevalidatedbyreplayingthem.Intheevalua-
tionsectionweshowthatMemBrushcandetectallocator/deallocatorswithahigh
accuracywhichis52outof59forallocators,and29outof31fordeallocatorsin
SPECINT2006.Whilethememoryoverheadisconsiderable,dueforinstanceto
the(taint)informationwestoreduringruntime,wedemonstratethatthemethodis
practicalbyapplyingittoreal-worldprograms.

ThemaingoalofMemBrushistofurnishexistingreverseengineeringtools,dis-
assemblersanddebuggerswithdetailedinformationaboutthememorymanagement
APIimplementedbyaCMA.KnowingtheCMA’sallocation,deallocation,andre-
allocationroutines,allowsustointerposeonthemandtakethememoryanalysis
techniquesforgeneral-purposeallocatorsandreusetheminapplicationsthat‘roll
theirown’.Todemonstrateitsusefulness,weuseMemBrushtosupportanexisting
reverseengineeringtoolcalledHoward[157].Howardisatooltoextractlow-level
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Abstract

StackArmor is a comprehensive protection technique for stack-based memory er-
ror vulnerabilities in binaries. It relies on binary analysis and rewriting strategies
to drastically reduce the uniquely high spatial and temporal memory predictability
of traditional call stack organizations. Unlike prior solutions, StackArmor can pro-
tect against arbitrary stack-based attacks, requires no access to the source code, and
offers a policy-driven protection strategy that allows end users to tune the security-
performance tradeoff according to their needs. We present an implementation of
StackArmor for x86_64 Linux and provide a detailed experimental analysis of our
prototype on popular server programs and standard benchmarks (SPEC CPU2006).
Our results demonstrate that StackArmor offers better security than prior binary- and
source-level approaches, at the cost of only modest performance and memory over-
head even with full protection.
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StackArmor is a joint work together with D.A. Andriesse, who is the second author.
My own contribution consists of implementing a phototype version based on Intel
PIN [96]. Later, I implement all the functions and optimize them for the final version
of StackArmor. In addition, I evaluate the tool for different applications.
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40CHAPTER3.STACKARMOR

3.1Introduction

WhilecommondefenseslikeW⊕X,canaries,andtraditionalASLRpreventnaïve
returnaddressoverflowsandcodeinjectionattacks,theyhavedonelittletoelim-
inatestack-basedattacksaltogether.Mainly,thecomplexityoftheattackshasin-
creasedasattackersresorttoadvancedtechniqueslikeReturn-OrientedProgram-
ming(ROP)[155].Likewise,theyexploitthestack’spredictablelayouttodisclose
usefulinformation,storedincurrent,previous,orreusedstackframes[38].We
concludethat,despiteallefforts,thestackremainsahugelyattractivetargetforat-
tackers,mainlybecauseitisanexploit-friendlycontiguousmappingwithspatialand
temporalallocationlocalitythatisentirelypredictable—obviatingeventheneedfor
“fengshui”strategiesontheheap[162].

Inthispaper,weaddresstheproblematitsrootbycompletelyabandoningthe
ideaofalinearlygrowingstack.Westaticallyrewritebinariestoisolateandfully
randomizethelocationsofstackframesandindividualstackbuffers,counteringboth
spatialattackslikeoverflowsandtemporalattackslikestack-baseduse-after-frees.

Whileoursisanextremesolutionthatprovidesmorecomprehensiveprotection
thanpriorsolutions,wearenotthefirsttoargueforbetterstackdefenses.Existing
approachesincludecompilerextensions[10;66],shadowstacks[42;139;156;45;
24;177;74;146],Control-FlowIntegrity(CFI)[8;179;53],andbinaryrewriting
toaddbufferprotection[158],buttheyeitherrelyonsourcecodeandleavebinaries
atthemercyofattackers,orofferonlyverylimitedprotection.Specifically,there
iscurrentlynostackprotectiontechniqueforbinariesthatmitigatesallofthefol-
lowingattackvectors:(i)bufferoverwritesandoverreadswithinastackframe,(ii)
bufferoverwritesandoverreadsacrossstackframes,(iii)stack-baseduse-after-frees,
(iv)uninitializedreads(inreusedstackframes).Asaresult,stackattacksarestill
rampant.Attackersusethembothtodivertthecontrolflow(and,e.g.,startoffa
ROPchain)andformemorydisclosures[38].

Informationleakageandbufferoverflowattacks,inparticular,aregreatlyhelped
bythepredictabilityofthestacklayout.Althoughthestartistypicallyrandomized,
thestackitselfgrowsinanentirelypredictablefashion,makingthedisclosureofca-
naries,returnaddresses,ordatapointersofpreviousstackframesassimpleasleak-
inguninitializeddataorexploitingbufferoverreads.Thesameappliestoexploits
modifyingdatainanotherstackframe.Forexample,randomizationbetweenstack
frameswouldhavestoppedrecenthigh-profileattacksonAsterisk[57],Xen[58],
Kerberos[55],andMSOffice[56].
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3.1 Introduction

While common defenses like W⊕X, canaries, and traditional ASLR prevent naïve
return address overflows and code injection attacks, they have done little to elim-
inate stack-based attacks altogether. Mainly, the complexity of the attacks has in-
creased as attackers resort to advanced techniques like Return-Oriented Program-
ming (ROP) [155]. Likewise, they exploit the stack’s predictable layout to disclose
useful information, stored in current, previous, or reused stack frames [38]. We
conclude that, despite all efforts, the stack remains a hugely attractive target for at-
tackers, mainly because it is an exploit-friendly contiguous mapping with spatial and
temporal allocation locality that is entirely predictable—obviating even the need for
“feng shui” strategies on the heap [162].

In this paper, we address the problem at its root by completely abandoning the
idea of a linearly growing stack. We statically rewrite binaries to isolate and fully
randomize the locations of stack frames and individual stack buffers, countering both
spatial attacks like overflows and temporal attacks like stack-based use-after-frees.

While ours is an extreme solution that provides more comprehensive protection
than prior solutions, we are not the first to argue for better stack defenses. Existing
approaches include compiler extensions [10; 66], shadow stacks [42; 139; 156; 45;
24; 177; 74; 146], Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) [8; 179; 53], and binary rewriting
to add buffer protection [158], but they either rely on source code and leave binaries
at the mercy of attackers, or offer only very limited protection. Specifically, there
is currently no stack protection technique for binaries that mitigates all of the fol-
lowing attack vectors: (i) buffer overwrites and overreads within a stack frame, (ii)
buffer overwrites and overreads across stack frames, (iii) stack-based use-after-frees,
(iv) uninitialized reads (in reused stack frames). As a result, stack attacks are still
rampant. Attackers use them both to divert the control flow (and, e.g., start off a
ROP chain) and for memory disclosures [38].

Information leakage and buffer overflow attacks, in particular, are greatly helped
by the predictability of the stack layout. Although the start is typically randomized,
the stack itself grows in an entirely predictable fashion, making the disclosure of ca-
naries, return addresses, or data pointers of previous stack frames as simple as leak-
ing uninitialized data or exploiting buffer overreads. The same applies to exploits
modifying data in another stack frame. For example, randomization between stack
frames would have stopped recent high-profile attacks on Asterisk [57], Xen [58],
Kerberos [55], and MS Office [56].
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inatestack-basedattacksaltogether.Mainly,thecomplexityoftheattackshasin-
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naries,returnaddresses,ordatapointersofpreviousstackframesassimpleasleak-
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Kerberos[55],andMSOffice[56].
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useful information, stored in current, previous, or reused stack frames [38]. We
conclude that, despite all efforts, the stack remains a hugely attractive target for at-
tackers, mainly because it is an exploit-friendly contiguous mapping with spatial and
temporal allocation locality that is entirely predictable—obviating even the need for
“feng shui” strategies on the heap [162].

In this paper, we address the problem at its root by completely abandoning the
idea of a linearly growing stack. We statically rewrite binaries to isolate and fully
randomize the locations of stack frames and individual stack buffers, countering both
spatial attacks like overflows and temporal attacks like stack-based use-after-frees.

While ours is an extreme solution that provides more comprehensive protection
than prior solutions, we are not the first to argue for better stack defenses. Existing
approaches include compiler extensions [10; 66], shadow stacks [42; 139; 156; 45;
24; 177; 74; 146], Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) [8; 179; 53], and binary rewriting
to add buffer protection [158], but they either rely on source code and leave binaries
at the mercy of attackers, or offer only very limited protection. Specifically, there
is currently no stack protection technique for binaries that mitigates all of the fol-
lowing attack vectors: (i) buffer overwrites and overreads within a stack frame, (ii)
buffer overwrites and overreads across stack frames, (iii) stack-based use-after-frees,
(iv) uninitialized reads (in reused stack frames). As a result, stack attacks are still
rampant. Attackers use them both to divert the control flow (and, e.g., start off a
ROP chain) and for memory disclosures [38].

Information leakage and buffer overflow attacks, in particular, are greatly helped
by the predictability of the stack layout. Although the start is typically randomized,
the stack itself grows in an entirely predictable fashion, making the disclosure of ca-
naries, return addresses, or data pointers of previous stack frames as simple as leak-
ing uninitialized data or exploiting buffer overreads. The same applies to exploits
modifying data in another stack frame. For example, randomization between stack
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Our focus on binaries is neither academic nor fundamental, but important in
practice: the adoption of advanced security measures in popular compilers is slow.
Compiler maintainers are conservative and wont to reject options that incur signifi-
cant overhead. The -fstack-protector-strong option in gcc is a case in point:
it had to be tailored to a very narrow threat model for performance reasons. As most
vendors simply use common compilers like gcc, any measure not added to it for per-
formance reasons will not make it into their products. Unless they apply the defenses
at the binary level, users cannot decide for themselves to sacrifice some performance
for better security.

Contributions We introduce StackArmor, a novel stack protection technique
that shields binaries from all of the above attacks. To provide comprehensive pro-
tection, StackArmor relies on static analysis enabled by state-of-the-art binary analy-
sis tools—which provide the necessary program abstractions, such as functions and
their control-flow graphs. Our static analysis is also supported by information on
the location and size of stack objects, for example provided by debug symbols (sim-
ilar to prior binary-level protection techniques [74]) or dynamic reverse engineering
techniques [113; 157]. StackArmor can also operate in complete absence of these, by
gracefully reducing its (intra-frame) protection guarantees. Using binary rewriting
to instrument call and return instructions, StackArmor provides tailored protection
based on application-specific performance and security requirements. In full pro-
tection mode, StackArmor relies on a combination of randomization, isolation, and
secure allocation techniques to create the illusion that all the stack frames and the
individual stack buffers are drawn from a fully randomized space with no spatial
or temporal predictability guarantees. Unlike all the existing solutions, this strategy
can comprehensively protect against arbitrary stack-based attacks.

To summarize, our contributions are:

• We present StackArmor, a novel stack protection technique which combines
inter- and intra-frame defenses to stop arbitrary spatial and temporal attacks.

• We present an implementation of StackArmor for x86_64 Linux. Ours is the
first system that provides such comprehensive stack protection for binaries.

• We provide a detailed experimental evaluation of our prototype, and show that
it achieves a modest performance and physical memory overhead of 5% and
+3 MB, respectively, on average, on single-threaded server programs, while
scaling well even to heavily threaded server programs (28% and +112 MB
with 100 worker threads, on average) with full protection.

Outline The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 provides
background information on the various classes of stack-based memory error attacks
and compares the protection guarantees offered by StackArmor with those of prior
techniques. Section 3.3 and Section 3.4 present the design and implementation of
StackArmor and discuss the limitations of our current prototype. Section 3.5 presents
experimental results to assess the viability and effectiveness of our stack protection
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technique. Finally, Section 4.9 surveys related work and Section 4.10 concludes the
paper.

3.2 Threat Model

StackArmor prevents memory error attacks exploiting spatial and temporal locality
of reference on the stack, i.e., spatial and temporal attacks, respectively. This section
briefly elaborates on both classes of attacks and discusses the limitations of existing
stack protection techniques.

3.2.1 Spatial Attacks

Spatial attacks exploit memory errors to access data outside the prescribed buffer
bounds. Well-known memory error examples include stack-based buffer overflows
and underflows. Attackers exploit them to corrupt memory objects with malicious
buffer writes, or leak secrets through unintended reads. Attacks can target both
control data, e.g., return addresses or function pointers, and noncontrol data, e.g.,
variables storing user privilege levels.

To access a target object, an attack first estimates its address and next obtains a
pointer to the target location via a vulnerable buffer. It either exploits a vulnerable
buffer and a target object located in the same stack frame (intra-frame attack) or
in different ones (inter-frame attack). In a traditional stack organization, both stack
frames and per-frame objects are contiguously allocated in memory, so the attack
can safely rely on the predictability of the relative distance between the buffer and
the target object.

3.2.2 Temporal Attacks

Temporal attacks exploit memory errors to access data outside the prescribed object
lifetime. Such attacks rely on predictable memory reuse to read/write data from a
newly allocated object via a reference to a deallocated object or, conversely, read data
from a deallocated object via a reference to a newly allocated object. Memory errors
originating these attacks are commonly referred to as use-after-free and uninitialized
read errors, respectively. They can be successfully exploited to corrupt or leak both
control and noncontrol data.

On the stack, temporal attacks exploit erroneous memory accesses into deallo-
cated stack frames (via dangling pointers), or into uninitialized stack variables con-
taining old data. In a traditional stack organization, stack frames are allocated and
deallocated in a predetermined order, so an attack can determine which two objects
overlap across stack frame allocations and corrupt/leak the intended data. In this
scenario, the attack relies on the predictability of stack frame reuse induced by stack
memory allocation.
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rampant.Attackersusethembothtodivertthecontrolflow(and,e.g.,startoffa
ROPchain)andformemorydisclosures[38].
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Figure 3.2: High-level overview of StackArmor .

3.2.3 Defenses

Figure 3.1 compares the stack organization adopted by different protection tech-
niques to counter attacks.

Modern ASLR techniques introduce random gaps between stack frames [24; 81]
and between buffer and nonbuffer stack objects [81]—separating and permuting
them in two adjacent per-frame regions (Figure 3.1b). This strategy alone does not
change the order of the stack frames nor does it isolate vulnerable stack buffers,
exposing the stack to guessing or spraying—spatial and temporal—attacks. This
problem is exacerbated by the gaps being limited in size for practical reasons and
often statically determined for efficiency reasons [81], resulting in even poorer ran-
domization entropy, stack frame reuse unpredictability, and resilience to information
leakage attacks.

Modern shadow stack techniques [29; 24; 74; 177], in turn, isolate the vulnerable
stack buffers on a separate, but contiguous, shadow stack (Figure 3.1c). This strategy
alone does not prevent buffers from attacking each other in a predictable way in intra-
and inter-frame spatial attacks nor does it attempt to protect against temporal attacks.

StackArmor, finally, completely disrupts the traditional stack organization, creat-
ing the illusion that stack frames and vulnerable buffers are neither temporally nor
spatially adjacent in memory, but randomly drawn and isolated from one another
(Figure 3.1d). This strategy prevents all the spatial and temporal attacks considered.

3.3 StackArmor

Figure 4.2 illustrates the overall StackArmor architecture. It consists of three analy-
sis modules, a binary rewriter, and a secure allocator. The analysis modules provide
support for the binary rewriting, while the allocator is employed to ensure an un-
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predictable allocation of stack frames. In this section, we describe the design of
StackArmor and we defer the implementation details until Section 3.4.

The three analysis modules statically analyze each function found in the binary
and determine what protection measures it requires. The Stack Protection (SP) an-
alyzer conservatively decides which functions are not provably safe from spatial or
use-after-free attacks, so need randomized (and isolated) stack frames. For this pur-
pose, the analysis pinpoints functions that compute pointers to local variables.

Functions that are not assigned randomized stack frames still require protection
from uninitialized reads. To this end, the Definite Assignment (DA) lists functions
which are not provably safe from uninitialized variables. When such a function is
called later, StackArmor zero-initializes its relevant stack objects, effectively cre-
ating the illusion that the stack frame has been allocated from a random pool of
zero-initialized frames and preventing potential errors from being exploited.

The Buffer Reference (BR) analyzer identifies stack buffers (and their references)
that are provably safe to relocate. This strategy is used to isolate potentially vulner-
able stack buffers from the original stack and prevent intra-frame spatial attacks. To
this end, the BR analyzer relies on information about location and size of all the per-
function stack objects, for example provided by debug symbols or dynamic reverse
engineering techniques [113; 157].

Next, StackArmor combines the results of the analyses and the Binary Rewriter
instruments all functions that cannot be conservatively proven safe. It creates a new
stack frame for each function call and for each stack buffer, while the Stack Frame
Allocator ensures at runtime that the frames are allocated in an unpredictable manner.
After statically rewriting the binary, the resulting (armored) binary can run natively.

3.3.1 Stack Protection Analyzer

The SP analyzer employs static analysis to conservatively identify functions that can-
not be proven safe from spatial and use-after-free attacks, so require stack protection.
It classifies as SP-unsafe all functions that compute pointers to local variables, i.e., (i)
have stack-allocated buffers, (ii) call alloca or (iii) contain stack variables that have
their address taken. Our algorithm is inspired by the -fstack-protector-strong
option in gcc [87], which uses similar analyses—at the source level—to identify
functions prone to buffer overflows. One key difference is that our strategy is more
generally tailored to locating any uses (and possibly leaks) of pointers into stack
objects, allowing our analyzer to also identify functions prone to use-after-free at-
tacks. Another difference is that operating at the binary level raises more challenges
since stack accesses are mediated by the stack (or frame) pointer, generally subject
to aliasing.

To address this challenge, the SP analyzer overapproximates the conditions above
using a data-flow analysis over the Control-Flow Graph (CFG) of every function. In
SP-safe functions, StackArmor allows references to stack objects only via the stack
(or frame) pointer and a constant offset. More specifically, for every function, the SP
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              function test_sp:         
        pushq   %rbp  
        movq    %rsp, %rbp
        subq    $32, %rsp
        movl    %edi, -4(%rbp)
        movq    %rsi, -16(%rbp)
        movl    $67305985, -24(%rbp)
        movslq  -4(%rbp), %rax        movsbl  -24(%rbp,%rax), %edi 
        movq    -16(%rbp), %rax
        addq    $15, %rax
        andq    $-16, %rax        leaq    -20(%rbp), %rsi           
        movq    %rsp, %rdx
        subq    %rax, %rdx        movq    %rdx, %rsp                
        callq   helper_sp
        movl    -20(%rbp), %eax
        movq    %rbp, %rsp
        popq    %rbp
        ret

extern	void	
helper_sp(int,	int	*,	void	*);

int	
test_sp(int	i,	unsigned	long	size)
{
				int	ret;
				char	args[]	=	{1,	2,	3,	4};
				helper_sp(
								args[i],	
								&ret,	
								alloca(size));
				return	ret;
}

Figure 3.3: A sample SP-unsafe function that violates all the three SP-safety rules imposed by the
BR analyzer.

analyzer performs a forward analysis of its CFG and marks the function as SP-unsafe
if any of the following SP-safety rules hold:

1. The stack is accessed through the stack (or frame) pointer and an offset stored
in another register.

2. The stack (or frame) pointer or derived pointers are stored into registers or
memory outside the function’s prologue and epilogue.

3. The stack (or frame) pointer is manipulated outside the function’s prologue
and epilogue.

Summarizing, (1) detects when a stack buffer is accessed in its local function, (2)
prohibits implicit accesses to stack variables, by confirming that their pointers are
never stored or passed to callees, and (3) detects alloca invocations (and possi-
bly other unsafe idioms). The example function in Figure 3.3 violates all the three
SP-safety rules and is classified as SP-unsafe1. To read args[i], the function ac-
cesses the stack through %rbp and %rax—violating (1). The second rule is violated
when the function computes the address of ret and stores the resulting %rbp-derived
pointer to %rsi. Finally, the invocation of alloca causes a manipulation of the %rsp
register, which violates (3).

While seemingly very conservative, our analysis closely matches the behavior
of modern compilers, which typically generate very simple (and efficient) stack-
accessing instructions for functions that maintain no pointers into the stack. As
shown in Section 3.5.3, on average, our analysis classified 80% of functions across
all the SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks as SP-safe (geometric mean).

1All the assembly snippets presented in the paper have been generated with clang 3.3.
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3.3.2 Definite Assignment Analyzer

To determine the functions (and objects) that require protection from uninitialized
reads, the DA analyzer relies on static analysis to conservatively identify all the DA-
unsafe objects, i.e., stack objects that cannot be proven as initialized before they are
first read. Our strategy is inspired by similar source-level analyses employed in safe
languages to implement zero initialization semantics [78]. An important challenge
when operating at the binary level is that object boundaries are no longer exposed in
the code in any obvious way. Another challenge is that aliasing problems may gen-
erally prevent the analyzer from unambiguously mapping all the accesses to stack
objects.

To address these challenges, the DA analyzer relies on two key observations.
First, the functions that require ad-hoc uninitialized read protection are only those
that have been marked as SP-safe—since the others are protected using randomiza-
tion and isolation. All the SP-safe functions, in turn, have no buffers, pointers into
the stack, or stack-accessing instructions that our simple data-flow analysis cannot
map into a constant stack frame offset. As a consequence, these variables are not
initialized in other functions, which drastically simplifies our definite assignment
analysis, essentially reducing it to a basic intra-procedural data-flow analysis [68].
Second, once constant stack frame offsets are available for each load and store stack-
accessing instruction, our analysis can simply operate at the byte rather than at the
object level.

To determine functions and stack variables that require protection (and thus zero
initialization), the DA analyzer proceeds as follows. For every function, it traverses
its CFG in depth-first fashion and maintains a per-path tag map to keep track of
the bytes in the stack frame that have been read or written to in the current path.
For every path, a first write-before-read event causes the DA analyzer to mark the
target bytes as path-safe and a first read-before-write event causes the DA analyzer to
mark the target bytes as path-unsafe. If the traversal reaches an unresolved control
transfer or a function call, it marks all the bytes that are not marked at all yet as
path-unsafe. At the end, all the bytes in the stack frame (and the function itself)
that have been marked as path-unsafe at least once are marked as DA-unsafe, thus
requiring uninitialized read protection. The example function in Figure 3.4 is DA-
unsafe, since the analyzer cannot prove that on each CFG path, the stack location
12(%rsp) (containing the arg variable) is written before it is read.

3.3.3 Buffer Reference Analyzer

For each function, the BR analyzer determines which stack buffers can be safely
isolated in separate frames, i.e., while making sure that all references to these buffers
are detected and relocated as well. The isolation serves as a protection against intra-
frame spatial memory corruption attacks.

To this end, the BR analyzer performs an intra-procedural static analysis to un-
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3.1Introduction

WhilecommondefenseslikeW⊕X,canaries,andtraditionalASLRpreventnaïve
returnaddressoverflowsandcodeinjectionattacks,theyhavedonelittletoelim-
inatestack-basedattacksaltogether.Mainly,thecomplexityoftheattackshasin-
creasedasattackersresorttoadvancedtechniqueslikeReturn-OrientedProgram-
ming(ROP)[155].Likewise,theyexploitthestack’spredictablelayouttodisclose
usefulinformation,storedincurrent,previous,orreusedstackframes[38].We
concludethat,despiteallefforts,thestackremainsahugelyattractivetargetforat-
tackers,mainlybecauseitisanexploit-friendlycontiguousmappingwithspatialand
temporalallocationlocalitythatisentirelypredictable—obviatingeventheneedfor
“fengshui”strategiesontheheap[162].

Inthispaper,weaddresstheproblematitsrootbycompletelyabandoningthe
ideaofalinearlygrowingstack.Westaticallyrewritebinariestoisolateandfully
randomizethelocationsofstackframesandindividualstackbuffers,counteringboth
spatialattackslikeoverflowsandtemporalattackslikestack-baseduse-after-frees.

Whileoursisanextremesolutionthatprovidesmorecomprehensiveprotection
thanpriorsolutions,wearenotthefirsttoargueforbetterstackdefenses.Existing
approachesincludecompilerextensions[10;66],shadowstacks[42;139;156;45;
24;177;74;146],Control-FlowIntegrity(CFI)[8;179;53],andbinaryrewriting
toaddbufferprotection[158],buttheyeitherrelyonsourcecodeandleavebinaries
atthemercyofattackers,orofferonlyverylimitedprotection.Specifically,there
iscurrentlynostackprotectiontechniqueforbinariesthatmitigatesallofthefol-
lowingattackvectors:(i)bufferoverwritesandoverreadswithinastackframe,(ii)
bufferoverwritesandoverreadsacrossstackframes,(iii)stack-baseduse-after-frees,
(iv)uninitializedreads(inreusedstackframes).Asaresult,stackattacksarestill
rampant.Attackersusethembothtodivertthecontrolflow(and,e.g.,startoffa
ROPchain)andformemorydisclosures[38].

Informationleakageandbufferoverflowattacks,inparticular,aregreatlyhelped
bythepredictabilityofthestacklayout.Althoughthestartistypicallyrandomized,
thestackitselfgrowsinanentirelypredictablefashion,makingthedisclosureofca-
naries,returnaddresses,ordatapointersofpreviousstackframesassimpleasleak-
inguninitializeddataorexploitingbufferoverreads.Thesameappliestoexploits
modifyingdatainanotherstackframe.Forexample,randomizationbetweenstack
frameswouldhavestoppedrecenthigh-profileattacksonAsterisk[57],Xen[58],
Kerberos[55],andMSOffice[56].
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              function test_sp:         
        pushq   %rbp  
        movq    %rsp, %rbp
        subq    $32, %rsp
        movl    %edi, -4(%rbp)
        movq    %rsi, -16(%rbp)
        movl    $67305985, -24(%rbp)
        movslq  -4(%rbp), %rax        movsbl  -24(%rbp,%rax), %edi 
        movq    -16(%rbp), %rax
        addq    $15, %rax
        andq    $-16, %rax        leaq    -20(%rbp), %rsi           
        movq    %rsp, %rdx
        subq    %rax, %rdx        movq    %rdx, %rsp                
        callq   helper_sp
        movl    -20(%rbp), %eax
        movq    %rbp, %rsp
        popq    %rbp
        ret

extern	void	
helper_sp(int,	int	*,	void	*);

int	
test_sp(int	i,	unsigned	long	size)
{
				int	ret;
				char	args[]	=	{1,	2,	3,	4};
				helper_sp(
								args[i],	
								&ret,	
								alloca(size));
				return	ret;
}

Figure 3.3: A sample SP-unsafe function that violates all the three SP-safety rules imposed by the
BR analyzer.

analyzer performs a forward analysis of its CFG and marks the function as SP-unsafe
if any of the following SP-safety rules hold:

1. The stack is accessed through the stack (or frame) pointer and an offset stored
in another register.

2. The stack (or frame) pointer or derived pointers are stored into registers or
memory outside the function’s prologue and epilogue.

3. The stack (or frame) pointer is manipulated outside the function’s prologue
and epilogue.

Summarizing, (1) detects when a stack buffer is accessed in its local function, (2)
prohibits implicit accesses to stack variables, by confirming that their pointers are
never stored or passed to callees, and (3) detects alloca invocations (and possi-
bly other unsafe idioms). The example function in Figure 3.3 violates all the three
SP-safety rules and is classified as SP-unsafe1. To read args[i], the function ac-
cesses the stack through %rbp and %rax—violating (1). The second rule is violated
when the function computes the address of ret and stores the resulting %rbp-derived
pointer to %rsi. Finally, the invocation of alloca causes a manipulation of the %rsp
register, which violates (3).

While seemingly very conservative, our analysis closely matches the behavior
of modern compilers, which typically generate very simple (and efficient) stack-
accessing instructions for functions that maintain no pointers into the stack. As
shown in Section 3.5.3, on average, our analysis classified 80% of functions across
all the SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks as SP-safe (geometric mean).

1All the assembly snippets presented in the paper have been generated with clang 3.3.
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3.3.2 Definite Assignment Analyzer

To determine the functions (and objects) that require protection from uninitialized
reads, the DA analyzer relies on static analysis to conservatively identify all the DA-
unsafe objects, i.e., stack objects that cannot be proven as initialized before they are
first read. Our strategy is inspired by similar source-level analyses employed in safe
languages to implement zero initialization semantics [78]. An important challenge
when operating at the binary level is that object boundaries are no longer exposed in
the code in any obvious way. Another challenge is that aliasing problems may gen-
erally prevent the analyzer from unambiguously mapping all the accesses to stack
objects.

To address these challenges, the DA analyzer relies on two key observations.
First, the functions that require ad-hoc uninitialized read protection are only those
that have been marked as SP-safe—since the others are protected using randomiza-
tion and isolation. All the SP-safe functions, in turn, have no buffers, pointers into
the stack, or stack-accessing instructions that our simple data-flow analysis cannot
map into a constant stack frame offset. As a consequence, these variables are not
initialized in other functions, which drastically simplifies our definite assignment
analysis, essentially reducing it to a basic intra-procedural data-flow analysis [68].
Second, once constant stack frame offsets are available for each load and store stack-
accessing instruction, our analysis can simply operate at the byte rather than at the
object level.

To determine functions and stack variables that require protection (and thus zero
initialization), the DA analyzer proceeds as follows. For every function, it traverses
its CFG in depth-first fashion and maintains a per-path tag map to keep track of
the bytes in the stack frame that have been read or written to in the current path.
For every path, a first write-before-read event causes the DA analyzer to mark the
target bytes as path-safe and a first read-before-write event causes the DA analyzer to
mark the target bytes as path-unsafe. If the traversal reaches an unresolved control
transfer or a function call, it marks all the bytes that are not marked at all yet as
path-unsafe. At the end, all the bytes in the stack frame (and the function itself)
that have been marked as path-unsafe at least once are marked as DA-unsafe, thus
requiring uninitialized read protection. The example function in Figure 3.4 is DA-
unsafe, since the analyzer cannot prove that on each CFG path, the stack location
12(%rsp) (containing the arg variable) is written before it is read.

3.3.3 Buffer Reference Analyzer

For each function, the BR analyzer determines which stack buffers can be safely
isolated in separate frames, i.e., while making sure that all references to these buffers
are detected and relocated as well. The isolation serves as a protection against intra-
frame spatial memory corruption attacks.

To this end, the BR analyzer performs an intra-procedural static analysis to un-
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randomizethelocationsofstackframesandindividualstackbuffers,counteringboth
spatialattackslikeoverflowsandtemporalattackslikestack-baseduse-after-frees.

Whileoursisanextremesolutionthatprovidesmorecomprehensiveprotection
thanpriorsolutions,wearenotthefirsttoargueforbetterstackdefenses.Existing
approachesincludecompilerextensions[10;66],shadowstacks[42;139;156;45;
24;177;74;146],Control-FlowIntegrity(CFI)[8;179;53],andbinaryrewriting
toaddbufferprotection[158],buttheyeitherrelyonsourcecodeandleavebinaries
atthemercyofattackers,orofferonlyverylimitedprotection.Specifically,there
iscurrentlynostackprotectiontechniqueforbinariesthatmitigatesallofthefol-
lowingattackvectors:(i)bufferoverwritesandoverreadswithinastackframe,(ii)
bufferoverwritesandoverreadsacrossstackframes,(iii)stack-baseduse-after-frees,
(iv)uninitializedreads(inreusedstackframes).Asaresult,stackattacksarestill
rampant.Attackersusethembothtodivertthecontrolflow(and,e.g.,startoffa
ROPchain)andformemorydisclosures[38].

Informationleakageandbufferoverflowattacks,inparticular,aregreatlyhelped
bythepredictabilityofthestacklayout.Althoughthestartistypicallyrandomized,
thestackitselfgrowsinanentirelypredictablefashion,makingthedisclosureofca-
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Kerberos[55],andMSOffice[56].
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      function test_da:         
      .LBB1_0: 
        subq    $24, %rsp
        movq    %rdi, 16(%rsp)
        cmpq    $11, %rdi
        jb      .LBB1_2 
      .LBB1_1          movl    $10, 12(%rsp)
        jmp     .LBB1_4 
      .LBB1_2:
        cmpq    $2, 16(%rsp)
        jb      .LBB1_4 
      .LBB1_3        movl    $1, 12(%rsp)
      .LBB1_4:
        movl    12(%rsp), %edi     
        callq   helper_da
        addq    $24, %rsp
        ret

extern void 
helper_da(int);

int 
test_da(unsigned long size)
{
    int arg;
    if (size > 10)
        arg = 10;
    else if (size > 1)
        arg = 1;     

    helper_da(arg)
}

Control-flow graph and the DA analyzer's results:

0

1 2 3

4

12(%rsp) 16(%rsp) 

safe
safe safe

safe
safeunsafe

DA result: unsafe
safe
safe

Figure 3.4: A sample DA-unsafe function—on the CFG path marked with solid arrows, the analyzer
cannot prove that 12(%rsp) (containing the arg variable) is initialized.

ambiguously map all the instructions taking stack addresses. StackArmor can safely
isolate a buffer only if it proves that none of its references are ever used to access
other memory regions. Even though the BR analyzer relies on the available informa-
tion on the location and size of all the stack objects (as provided by debug symbols or
dynamic reverse engineering techniques [113; 157]), the mapping poses significant
challenges. First, the stack (or frame) pointer is subject to aliasing. Another diffi-
culty is that unlike source-level solutions [10], we cannot assume that the relative
layout of independent objects in memory is undefined. At the binary level, refer-
ences to stack objects are inherently ambiguous—due to intra-procedural compiler
optimizations, a reference to an object could be later used to access a completely
different object inside a function.

Figure 3.5 illustrates the problem. In this example, clang reserves a dedicated
base pointer (%rbx) to access stack objects. The function prologue sets up the
pointer to point to the bottom of fixed-size portion of the stack, i.e., excluding stack
space dedicated to Variable-Length Arrays—or VLAs. In our example, this behav-
ior is induced by the presence of stack alignment for the buff object and the VLA
allocated on the stack using alloca [144]. gcc handles this situation in a similar
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      function test_br:         
        pushq   %rbp
        movq    %rsp, %rbp
        pushq   %rbx
        andq    $-64, %rsp
        subq    $192, %rsp
        movq    %rsp, %rbx        
        movq    %rdi, 160(%rbx)
        addq    $15, %rdi
        andq    $-16, %rdi
        movq    %rsp, %rdx
        subq    %rdi, %rdx
        movq    %rdx, %rsp
        leaq    64(%rbx), %rdi   
        leaq    60(%rbx), %rsi   
        callq   helper_br
        movl    60(%rbx), %eax
        leaq    -8(%rbp), %rsp
        popq    %rbx
        popq    %rbp
        ret

        movq    %rsp, %rbx        
        movq    %rdi, 160(%rbx)
        # ...  
        leaq    64(%rbx), %rdi   
        leaq    60(%rbx), %rsi   
        callq   helper_br
        movl    60(%rbx), %eax

%rsp

%rsp
%rsp 64(%rsp)

60(%rsp)

extern void 
helper_br(char*,int*,void*);

int 
test_br(unsigned long size)
{
    char buff[64] 
    __attribute__ ((aligned(64)); 

    int ret;      

    helper_br(
        buff, 
        &ret, 
        alloca(size));
}

source: 

sink: 

sink: 

Propaga�on of an explicit stack reference performed by the BR analyzer:

Figure 3.5: A sample function with an ambiguous stack reference—the %rbx base pointer, derived
from %rsp, is used to access two separate objects on the stack: the ret variable located at
64(%rbx) and the buff object at 60(%rbx).

way, mediating the necessary accesses to stack objects with a dedicated Dynamic
Realigned Argument Pointer (DRAP) register (typically %r10) [98]. Using an addi-
tional register to access the stack causes a stack reference (i.e., movq %rsp, %rbx)
to be used to access distinct stack objects (i.e., buff and ret) before calling helper_br.
As detailed in the figure, the BR analyzer detects the ambiguity and refuses to remap
the stack references for the given function.

The algorithm implemented in the BR analyzer operates in two steps. First, for
each function, it identifies and propagates all the explicit stack references down the
CFG. The mechanism is inspired by the way prior techniques [63; 159] use constant
propagation to discover targets of indirect calls. Next, the analysis verifies that each
reference targets a single stack object.

In the first step, the BR analyzer runs an intra-procedural flow-sensitive static
data-flow tracking analysis [47] to determine where stack addresses are dereferenced,
stored to memory, or escape the current function. It takes two types of taint seeds
present in the instructions of the CFG: constants and explicit stack references, i.e.,
operands of the form rsp+offset or rbp-offset, where offset is an immediate
value. It considers each reference in turn and treats this reference and all the con-
stants as tainted. With this setup, for each control-flow path, it propagates the tainted
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      function test_da:         
      .LBB1_0: 
        subq    $24, %rsp
        movq    %rdi, 16(%rsp)
        cmpq    $11, %rdi
        jb      .LBB1_2 
      .LBB1_1          movl    $10, 12(%rsp)
        jmp     .LBB1_4 
      .LBB1_2:
        cmpq    $2, 16(%rsp)
        jb      .LBB1_4 
      .LBB1_3        movl    $1, 12(%rsp)
      .LBB1_4:
        movl    12(%rsp), %edi     
        callq   helper_da
        addq    $24, %rsp
        ret

extern void 
helper_da(int);

int 
test_da(unsigned long size)
{
    int arg;
    if (size > 10)
        arg = 10;
    else if (size > 1)
        arg = 1;     

    helper_da(arg)
}

Control-flow graph and the DA analyzer's results:
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Figure 3.4: A sample DA-unsafe function—on the CFG path marked with solid arrows, the analyzer
cannot prove that 12(%rsp) (containing the arg variable) is initialized.

ambiguously map all the instructions taking stack addresses. StackArmor can safely
isolate a buffer only if it proves that none of its references are ever used to access
other memory regions. Even though the BR analyzer relies on the available informa-
tion on the location and size of all the stack objects (as provided by debug symbols or
dynamic reverse engineering techniques [113; 157]), the mapping poses significant
challenges. First, the stack (or frame) pointer is subject to aliasing. Another diffi-
culty is that unlike source-level solutions [10], we cannot assume that the relative
layout of independent objects in memory is undefined. At the binary level, refer-
ences to stack objects are inherently ambiguous—due to intra-procedural compiler
optimizations, a reference to an object could be later used to access a completely
different object inside a function.

Figure 3.5 illustrates the problem. In this example, clang reserves a dedicated
base pointer (%rbx) to access stack objects. The function prologue sets up the
pointer to point to the bottom of fixed-size portion of the stack, i.e., excluding stack
space dedicated to Variable-Length Arrays—or VLAs. In our example, this behav-
ior is induced by the presence of stack alignment for the buff object and the VLA
allocated on the stack using alloca [144]. gcc handles this situation in a similar
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      function test_br:         
        pushq   %rbp
        movq    %rsp, %rbp
        pushq   %rbx
        andq    $-64, %rsp
        subq    $192, %rsp
        movq    %rsp, %rbx        
        movq    %rdi, 160(%rbx)
        addq    $15, %rdi
        andq    $-16, %rdi
        movq    %rsp, %rdx
        subq    %rdi, %rdx
        movq    %rdx, %rsp
        leaq    64(%rbx), %rdi   
        leaq    60(%rbx), %rsi   
        callq   helper_br
        movl    60(%rbx), %eax
        leaq    -8(%rbp), %rsp
        popq    %rbx
        popq    %rbp
        ret

        movq    %rsp, %rbx        
        movq    %rdi, 160(%rbx)
        # ...  
        leaq    64(%rbx), %rdi   
        leaq    60(%rbx), %rsi   
        callq   helper_br
        movl    60(%rbx), %eax

%rsp
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%rsp 64(%rsp)

60(%rsp)

extern void 
helper_br(char*,int*,void*);

int 
test_br(unsigned long size)
{
    char buff[64] 
    __attribute__ ((aligned(64)); 

    int ret;      

    helper_br(
        buff, 
        &ret, 
        alloca(size));
}

source: 

sink: 

sink: 

Propaga�on of an explicit stack reference performed by the BR analyzer:

Figure 3.5: A sample function with an ambiguous stack reference—the %rbx base pointer, derived
from %rsp, is used to access two separate objects on the stack: the ret variable located at
64(%rbx) and the buff object at 60(%rbx).
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values down the CFG, in a depth-first fashion and builds up expressions representing
the computed values. When the propagation reaches a sink instruction, it labels the
propagated reference as follows:

1. If the sink is an instruction accessing memory at an address tainted by the
reference:

– If the address evaluates to a single stack location, the analysis locates
the target stack object, labels the reference accordingly, and continues the
propagation;

– Otherwise, e.g., if the address contains an unresolved index, the analysis
labels the reference as unknown and stops.

2. If the sink is an instruction storing a value tainted by the reference to memory,
the analysis conservatively assumes that it is a valid pointer and proceeds as
in (1).

3. If the sink is a call instruction and a register holds a value tainted by the
reference, the analysis conservatively assumes that this register may contain a
valid pointer and proceeds as in (1).

Once the propagation completes, the analysis verifies that across all the paths,
each reference is labeled with exactly one known object (i.e., a buffer). If this check
fails, the analysis conservatively reports no buffers for the current function. If each
reference can be successfully mapped into a single stack buffer, in turn, the analysis
reports on all the buffers and all the stack-referencing instructions that reference
those buffers. Note that, since our analysis is fully conservative, it may occasionally
fail to isolate some buffers (see Section 3.5) but it also allows for no false positives—
which would otherwise result in instrumentation-induced undefined behavior—in
practice.

3.3.4 Stack Frame Allocator

Figure 3.6 depicts the allocation strategy adopted in our stack frame allocator. For
each thread call stack, the allocator maintains a pool of F contiguous physical frames
(PFs), all preallocated in a random region of the virtual address space. Each phys-
ical frame consists of D data pages surrounded by 1 guard (nonmapped) page to
isolate frames from one another. To map individual logical frames into one or more
physical stack frames of D + 1 pages, our allocator relies on a frame map of F

preallocated entries, each initialized with a pointer to a physical frame. At runtime,
the frame map is managed similarly to a stack using a dedicated index. Allocating
a frame entails fetching the next entry and decrementing the index, which is again
incremented at deallocation time.

To ensure that the relative distance between physical frames is unpredictable, the
entries in the frame map are initialized with a random permutation of the physical
stack frames. This static randomization strategy efficiently protects against spatial at-
tacks, but is alone insufficient for temporal attacks, since the entries in the frame map
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can still be predictably reused across consecutive calls—e.g., in a loop. To protect
against temporal attacks, our allocator performs in-place frame map randomization,
swapping the next entry with the entry located at a random offset R ∈ [1; Rmax]
before allocating a new frame. R is computed using a global counter and a random
number provided by the new rdrand x86 instruction. This in-place randomization
strategy eliminates the need for free lists and efficiently satisfies all our requirements.

In addition, to minimize physical memory consumption—instrumented stack
frames are allocated at page granularity with low reuse—and comply to the restric-
tions on the maximum number of (guarded) virtual memory areas (VMAs) imposed
by the operating system—i.e., 65,535 on stock Linux—our allocator retains fine-
grained control over the memory pages preallocated in the stack frame pool using
predetermined soft limits. In particular, while the parameter F establishes the maxi-
mum number of active stack frames, its soft limit FSL determines how many frames
are immediately made available to each application thread. The other F−FSL frames
are initially all mapped as consecutive inaccessible pages—and thus accounted as a
single VMA by the operating system. Every time a thread exhausts its currently
available physical frames, our allocator doubles the value of the soft limit FSL and
remaps the new physical frames correctly. This strategy is crucial to increase the
number of guard pages—and thus decrease the number of VMAs available to the
program—only when strictly necessary.
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the analysis conservatively assumes that it is a valid pointer and proceeds as
in (1).

3. If the sink is a call instruction and a register holds a value tainted by the
reference, the analysis conservatively assumes that this register may contain a
valid pointer and proceeds as in (1).

Once the propagation completes, the analysis verifies that across all the paths,
each reference is labeled with exactly one known object (i.e., a buffer). If this check
fails, the analysis conservatively reports no buffers for the current function. If each
reference can be successfully mapped into a single stack buffer, in turn, the analysis
reports on all the buffers and all the stack-referencing instructions that reference
those buffers. Note that, since our analysis is fully conservative, it may occasionally
fail to isolate some buffers (see Section 3.5) but it also allows for no false positives—
which would otherwise result in instrumentation-induced undefined behavior—in
practice.

3.3.4 Stack Frame Allocator
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ical frame consists of D data pages surrounded by 1 guard (nonmapped) page to
isolate frames from one another. To map individual logical frames into one or more
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preallocated entries, each initialized with a pointer to a physical frame. At runtime,
the frame map is managed similarly to a stack using a dedicated index. Allocating
a frame entails fetching the next entry and decrementing the index, which is again
incremented at deallocation time.

To ensure that the relative distance between physical frames is unpredictable, the
entries in the frame map are initialized with a random permutation of the physical
stack frames. This static randomization strategy efficiently protects against spatial at-
tacks, but is alone insufficient for temporal attacks, since the entries in the frame map
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can still be predictably reused across consecutive calls—e.g., in a loop. To protect
against temporal attacks, our allocator performs in-place frame map randomization,
swapping the next entry with the entry located at a random offset R ∈ [1; Rmax]
before allocating a new frame. R is computed using a global counter and a random
number provided by the new rdrand x86 instruction. This in-place randomization
strategy eliminates the need for free lists and efficiently satisfies all our requirements.

In addition, to minimize physical memory consumption—instrumented stack
frames are allocated at page granularity with low reuse—and comply to the restric-
tions on the maximum number of (guarded) virtual memory areas (VMAs) imposed
by the operating system—i.e., 65,535 on stock Linux—our allocator retains fine-
grained control over the memory pages preallocated in the stack frame pool using
predetermined soft limits. In particular, while the parameter F establishes the maxi-
mum number of active stack frames, its soft limit FSL determines how many frames
are immediately made available to each application thread. The other F−FSL frames
are initially all mapped as consecutive inaccessible pages—and thus accounted as a
single VMA by the operating system. Every time a thread exhausts its currently
available physical frames, our allocator doubles the value of the soft limit FSL and
remaps the new physical frames correctly. This strategy is crucial to increase the
number of guard pages—and thus decrease the number of VMAs available to the
program—only when strictly necessary.
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A similar adaptive strategy is used to manage the individual physical stack frames.
The soft limit DSL determines how many data pages are immediately made available
to each stack frame. The other D−DSL pages are initially all mapped as inaccessible.
In rare cases in which more space is needed by the current stack frame, a user-level
page fault handler (i.e., signal handler intercepting SIGSEGV signals) is used to in-
crease DSL on demand using the same exponential growth strategy described earlier.
The soft limit DSL is restored at its initial value only at stack frame deallocation time.
Restoring the original soft limit also entails returning the extra memory pages to the
operating system (i.e., using POSIX’s MADV_DONTNEED, similar to [9]) and remap-
ping them as inaccessible. This strategy is crucial to minimize physical memory
consumption in (rare) cases of functions using a large amount of stack space and be-
ing potentially assigned by our allocator a different (random) physical stack frame
at each invocation.

Our allocator allows users to fine-tune the individual configuration parameters,
but also supplies carefully chosen default values that we found effective in common
real-world programs. The parameter Rmax controls the entropy of our in-place ran-
domization strategy, but may also increase the StackArmor-induced memory usage—
due to more resident physical frames—and performance overhead—due to poorer
data cache locality. By default, StackArmor opts for the maximum-entropy con-
figuration Rmax = FSL in nonthreaded programs while gradually decreasing the
per-thread value of Rmax (and FSL accordingly) with the number of active threads
in multithreaded programs (−5% for each newly created thread, with a minimum
Rmax =FSL =128). This strategy is crucial to strictly bound physical memory con-
sumption in heavily threaded programs. We evaluate the performance and memory
impact of this choice in Section 3.5.

The maximum number of active stack frames F and its soft limit FSL, in turn,
default to 16, 384 and 1, 024 (respectively), values that do not aggressively reduce
the maximum number of VMAs available to the program—i.e., 39% reduction on
stock Linux for a program with 100 active threads within the soft limit—but can
elastically adapt to programs with fairly deep instrumented call stacks. The number
of per-frame data pages D and its soft limit DSL, finally, default to the OS-specified
maximum stack size for the program—i.e., 2,048 pages on stock Linux—and 0.1·D
(respectively), values that yield a conservative stack allocation strategy while provid-
ing strong physical memory consumption guarantees.

3.3.5 Binary Rewriter

The binary rewriter relies on the information provided by the analysis modules to
guide the instrumentation process. First, it instruments all the call sites invoking SP-
unsafe functions allowing each caller to set up a new randomized and isolated (i.e.,
armored) stack frame for the callee’s execution. The latter is functional to protect the
callee against inter-frame spatial attacks and temporal attacks. Figure 3.7 depicts our
call site instrumentation strategy. Before the call instruction, the rewriter requests
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the allocator to allocate the armored stack frame, copies over all the call arguments
already pushed into the stack, and redirects the stack pointer %rsp to the new frame.
The return address, the old %rsp, and the new %rsp are all saved in a dedicated con-
text (maintained on a separate stack) for later use. After the call instruction, the
callee runs protected with the armored stack and eventually returns. The rewriter
instruments the return site (ret instruction) to deallocate the armored stack frame,
restore the old %rsp, and push the saved (and trusted) return address into the stack
to allow execution to return in a consistent way. While our call site instrumentation
strategy is necessary to correctly copy caller-specified arguments—whose number
may change across call sites, due to variadic calls—into the armored stack frame, it
may also complicate stack management when caller and callee cannot be statically
paired with one another. Indirect calls, for example, need to be conservatively in-
strumented since their target may be SP-unsafe—albeit not statically known. An
instrumented indirect call with a SP-safe callee, however, would cause execution to
return from a call site with the %rsp still pointing into the armored stack frame. To
address this problem, the rewriter instruments all the instructions following a call site
which contains indirect calls, library calls, and other special idioms—e.g., setjmp—
to restore the original stack and allow the caller to resume execution consistently.
Our setjmp instrumentation also checks if control returned from a longjmp invoca-
tion and garbage collects all the deeper (and thus no longer needed) physical stack
frames in that case. The complementary situation—an uninstrumented call site with
an instrumented SP-unsafe callee—is also possible, for example when dealing with
uninstrumented libraries calling program-specified callbacks. To detect (and sim-
ply ignore) this situation, the return site instrumentation checks if the current %rsp
is lower than the new %rsp in the most recent saved context. Our instrumentation
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the allocator to allocate the armored stack frame, copies over all the call arguments
already pushed into the stack, and redirects the stack pointer %rsp to the new frame.
The return address, the old %rsp, and the new %rsp are all saved in a dedicated con-
text (maintained on a separate stack) for later use. After the call instruction, the
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strategy can efficiently handle all the caller-callee combinations—i.e., instrumented
caller and callee, uninstrumented caller and callee, instrumented caller and uninstru-
mented callee, and uninstrumented caller and instrumented callee—in a conservative
way, allowing unrestricted use of shared libraries and arbitrary optimizations driven
by our static analyzers.

To protect against intra-frame spatial attacks, in turn, the rewriter instruments
all the SP-unsafe functions with buffers reported by the BR analyzer. In particular,
it first instruments the entry site (i.e., after the function prologue) to relocate each
buffer reported in a new stack frame provided by the allocator. Second, it remaps all
the stack-referencing instructions reported by the BR analyzer to reference the cor-
responding buffers in their own independent frames. Such frames are later garbage
collected when the main armored frame is deallocated.

To protect the remaining SP-safe functions against uninitialized reads, finally,
the rewriter instruments the necessary entry sites to zero-initialize all the stack re-
gions reported by the DA analyzer. To implement efficient zero initialization seman-
tics, the rewriter also coalesces multiple bzero writes into the same memory word
(8 bytes).

3.4 Implementation

We implemented StackArmor to instrument 64-bit ELF binaries for the Linux x86_64
platform, but our prototype is easily portable to other UNIX systems. As StackAr-
mor is built on top of PEBIL [109], it performs static instrumentation, i.e., it inserts
additional code and data into an executable, and generates a new armored binary
with permanent modifications. We first discuss the requirements for the disassembly
process imposed by StackArmor and then we present some details of the instrumen-
tation. We conclude with limitations of the current implementation.

3.4.1 Binary Disassembly and Analysis

StackArmor’s static analyses require information about instructions, basic blocks,
CFGs, and functions present in a binary. While we do not claim any contributions in
the area of binary disassembly and we use existing tools, we show that StackArmor
relies only on the correctness of disassembly and not its completeness. It is designed
to cope with incomplete information—it gracefully reduces security guarantees with-
out breaking the binary. Finally, we discuss what other assumptions StackArmor
makes.

Incomplete disassembly. In principle, it is not feasible to fully disassemble
arbitrary stripped x86 binaries statically [159; 173]. Due to indirect control flows
and interleaving code and data, disassembly can be imprecise, so we get possibly
incomplete information on instructions, basic blocks, CFGs, and functions. At the
same time, binary disassembly is subject to active research [12; 13; 180] and our ex-
perience with standard tools that support both symbol and non-symbol based CFG
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reconstruction (Dyninst [22]) shows that lack of symbols is hardly a concern in prac-
tice if 100% accuracy is not strictly required (on SPEC benchmarks we missed only
1/12357 functions and 7/325173 basic blocks and edges due to lack of debug infor-
mation).

Unresolved jumps The first consequence of incomplete disassembly are unresolved
jmp instructions, i.e., indirect jumps whose targets remain unknown. All the static
analyses behave in a conservative way: the SP analyzer classifies a function with
an unresolved jump as SP-unsafe, so the DA analyzer does not even consider it and
the BR analyzer labels all its buffers as unknown. The rewriter, in turn, sets up a
new and isolated stack frame for this function. If the rewriter misses and does not
instrument a return instruction, StackArmor handles this case with no trouble, as we
discussed in Section 3.3.5.

Unresolved calls StackArmor also needs to deal with unresolved indirect call
instructions. Similarly to unresolved jumps, the three static analyses report conser-
vative results. An unresolved call does not, however, influence the instrumentation
of the caller function.

Missing functions Since StackArmor is not aware of functions missed due to in-
complete disassembly, it simply does not analyze or instrument them. As discussed
in Section 3.3.5, the binary rewriter ascertains that the binary works well even if an
instrumented function calls an uninstrumented one, and the other way round.

Summarizing, in the presence of incomplete disassembly, StackArmor always
errs on the safe side. If necessary, it just excludes a function from analysis and
protection, so it executes as in the vanilla version of the binary.

Stack pointers and function prologue. The three StackArmor’s static analy-
ses (Sections 3.3.1-3.3.3) consider explicit stack references, i.e., instruction operands
of the form rsp+offset or rbp-offset. While this definition of an explicit stack
reference assumes the special role of the rsp and rbp registers, StackArmor’s actual
implementation does not rely on rbp containing the base pointer. If, due to optimiza-
tions, rbp does not point to the beginning of the frame, nothing bad happens—the
analyses are limited to the references derived from the rsp register. To detect and
examine function prologues, StackArmor follows the ABI for x86_64/Linux [122].
Observe that rsp, however, is a sacred register, whose value is required by the im-
portant push, pop, call, and ret instructions. Thus, in practice, there is no reason
why a program would ever use rsp for anything else than the current stack position
and we can therefore safely rely on its usage.

Function arguments. As we said in Section 3.3.5, before a call instruction,
the binary rewriter copies over all the call arguments already pushed into the stack.
It examines the basic block containing the call instruction and checks how many
bytes to transfer. Our argument-copying strategy poses very little restriction on the
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strategy can efficiently handle all the caller-callee combinations—i.e., instrumented
caller and callee, uninstrumented caller and callee, instrumented caller and uninstru-
mented callee, and uninstrumented caller and instrumented callee—in a conservative
way, allowing unrestricted use of shared libraries and arbitrary optimizations driven
by our static analyzers.

To protect against intra-frame spatial attacks, in turn, the rewriter instruments
all the SP-unsafe functions with buffers reported by the BR analyzer. In particular,
it first instruments the entry site (i.e., after the function prologue) to relocate each
buffer reported in a new stack frame provided by the allocator. Second, it remaps all
the stack-referencing instructions reported by the BR analyzer to reference the cor-
responding buffers in their own independent frames. Such frames are later garbage
collected when the main armored frame is deallocated.

To protect the remaining SP-safe functions against uninitialized reads, finally,
the rewriter instruments the necessary entry sites to zero-initialize all the stack re-
gions reported by the DA analyzer. To implement efficient zero initialization seman-
tics, the rewriter also coalesces multiple bzero writes into the same memory word
(8 bytes).

3.4 Implementation

We implemented StackArmor to instrument 64-bit ELF binaries for the Linux x86_64
platform, but our prototype is easily portable to other UNIX systems. As StackAr-
mor is built on top of PEBIL [109], it performs static instrumentation, i.e., it inserts
additional code and data into an executable, and generates a new armored binary
with permanent modifications. We first discuss the requirements for the disassembly
process imposed by StackArmor and then we present some details of the instrumen-
tation. We conclude with limitations of the current implementation.

3.4.1 Binary Disassembly and Analysis

StackArmor’s static analyses require information about instructions, basic blocks,
CFGs, and functions present in a binary. While we do not claim any contributions in
the area of binary disassembly and we use existing tools, we show that StackArmor
relies only on the correctness of disassembly and not its completeness. It is designed
to cope with incomplete information—it gracefully reduces security guarantees with-
out breaking the binary. Finally, we discuss what other assumptions StackArmor
makes.

Incomplete disassembly. In principle, it is not feasible to fully disassemble
arbitrary stripped x86 binaries statically [159; 173]. Due to indirect control flows
and interleaving code and data, disassembly can be imprecise, so we get possibly
incomplete information on instructions, basic blocks, CFGs, and functions. At the
same time, binary disassembly is subject to active research [12; 13; 180] and our ex-
perience with standard tools that support both symbol and non-symbol based CFG
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reconstruction (Dyninst [22]) shows that lack of symbols is hardly a concern in prac-
tice if 100% accuracy is not strictly required (on SPEC benchmarks we missed only
1/12357 functions and 7/325173 basic blocks and edges due to lack of debug infor-
mation).

Unresolved jumps The first consequence of incomplete disassembly are unresolved
jmp instructions, i.e., indirect jumps whose targets remain unknown. All the static
analyses behave in a conservative way: the SP analyzer classifies a function with
an unresolved jump as SP-unsafe, so the DA analyzer does not even consider it and
the BR analyzer labels all its buffers as unknown. The rewriter, in turn, sets up a
new and isolated stack frame for this function. If the rewriter misses and does not
instrument a return instruction, StackArmor handles this case with no trouble, as we
discussed in Section 3.3.5.

Unresolved calls StackArmor also needs to deal with unresolved indirect call
instructions. Similarly to unresolved jumps, the three static analyses report conser-
vative results. An unresolved call does not, however, influence the instrumentation
of the caller function.

Missing functions Since StackArmor is not aware of functions missed due to in-
complete disassembly, it simply does not analyze or instrument them. As discussed
in Section 3.3.5, the binary rewriter ascertains that the binary works well even if an
instrumented function calls an uninstrumented one, and the other way round.

Summarizing, in the presence of incomplete disassembly, StackArmor always
errs on the safe side. If necessary, it just excludes a function from analysis and
protection, so it executes as in the vanilla version of the binary.

Stack pointers and function prologue. The three StackArmor’s static analy-
ses (Sections 3.3.1-3.3.3) consider explicit stack references, i.e., instruction operands
of the form rsp+offset or rbp-offset. While this definition of an explicit stack
reference assumes the special role of the rsp and rbp registers, StackArmor’s actual
implementation does not rely on rbp containing the base pointer. If, due to optimiza-
tions, rbp does not point to the beginning of the frame, nothing bad happens—the
analyses are limited to the references derived from the rsp register. To detect and
examine function prologues, StackArmor follows the ABI for x86_64/Linux [122].
Observe that rsp, however, is a sacred register, whose value is required by the im-
portant push, pop, call, and ret instructions. Thus, in practice, there is no reason
why a program would ever use rsp for anything else than the current stack position
and we can therefore safely rely on its usage.

Function arguments. As we said in Section 3.3.5, before a call instruction,
the binary rewriter copies over all the call arguments already pushed into the stack.
It examines the basic block containing the call instruction and checks how many
bytes to transfer. Our argument-copying strategy poses very little restriction on the
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calling convention: (a) stack-based argument passing is done in a single basic block,
(b) arguments are callee-owned. Even though it is possible to extend our prototype to
an even more general solution as proposed in [12; 13], we are not aware of any call-
ing convention violating (a)-(b)2. Our implementation was correct in all the server
programs and standard benchmarks we tested.

3.4.2 Instrumentation

Our binary rewriter is implemented on top of PEBIL [109], an efficient binary in-
strumentation tool for Linux. PEBIL can place hooks in arbitrary binary points to
call a predetermined handler enclosed in a shared library, with the instrumentation
automatically saving and restoring registers to create a consistent execution context.

For our purposes, we extended the original PEBIL tool in three ways. First, we
allowed only registers effectively used in StackArmor’s handler—which does not
rely on external library calls on the instrumentation path—to be saved and restored
at each invocation to minimize context switching costs at function entry/exit time.
Second, we implemented support for handlers enclosed in a static library—injected
by our rewriter into the binary—eliminating the costs associated with indirect PLT
calls on the instrumentation path. This change enabled StackArmor’s stack frame
allocator to be entirely implemented and compiled into a static library with efficient
position-dependent code. Finally, we allowed PEBIL to access Thread-Local Stor-
age (TLS), where our instrumentation stores references to per-thread metadata and
stack frames managed by our allocator. Our current implementation completely al-
locates/deallocates per-thread data structures at thread creation/destruction time by
default, but adopting more efficient pooling strategies—not necessary for our test
programs—is straightforward.

One limitation of PEBIL is that it relies on debug symbols to generate a list of
functions present in a binary and their CFGs. This is, however, not a limitation of
StackArmor, but of the tool we used for familiarity. As we discussed in Section 3.4.1,
StackArmor is designed to handle incomplete disassembly while gracefully reduc-
ing its security guarantees, without breaking the binary. At the same time, recent
research shows how to disassemble stripped binaries [180; 13], as well as locate
functions and resolve (at least some) indirect control flows with the aim of gener-
ating CFGs [12]. Thus, StackArmor’s prototype could be ported to other binary
rewriting frameworks, such as Dyninst [22], which can operate even in the absence
of relocation and debug symbol information.

3.4.3 Limitations

The main limitation of the current StackArmor implementation—inherited from PEBIL—
is the inability to support C++-style exceptions. This limitation—addressable with

2The tail call optimization violates (b) but even that does not require copying back callee-owned arguments
given that the callee returns directly to the caller of the caller.
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additional effort—did not prevent our prototype from running all the popular server
applications and benchmarks considered in our evaluation.

3.5 Evaluation

We evaluated StackArmor on a workstation equipped with an Intel i7-4770K CPU
clocked at 3.90 GHz, a 256 KB per-core cache, an 8 MB shared cache, and 8 GB
of DDR3-1600 RAM. We ran all our tests on an Ubuntu 12.10 installation running
Linux kernel 3.12 (x86_64).

For our evaluation, we selected lighttpd (v1.4.28)—a popular web server—vsftpd
(v1.1.0)—a popular FTP server—the OpenSSH Daemon (v3.5)—a popular SSH
server—and exim (v4.69)—a popular email server. To benchmark lighttpd, we relied
on the Apache benchmark [6] configured to issue 25,000 requests with 10 concur-
rent connections and 10 request/connection. To benchmark vsftpd, we relied on
the pyftpbench benchmark [143] configured to open 100 connections and request
100 1 KB-sized files per connection. To benchmark OpenSSH and exim, finally,
we relied on the OpenSSH test suite and a homegrown script repeatedly launching
the sendemail program [3], respectively. To stress our StackArmor prototype in
memory-intensive scenarios and better investigate the performance-security trade-
offs, we also considered all the C programs in the SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks. To
guide our BR analyzer, finally, we generated the necessary information on the loca-
tion and size of stack objects from debug symbols. This allowed our BR analyzer to
identify (and isolate) 90.7% of the buffers on average across all our programs. We
ran all our experiments 11 times—while checking that the CPUs were fully loaded
throughout our tests—and reported the median.

Our evaluation answers 4 key questions: (i) Security: Is StackArmor effective in
protecting against both spatial and temporal stack-based attacks? (ii) Performance:
Does StackArmor yield acceptable run-time overhead across all the configurations
supported? (iii) Memory usage: How much memory does StackArmor require? Mul-
tithreading support: Does StackArmor perform and scale well in multithreaded pro-
grams?

3.5.1 Security Against Spatial Attacks

To evaluate the security guarantees offered by StackArmor against spatial attacks,
we measured the attack surface reduction induced by our protection techniques. Our
definition of attack surface quantifies both the number of vulnerable targets (i.e.,
stack-allocated objects) and the number of offenders (e.g., stack-allocated buffers)
in intra-frame and inter-frame attack scenarios.

Intra-frame attack surface reduction. The intra-frame attack surface Sintra(f)
of a given function f quantifies the extent to which the Nf objects—noncontrol and
control data including the return address—allocated in f ’s stack frame are exposed
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age (TLS), where our instrumentation stores references to per-thread metadata and
stack frames managed by our allocator. Our current implementation completely al-
locates/deallocates per-thread data structures at thread creation/destruction time by
default, but adopting more efficient pooling strategies—not necessary for our test
programs—is straightforward.

One limitation of PEBIL is that it relies on debug symbols to generate a list of
functions present in a binary and their CFGs. This is, however, not a limitation of
StackArmor, but of the tool we used for familiarity. As we discussed in Section 3.4.1,
StackArmor is designed to handle incomplete disassembly while gracefully reduc-
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3.4.3 Limitations

The main limitation of the current StackArmor implementation—inherited from PEBIL—
is the inability to support C++-style exceptions. This limitation—addressable with

2The tail call optimization violates (b) but even that does not require copying back callee-owned arguments
given that the callee returns directly to the caller of the caller.
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additional effort—did not prevent our prototype from running all the popular server
applications and benchmarks considered in our evaluation.

3.5 Evaluation

We evaluated StackArmor on a workstation equipped with an Intel i7-4770K CPU
clocked at 3.90 GHz, a 256 KB per-core cache, an 8 MB shared cache, and 8 GB
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Linux kernel 3.12 (x86_64).
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server—and exim (v4.69)—a popular email server. To benchmark lighttpd, we relied
on the Apache benchmark [6] configured to issue 25,000 requests with 10 concur-
rent connections and 10 request/connection. To benchmark vsftpd, we relied on
the pyftpbench benchmark [143] configured to open 100 connections and request
100 1 KB-sized files per connection. To benchmark OpenSSH and exim, finally,
we relied on the OpenSSH test suite and a homegrown script repeatedly launching
the sendemail program [3], respectively. To stress our StackArmor prototype in
memory-intensive scenarios and better investigate the performance-security trade-
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guide our BR analyzer, finally, we generated the necessary information on the loca-
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Our evaluation answers 4 key questions: (i) Security: Is StackArmor effective in
protecting against both spatial and temporal stack-based attacks? (ii) Performance:
Does StackArmor yield acceptable run-time overhead across all the configurations
supported? (iii) Memory usage: How much memory does StackArmor require? Mul-
tithreading support: Does StackArmor perform and scale well in multithreaded pro-
grams?

3.5.1 Security Against Spatial Attacks

To evaluate the security guarantees offered by StackArmor against spatial attacks,
we measured the attack surface reduction induced by our protection techniques. Our
definition of attack surface quantifies both the number of vulnerable targets (i.e.,
stack-allocated objects) and the number of offenders (e.g., stack-allocated buffers)
in intra-frame and inter-frame attack scenarios.

Intra-frame attack surface reduction. The intra-frame attack surface Sintra(f)
of a given function f quantifies the extent to which the Nf objects—noncontrol and
control data including the return address—allocated in f ’s stack frame are exposed
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Table 3.1: Mean attack surface reduction for all the functions with stack-allocated buffers.

Intra-frame Inter-frame

Shadowing StackArmor Shadowing StackArmor
(Source) (Source)

lighttpd 100.0% 100.0% 99.0% 99.9%
exim 96.1% 96.8% 97.2% 99.9%
OpenSSH 93.2% 94.4% 94.0% 99.9%
vsftpd 100.0% 100.0% 99.6% 99.9%

SPECgm 91.5% 95.95% 94.6% 99.9%

to buffer overflow/underflow attacks using any of the Bf stack-allocated buffers in
the same frame during the execution. More formally:

Sintra(f) =
Bf∑
i=1

Nf∑
j=1

canAttack(i, j) ? 1 : 0

When our BR analysis achieves full coverage, StackArmor’s protection strategy re-
duces the original intra-frame attack surface Bf · Nf (induced by a traditional stack
organization) to 0 (no buffer can predictably attack other intra-frame objects). In
general, however, the intra-frame attack surface reduction is subject to the precision
of our BR analysis. Table 3.1 shows the mean intra-frame attack surface reduction
across all the functions with stack-allocated buffers, also comparing against tradi-
tional shadow stack techniques in the ideal case—source-level, with all the buffers
remapped.

As shown in the table, StackArmor yields a high attack surface reduction across
all our test programs—94.4% worst-case reduction for OpenSSH—even success-
fully isolating all the stack-allocated buffers for lighttpd and vsftpd. Encouragingly,
the reduction is comparable and even higher than traditional shadow stack tech-
niques, which typically rely on source code to implement a precise BR analysis
strategy but also fail to prevent individual per-frame buffers from attacking one an-
other.

Inter-frame attack surface reduction. To provide a practical definition of inter-
frame attack surface, we consider the extent to which an attacker can overflow into
the stack frame of all the possible callers of every given function f—an attacker
could potentially overflow into any active stack frame, but the spatial predictability
guarantees are progressively reduced as we move higher in the call stack and con-
sider all the possible caller-callee combinations. A hypothetical attacker that reliably
predicts the caller g of the currently executing function f can potentially rely on all
the buffers in f to overflow into any of the objects in the stack frame of g—an attack
model completely defeated by StackArmor’s protection strategy. In a more generic
attack model, in turn, the inter-frame attack surface Sinter(f) of a given function f

is subject to the probability pk of the stack frame of the caller k—i.e., a function in
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the set of the Cf callers of f—being active on the call stack before that of f . More
formally:

Sinter(f) =
Cf∑
i=k

[
pk ·

Bf∑
i=1

Nkf∑
j=1

canAttack(i, j) ? 1 : 0
]

To concretely compute Sinter(f) and its reduction induced by StackArmor for our
test programs, we assume pk to be a uniform distribution (for simplicity), that is,
pk = 1/Cf for a traditional stack organization and pk = 1/Rmax for StackArmor,
with the swap size Rmax set to 1, 024 in our experiments. To accurately identify the
set of Cf callers for every given f , we performed static callgraph analysis of our
test programs using the LLVM compiler framework [107]. Our implementation re-
lies on data structure analysis [108], an efficient context-sensitive and field-sensitive
points-to analysis to conservatively analyze function pointers used in indirect calls.
Table 3.1 reports our findings, comparing the mean inter-frame attack surface re-
duction across all the functions with stack-allocated buffers induced by StackArmor
against the reduction induced by traditional (source-level) shadow stack techniques.

As the table shows, StackArmor yields a very high inter-frame attack surface
reduction across all our test programs—99.9% in all the cases—and consistently
higher than traditional source-level shadow stack techniques. The higher reduc-
tion reported compared to our intra-frame analysis highlights the effectiveness of
StackArmor in greatly increasing the randomization entropy in probabilistic attack
models. Even when compared to prior source-level stack randomization strategies [82;
24] that introduce random gaps between objects, StackArmor yields much stronger
randomization guarantees, given that logically contiguous objects (and frames) are
guaranteed to be physically nonadjacent in memory by construction.

3.5.2 Security Against Temporal Attacks

To evaluate the security guarantees offered by StackArmor against temporal attacks,
we analyzed the unpredictability of stack frame reuse. To this end, we measured the
effectiveness of StackArmor in generating a seemingly random sequence of physi-
cal stack frame addresses at runtime. For each of the benchmarked programs, we
evaluated the randomness of such sequence observed under four configurations: (1)
Baseline, (2) StackArmor with Rmax = 0, (3) ASLR, and (4) StackArmor with
Rmax = FSL = 1, 024. Our ASLR implementation dynamically generates random
inter-frame gaps g ∈ [0; 40 KB] using the rdrand instruction. This strategy already
yields higher entropy than modern ASLR techniques [81; 24], which allow deter-
ministic [24] or periodic [81] stack frame reuse in loops, or use statically generated
random inter-frame gaps [81].

To measure randomness of a sequence of stack frames, we conducted a nonpara-
metric hypothesis test for randomness (Bartels’ rank test [19]), where we assumed as
a null hypothesis that the sequence is generated randomly. For the first two configura-
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the same frame during the execution. More formally:
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When our BR analysis achieves full coverage, StackArmor’s protection strategy re-
duces the original intra-frame attack surface Bf · Nf (induced by a traditional stack
organization) to 0 (no buffer can predictably attack other intra-frame objects). In
general, however, the intra-frame attack surface reduction is subject to the precision
of our BR analysis. Table 3.1 shows the mean intra-frame attack surface reduction
across all the functions with stack-allocated buffers, also comparing against tradi-
tional shadow stack techniques in the ideal case—source-level, with all the buffers
remapped.

As shown in the table, StackArmor yields a high attack surface reduction across
all our test programs—94.4% worst-case reduction for OpenSSH—even success-
fully isolating all the stack-allocated buffers for lighttpd and vsftpd. Encouragingly,
the reduction is comparable and even higher than traditional shadow stack tech-
niques, which typically rely on source code to implement a precise BR analysis
strategy but also fail to prevent individual per-frame buffers from attacking one an-
other.

Inter-frame attack surface reduction. To provide a practical definition of inter-
frame attack surface, we consider the extent to which an attacker can overflow into
the stack frame of all the possible callers of every given function f—an attacker
could potentially overflow into any active stack frame, but the spatial predictability
guarantees are progressively reduced as we move higher in the call stack and con-
sider all the possible caller-callee combinations. A hypothetical attacker that reliably
predicts the caller g of the currently executing function f can potentially rely on all
the buffers in f to overflow into any of the objects in the stack frame of g—an attack
model completely defeated by StackArmor’s protection strategy. In a more generic
attack model, in turn, the inter-frame attack surface Sinter(f) of a given function f
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canAttack(i, j) ? 1 : 0
]

To concretely compute Sinter(f) and its reduction induced by StackArmor for our
test programs, we assume pk to be a uniform distribution (for simplicity), that is,
pk = 1/Cf for a traditional stack organization and pk = 1/Rmax for StackArmor,
with the swap size Rmax set to 1, 024 in our experiments. To accurately identify the
set of Cf callers for every given f , we performed static callgraph analysis of our
test programs using the LLVM compiler framework [107]. Our implementation re-
lies on data structure analysis [108], an efficient context-sensitive and field-sensitive
points-to analysis to conservatively analyze function pointers used in indirect calls.
Table 3.1 reports our findings, comparing the mean inter-frame attack surface re-
duction across all the functions with stack-allocated buffers induced by StackArmor
against the reduction induced by traditional (source-level) shadow stack techniques.

As the table shows, StackArmor yields a very high inter-frame attack surface
reduction across all our test programs—99.9% in all the cases—and consistently
higher than traditional source-level shadow stack techniques. The higher reduc-
tion reported compared to our intra-frame analysis highlights the effectiveness of
StackArmor in greatly increasing the randomization entropy in probabilistic attack
models. Even when compared to prior source-level stack randomization strategies [82;
24] that introduce random gaps between objects, StackArmor yields much stronger
randomization guarantees, given that logically contiguous objects (and frames) are
guaranteed to be physically nonadjacent in memory by construction.

3.5.2 Security Against Temporal Attacks

To evaluate the security guarantees offered by StackArmor against temporal attacks,
we analyzed the unpredictability of stack frame reuse. To this end, we measured the
effectiveness of StackArmor in generating a seemingly random sequence of physi-
cal stack frame addresses at runtime. For each of the benchmarked programs, we
evaluated the randomness of such sequence observed under four configurations: (1)
Baseline, (2) StackArmor with Rmax = 0, (3) ASLR, and (4) StackArmor with
Rmax = FSL = 1, 024. Our ASLR implementation dynamically generates random
inter-frame gaps g ∈ [0; 40 KB] using the rdrand instruction. This strategy already
yields higher entropy than modern ASLR techniques [81; 24], which allow deter-
ministic [24] or periodic [81] stack frame reuse in loops, or use statically generated
random inter-frame gaps [81].

To measure randomness of a sequence of stack frames, we conducted a nonpara-
metric hypothesis test for randomness (Bartels’ rank test [19]), where we assumed as
a null hypothesis that the sequence is generated randomly. For the first two configura-
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Table 3.2: StackArmor -induced benchmark run time normalized against
the baseline.

Basic +Intra-frame +UZero

lighttpd 1.06x 1.07x 1.10x
exim 1.01x 1.04x 1.05x
OpenSSH 1.00x 1.01x 1.01x
vsftpd 1.00x 1.01x 1.04x

SPECgm 1.16x 1.22x 1.28x

tions, p-values are consistently lower than 1.9e−7, while always lower than 9.3e−3
for ASLR. Summarizing, in the first three configurations, we can reject the null hy-
pothesis at the significance level α = 0.01, which confirms highly predictable stack
frame reuse. In contrast, StackArmor’s default configuration (Rmax =FSL) reported
high p-values ∈ [0.37; 0.90], meaning that we cannot reject the null hypothesis. This
result confirms the randomness of the sequence generated by StackArmor, yielding
truly unpredictable stack frame reuse and strong protection against temporal attacks.

3.5.3 Performance

StackArmor’s protection strategy introduces run-time performance overhead due to
the costs associated with random stack frame allocation—for the logical stack frames
and the individual per-frame buffers—and zero initialization—for uninitialized (and
nonrandomized) per-frame objects. Table 3.2 isolates these costs in different configu-
rations, depicting the resulting StackArmor-induced benchmark run time normalized
against the baseline. The Basic column reflects the behavior of StackArmor when
only mapping the necessary logical stack frames into random physical frames main-
tained by our allocator. This configuration ultimately results in a basic inter-frame
(and return address) protection strategy—16% overhead on SPEC (geometric mean)
but generally low overhead (6% in the worst case) across our server programs. The
+Intra-frame column reflects StackArmor’s behavior when also enabling intra-frame
protection. As shown in the table, isolating the individual per-frame buffers in in-
dependent stack frames only marginally affects the run-time overhead—+6% worst-
case overhead increase compared to Basic on SPEC (geometric mean). The +UZero
column, finally, reflects StackArmor’s default configuration, with intra-frame+inter-
frame protection and zero initialization. As shown in the table, despite the elim-
ination of unnecessary initializers driven by our definite assignment analysis, zero
initialization does introduce extra costs, yielding the final overhead of 28% for SPEC
(geometric mean) and 10% (in the worst case) across our server programs.

To better investigate the factors contributing to the performance overhead, we
also measured the number of cycles and instructions required to complete the SPEC
benchmarks across the configurations above and two extra (synthetic) configura-
tions: (i) Rewriter only, which isolates the cost to jump into StackArmor’s han-
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Figure 3.8: StackArmor -induced SPEC performance overhead.

dler and back; (ii) Rewriter+Allocator, which isolates the additional stack frame
allocation/deallocation costs. Figure 3.8 presents a number of interesting findings.
First, cycles and instructions yield very similar overhead distributions across all
the benchmarks, demonstrating that, despite StackArmor’s “locality-unfriendly” de-
sign for securing the stack, the reported overheads mainly stem from new instruc-
tions added by our instrumentation rather than poorer cache locality—we observed
marginal differences in L1 and L2 code/data cache misses across the different con-
figurations. Second, the Rewriter only configuration shows that binary rewriting
costs—e.g., saving/restoring registers—dominate the overhead, with the allocation
costs (Rewriter+Allocator configuration) ranking as a close second. Encouragingly,
our optimizations resulted in all the other costs proving generally less significant.
For comparison, more naïve protection strategies seeking to instrument all the func-
tions with (i) randomized stack frames or (ii) full-coverage zero initialization would
result in a worst-case overhead of 719% or 14,700% (perlbench), respectively. Fi-
nally, our reported overhead results are significantly skewed by heavily recursive
benchmarks such as perlbench—the geometric mean would typically experience a
10% reduction without the latter.
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ROPchain)andformemorydisclosures[38].

Informationleakageandbufferoverflowattacks,inparticular,aregreatlyhelped
bythepredictabilityofthestacklayout.Althoughthestartistypicallyrandomized,
thestackitselfgrowsinanentirelypredictablefashion,makingthedisclosureofca-
naries,returnaddresses,ordatapointersofpreviousstackframesassimpleasleak-
inguninitializeddataorexploitingbufferoverreads.Thesameappliestoexploits
modifyingdatainanotherstackframe.Forexample,randomizationbetweenstack
frameswouldhavestoppedrecenthigh-profileattacksonAsterisk[57],Xen[58],
Kerberos[55],andMSOffice[56].
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Table 3.2: StackArmor -induced benchmark run time normalized against
the baseline.

Basic +Intra-frame +UZero

lighttpd 1.06x 1.07x 1.10x
exim 1.01x 1.04x 1.05x
OpenSSH 1.00x 1.01x 1.01x
vsftpd 1.00x 1.01x 1.04x

SPECgm 1.16x 1.22x 1.28x

tions, p-values are consistently lower than 1.9e−7, while always lower than 9.3e−3
for ASLR. Summarizing, in the first three configurations, we can reject the null hy-
pothesis at the significance level α = 0.01, which confirms highly predictable stack
frame reuse. In contrast, StackArmor’s default configuration (Rmax =FSL) reported
high p-values ∈ [0.37; 0.90], meaning that we cannot reject the null hypothesis. This
result confirms the randomness of the sequence generated by StackArmor, yielding
truly unpredictable stack frame reuse and strong protection against temporal attacks.

3.5.3 Performance

StackArmor’s protection strategy introduces run-time performance overhead due to
the costs associated with random stack frame allocation—for the logical stack frames
and the individual per-frame buffers—and zero initialization—for uninitialized (and
nonrandomized) per-frame objects. Table 3.2 isolates these costs in different configu-
rations, depicting the resulting StackArmor-induced benchmark run time normalized
against the baseline. The Basic column reflects the behavior of StackArmor when
only mapping the necessary logical stack frames into random physical frames main-
tained by our allocator. This configuration ultimately results in a basic inter-frame
(and return address) protection strategy—16% overhead on SPEC (geometric mean)
but generally low overhead (6% in the worst case) across our server programs. The
+Intra-frame column reflects StackArmor’s behavior when also enabling intra-frame
protection. As shown in the table, isolating the individual per-frame buffers in in-
dependent stack frames only marginally affects the run-time overhead—+6% worst-
case overhead increase compared to Basic on SPEC (geometric mean). The +UZero
column, finally, reflects StackArmor’s default configuration, with intra-frame+inter-
frame protection and zero initialization. As shown in the table, despite the elim-
ination of unnecessary initializers driven by our definite assignment analysis, zero
initialization does introduce extra costs, yielding the final overhead of 28% for SPEC
(geometric mean) and 10% (in the worst case) across our server programs.

To better investigate the factors contributing to the performance overhead, we
also measured the number of cycles and instructions required to complete the SPEC
benchmarks across the configurations above and two extra (synthetic) configura-
tions: (i) Rewriter only, which isolates the cost to jump into StackArmor’s han-
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dler and back; (ii) Rewriter+Allocator, which isolates the additional stack frame
allocation/deallocation costs. Figure 3.8 presents a number of interesting findings.
First, cycles and instructions yield very similar overhead distributions across all
the benchmarks, demonstrating that, despite StackArmor’s “locality-unfriendly” de-
sign for securing the stack, the reported overheads mainly stem from new instruc-
tions added by our instrumentation rather than poorer cache locality—we observed
marginal differences in L1 and L2 code/data cache misses across the different con-
figurations. Second, the Rewriter only configuration shows that binary rewriting
costs—e.g., saving/restoring registers—dominate the overhead, with the allocation
costs (Rewriter+Allocator configuration) ranking as a close second. Encouragingly,
our optimizations resulted in all the other costs proving generally less significant.
For comparison, more naïve protection strategies seeking to instrument all the func-
tions with (i) randomized stack frames or (ii) full-coverage zero initialization would
result in a worst-case overhead of 719% or 14,700% (perlbench), respectively. Fi-
nally, our reported overhead results are significantly skewed by heavily recursive
benchmarks such as perlbench—the geometric mean would typically experience a
10% reduction without the latter.
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3.1Introduction

WhilecommondefenseslikeW⊕X,canaries,andtraditionalASLRpreventnaïve
returnaddressoverflowsandcodeinjectionattacks,theyhavedonelittletoelim-
inatestack-basedattacksaltogether.Mainly,thecomplexityoftheattackshasin-
creasedasattackersresorttoadvancedtechniqueslikeReturn-OrientedProgram-
ming(ROP)[155].Likewise,theyexploitthestack’spredictablelayouttodisclose
usefulinformation,storedincurrent,previous,orreusedstackframes[38].We
concludethat,despiteallefforts,thestackremainsahugelyattractivetargetforat-
tackers,mainlybecauseitisanexploit-friendlycontiguousmappingwithspatialand
temporalallocationlocalitythatisentirelypredictable—obviatingeventheneedfor
“fengshui”strategiesontheheap[162].

Inthispaper,weaddresstheproblematitsrootbycompletelyabandoningthe
ideaofalinearlygrowingstack.Westaticallyrewritebinariestoisolateandfully
randomizethelocationsofstackframesandindividualstackbuffers,counteringboth
spatialattackslikeoverflowsandtemporalattackslikestack-baseduse-after-frees.

Whileoursisanextremesolutionthatprovidesmorecomprehensiveprotection
thanpriorsolutions,wearenotthefirsttoargueforbetterstackdefenses.Existing
approachesincludecompilerextensions[10;66],shadowstacks[42;139;156;45;
24;177;74;146],Control-FlowIntegrity(CFI)[8;179;53],andbinaryrewriting
toaddbufferprotection[158],buttheyeitherrelyonsourcecodeandleavebinaries
atthemercyofattackers,orofferonlyverylimitedprotection.Specifically,there
iscurrentlynostackprotectiontechniqueforbinariesthatmitigatesallofthefol-
lowingattackvectors:(i)bufferoverwritesandoverreadswithinastackframe,(ii)
bufferoverwritesandoverreadsacrossstackframes,(iii)stack-baseduse-after-frees,
(iv)uninitializedreads(inreusedstackframes).Asaresult,stackattacksarestill
rampant.Attackersusethembothtodivertthecontrolflow(and,e.g.,startoffa
ROPchain)andformemorydisclosures[38].

Informationleakageandbufferoverflowattacks,inparticular,aregreatlyhelped
bythepredictabilityofthestacklayout.Althoughthestartistypicallyrandomized,
thestackitselfgrowsinanentirelypredictablefashion,makingthedisclosureofca-
naries,returnaddresses,ordatapointersofpreviousstackframesassimpleasleak-
inguninitializeddataorexploitingbufferoverreads.Thesameappliestoexploits
modifyingdatainanotherstackframe.Forexample,randomizationbetweenstack
frameswouldhavestoppedrecenthigh-profileattacksonAsterisk[57],Xen[58],
Kerberos[55],andMSOffice[56].
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To understand the impact of our static analyses on the run-time behavior, we
also allowed StackArmor to report detailed statistics on instrumented functions and
call stacks during the execution of our SPEC benchmarks. Table 3.3 presents our
findings. The first four grouped columns report the total number of functions for
each benchmark and those marked as SP- or DA-unsafe—with their respective ra-
tios compared to SP- and DA-safe functions detailed in the second three grouped
columns. The last two grouped columns, in turn, detail the maximum stack depth
(maximum number of physical stack frames allocated by StackArmor at any point in
time during the execution) and the maximum frame size (maximum size measured
across all the physical stack frames allocated by StackArmor during the execution).

Our results demonstrate that our static analyzers are effective in significantly re-
ducing the instrumentation overhead. In particular, our SP analyzer reported only
20% of the functions as unsafe on average (geometric mean). Encouragingly, this
comes close to the 16% (geometric mean) of the functions reported as unsafe by
similar source-level analyses—i.e., -fstack-protector-strong, with results re-
ported in the SP-unsafe (Source) column—despite operating at the binary level. In
addition, over all the SP-unsafe functions reported, our BR analyzer was able to cor-
rectly identify 92.8% of the total number of buffers found (geometric mean). Our
DA analyzer, in turn, reported 52% of the functions as unsafe, while instructing our
binary rewriter to zero-initialize only 42% of the stack objects analyzed in those
functions on average. The impact of the SP analyzer is particularly evident when ex-
amining stack-related statistics. With a small number of SP-unsafe functions, only
a small fraction of function calls is instrumented and thus assigned a new physi-
cal stack frame by StackArmor. This is reflected in a worst-case maximum depth
value of only 394 frames (perlbench), which never caused our allocator to dynam-
ically increase the soft limit FSL in our default configuration FSL = 1, 024. The
vast majority of function calls, in turn, runs completely uninstrumented, thus effi-
ciently reusing the physical stack frame naturally inherited from the caller. This is
reflected in the relatively large values reported for the maximum stack frame size
(10.4 KB, geometric mean). Such values never cause our allocator’s user-level page
fault handler to dynamically increase the soft limit DSL in our default configuration
DSL = 0.1 ·D = 205, while preserving adequate memory usage guarantees (Sec-
tion 3.5.4).

Compared to prior stack-based solutions, our reported overheads are generally
higher than source-level stack randomization strategies [81; 24]—which, however,
offer poorer entropy and isolation guarantees—and comparable to traditional shadow
stack strategies [29; 45; 42; 139; 171; 74; 24; 177; 156]—which, however, offer a
narrower protection model. In the latter case, a direct benchmark comparison is
plausible with the SPEC (INT2000) results reported in [156], which evaluate the
impact of a binary translation-based return address shadowing strategy. The latter
yields 17% overhead (geometric mean), comparable to our SPEC overhead for Ba-
sic, which, in turn, also includes inter-frame protection. The small performance
difference shows the effectiveness of our stack protection analysis in eliminating the
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creasedasattackersresorttoadvancedtechniqueslikeReturn-OrientedProgram-
ming(ROP)[155].Likewise,theyexploitthestack’spredictablelayouttodisclose
usefulinformation,storedincurrent,previous,orreusedstackframes[38].We
concludethat,despiteallefforts,thestackremainsahugelyattractivetargetforat-
tackers,mainlybecauseitisanexploit-friendlycontiguousmappingwithspatialand
temporalallocationlocalitythatisentirelypredictable—obviatingeventheneedfor
“fengshui”strategiesontheheap[162].

Inthispaper,weaddresstheproblematitsrootbycompletelyabandoningthe
ideaofalinearlygrowingstack.Westaticallyrewritebinariestoisolateandfully
randomizethelocationsofstackframesandindividualstackbuffers,counteringboth
spatialattackslikeoverflowsandtemporalattackslikestack-baseduse-after-frees.

Whileoursisanextremesolutionthatprovidesmorecomprehensiveprotection
thanpriorsolutions,wearenotthefirsttoargueforbetterstackdefenses.Existing
approachesincludecompilerextensions[10;66],shadowstacks[42;139;156;45;
24;177;74;146],Control-FlowIntegrity(CFI)[8;179;53],andbinaryrewriting
toaddbufferprotection[158],buttheyeitherrelyonsourcecodeandleavebinaries
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iscurrentlynostackprotectiontechniqueforbinariesthatmitigatesallofthefol-
lowingattackvectors:(i)bufferoverwritesandoverreadswithinastackframe,(ii)
bufferoverwritesandoverreadsacrossstackframes,(iii)stack-baseduse-after-frees,
(iv)uninitializedreads(inreusedstackframes).Asaresult,stackattacksarestill
rampant.Attackersusethembothtodivertthecontrolflow(and,e.g.,startoffa
ROPchain)andformemorydisclosures[38].

Informationleakageandbufferoverflowattacks,inparticular,aregreatlyhelped
bythepredictabilityofthestacklayout.Althoughthestartistypicallyrandomized,
thestackitselfgrowsinanentirelypredictablefashion,makingthedisclosureofca-
naries,returnaddresses,ordatapointersofpreviousstackframesassimpleasleak-
inguninitializeddataorexploitingbufferoverreads.Thesameappliestoexploits
modifyingdatainanotherstackframe.Forexample,randomizationbetweenstack
frameswouldhavestoppedrecenthigh-profileattacksonAsterisk[57],Xen[58],
Kerberos[55],andMSOffice[56].
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To understand the impact of our static analyses on the run-time behavior, we
also allowed StackArmor to report detailed statistics on instrumented functions and
call stacks during the execution of our SPEC benchmarks. Table 3.3 presents our
findings. The first four grouped columns report the total number of functions for
each benchmark and those marked as SP- or DA-unsafe—with their respective ra-
tios compared to SP- and DA-safe functions detailed in the second three grouped
columns. The last two grouped columns, in turn, detail the maximum stack depth
(maximum number of physical stack frames allocated by StackArmor at any point in
time during the execution) and the maximum frame size (maximum size measured
across all the physical stack frames allocated by StackArmor during the execution).

Our results demonstrate that our static analyzers are effective in significantly re-
ducing the instrumentation overhead. In particular, our SP analyzer reported only
20% of the functions as unsafe on average (geometric mean). Encouragingly, this
comes close to the 16% (geometric mean) of the functions reported as unsafe by
similar source-level analyses—i.e., -fstack-protector-strong, with results re-
ported in the SP-unsafe (Source) column—despite operating at the binary level. In
addition, over all the SP-unsafe functions reported, our BR analyzer was able to cor-
rectly identify 92.8% of the total number of buffers found (geometric mean). Our
DA analyzer, in turn, reported 52% of the functions as unsafe, while instructing our
binary rewriter to zero-initialize only 42% of the stack objects analyzed in those
functions on average. The impact of the SP analyzer is particularly evident when ex-
amining stack-related statistics. With a small number of SP-unsafe functions, only
a small fraction of function calls is instrumented and thus assigned a new physi-
cal stack frame by StackArmor. This is reflected in a worst-case maximum depth
value of only 394 frames (perlbench), which never caused our allocator to dynam-
ically increase the soft limit FSL in our default configuration FSL = 1, 024. The
vast majority of function calls, in turn, runs completely uninstrumented, thus effi-
ciently reusing the physical stack frame naturally inherited from the caller. This is
reflected in the relatively large values reported for the maximum stack frame size
(10.4 KB, geometric mean). Such values never cause our allocator’s user-level page
fault handler to dynamically increase the soft limit DSL in our default configuration
DSL = 0.1 ·D = 205, while preserving adequate memory usage guarantees (Sec-
tion 3.5.4).

Compared to prior stack-based solutions, our reported overheads are generally
higher than source-level stack randomization strategies [81; 24]—which, however,
offer poorer entropy and isolation guarantees—and comparable to traditional shadow
stack strategies [29; 45; 42; 139; 171; 74; 24; 177; 156]—which, however, offer a
narrower protection model. In the latter case, a direct benchmark comparison is
plausible with the SPEC (INT2000) results reported in [156], which evaluate the
impact of a binary translation-based return address shadowing strategy. The latter
yields 17% overhead (geometric mean), comparable to our SPEC overhead for Ba-
sic, which, in turn, also includes inter-frame protection. The small performance
difference shows the effectiveness of our stack protection analysis in eliminating the
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iscurrentlynostackprotectiontechniqueforbinariesthatmitigatesallofthefol-
lowingattackvectors:(i)bufferoverwritesandoverreadswithinastackframe,(ii)
bufferoverwritesandoverreadsacrossstackframes,(iii)stack-baseduse-after-frees,
(iv)uninitializedreads(inreusedstackframes).Asaresult,stackattacksarestill
rampant.Attackersusethembothtodivertthecontrolflow(and,e.g.,startoffa
ROPchain)andformemorydisclosures[38].

Informationleakageandbufferoverflowattacks,inparticular,aregreatlyhelped
bythepredictabilityofthestacklayout.Althoughthestartistypicallyrandomized,
thestackitselfgrowsinanentirelypredictablefashion,makingthedisclosureofca-
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need for pervasive stack instrumentation. Overall, we believe StackArmor provides
realistic performance for real-world programs, supporting a much more comprehen-
sive strategy than prior solutions in the default configuration, while allowing users
to tune the security-performance tradeoff according to their needs.

3.5.4 Memory Usage

StackArmor’s stack frame allocation strategy translates to higher virtual and physical
memory usage. Since virtual memory is a plentiful resource in modern (x86_64)
systems, we focus our analysis on the latter. For this purpose, Figure 3.9 depicts the
resident set size (RSS) increase for varying values of the maximum swap size Rmax

during the execution of our benchmarks. To thoroughly evaluate the impact of Rmax,
we configured StackArmor with the default number of maximum stack frames and
no soft limit (i.e., F = FSL =16, 384), allowing arbitrary values of Rmax during the
execution.

The Rmax =0 configuration reflects StackArmor’s behavior when in-place frame
map randomization is disabled. In this scenario, the RSS increase is only caused
by internal fragmentation, since stack frames are allocated at page granularity (0.2-
0.5 MB increase across our server programs). When in-place frame map random-
ization is enabled, in turn, our allocation strategy progressively reduces stack frame
reuse, resulting in RSS linearly increasing with Rmax. For very large values of
Rmax (e.g., Rmax = 10, 000), the allocator unrestrictedly draws new stack frames
from a large random pool of 10, 000 frames—initially all nonresident in memory—
yielding very low frame reuse and thus very high RSS increase (0.7-118.5 MB across
our server programs). The differences reported across programs acknowledge vari-
ations in the distributions of functions with stack-allocated buffers instrumented by
StackArmor. For example, a program continuously calling a function f with many in-
frame buffers may rapidly circle through all the StackArmor’s physical stack frames,
resulting in all the F frames being resident in memory. This was nearly the case
for some long-running SPEC benchmarks, leading to a consistent worst-case RSS
increase for SPEC (1.6-195.1 MB geometric mean).

Note, that while StackArmor’s protection strategy exposes an evident randomiza-
tion entropy-RSS tradeoff—controlled by Rmax—which generally results in higher
RSS than prior stack-based solutions, our default configuration Rmax = 1, 024—
which already provides reasonably high entropy, as earlier experiments demonstrated—
results in a worst-case RSS increase for SPEC of only 22 MB (geometric mean).

3.5.5 Multithreading Support

To evaluate StackArmor’s ability to perform and scale well in multithreaded pro-
grams, we selected 3 additional server programs which rely on worker threads to
process client requests: Apache httpd (v2.2.23, mpm_worker_module)—a popu-
lar web server—MySQL (v5.1.65)—a popular database server—and Memcached
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(v1.4.20)—a popular memory caching server. To evaluate Apache httpd, we relied
on the Apache benchmark [6] configured to issue 25,000 requests with T concur-
rent connections and 10 request/connection. To evaluate MySQL, we relied on the
Sysbench OLTP benchmark [4] configured to issue 10,000 transactions using a read-
write workload and T concurrent connections. To evaluate Memcached, we relied
on the memslap benchmark [2] configured to issue 1,000,000 operations with a T

concurrency level. We configured each server program with T worker threads to
match the concurrency level induced by the corresponding benchmarks and evalu-
ated StackArmor’s performance and memory usage impact for increasing values of
T =[1; 100].

To evaluate the performance impact, we measured the StackArmor-induced bench-
mark run time normalized against the baseline, using our default configuration at
full protection (intra-frame+inter-frame protection and zero initialization enabled).
Our results reported a nearly constant run-time overhead for increasing values of
T across all our programs—i.e., 29-33% (Apache httpd), 35-37% (MySQL), and
13-15% (Memcached). The constant run-time overhead acknowledges the marginal
impact introduced by per-thread metadata allocation (and deallocation) performed
by our instrumentation, given that common server programs already implement their
own thread pooling strategies with worker threads rarely created (or destroyed) on
the fast path. In addition, despite its extensive use of C++ code—which may gen-
erally result in a larger number of (instrumented) indirect calls due to polymorphic
behavior—MySQL encouragingly reported comparable run-time overhead to that of
the other server programs.

The generally higher run-time overhead of our multithreaded server programs
compared to our nonthreaded test programs, in turn, acknowledges the extra TLS-
accessing costs incurred by StackArmor to implement a thread-safe allocation and
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our server programs). The differences reported across programs acknowledge vari-
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(v1.4.20)—a popular memory caching server. To evaluate Apache httpd, we relied
on the Apache benchmark [6] configured to issue 25,000 requests with T concur-
rent connections and 10 request/connection. To evaluate MySQL, we relied on the
Sysbench OLTP benchmark [4] configured to issue 10,000 transactions using a read-
write workload and T concurrent connections. To evaluate Memcached, we relied
on the memslap benchmark [2] configured to issue 1,000,000 operations with a T

concurrency level. We configured each server program with T worker threads to
match the concurrency level induced by the corresponding benchmarks and evalu-
ated StackArmor’s performance and memory usage impact for increasing values of
T =[1; 100].

To evaluate the performance impact, we measured the StackArmor-induced bench-
mark run time normalized against the baseline, using our default configuration at
full protection (intra-frame+inter-frame protection and zero initialization enabled).
Our results reported a nearly constant run-time overhead for increasing values of
T across all our programs—i.e., 29-33% (Apache httpd), 35-37% (MySQL), and
13-15% (Memcached). The constant run-time overhead acknowledges the marginal
impact introduced by per-thread metadata allocation (and deallocation) performed
by our instrumentation, given that common server programs already implement their
own thread pooling strategies with worker threads rarely created (or destroyed) on
the fast path. In addition, despite its extensive use of C++ code—which may gen-
erally result in a larger number of (instrumented) indirect calls due to polymorphic
behavior—MySQL encouragingly reported comparable run-time overhead to that of
the other server programs.

The generally higher run-time overhead of our multithreaded server programs
compared to our nonthreaded test programs, in turn, acknowledges the extra TLS-
accessing costs incurred by StackArmor to implement a thread-safe allocation and
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instrumentation strategy. Nevertheless, such costs are strictly bounded even in the
heavily threaded T = 100 configuration, demonstrating that our design can scale
efficiently to a large and uncommon number of threads—Apache httpd, MySQL,
and Memcached run with only 25, 16, and 4 threads (respectively) in their default
configuration.

To evaluate the memory usage impact, we measured the StackArmor-induced
RSS increase compared to the baseline, using our default configuration at full pro-
tection. Figure 3.10 depicts our results for an increasing number of threads T . As
shown in the figure, the RSS increase grows linearly with the number of worker
threads in all our server programs, acknowledging the RSS impact induced by the
individual per-thread stack frame pools maintained by our allocator. Nevertheless,
StackArmor’s ability to adapt Rmax to the number of active threads results in a gentle
slope and a RSS increase of only 115 MB in the worst case (MySQL, with T =100).
This confirms that StackArmor can scale fairly well even to heavily threaded pro-
grams, while preserving reasonable randomization entropy guarantees at runtime—
Rmax ={299, 474, 878} in the default configuration of Apache httpd, MySQL, and
Memcached (respectively).

3.6 Related Work

Protection from stack-based vulnerabilities. Early stack protection systems typ-
ically rely on canary values guarding all the per-frame objects [75] or only the
return address [48]—a technique still in use in modern compilers [87]—to verify
the stack frame integrity upon function exit. Unlike StackArmor, canary-based
techniques can only protect from spatial (smashing) attacks and are extremely sus-
ceptible to information leakage. Shadow stack techniques isolate the return ad-
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dress [45; 42; 139; 171; 156] or all the per-frame nonbuffers [29; 24; 74; 177] from
potentially vulnerable per-frame buffers to limit the exploitation power of buffer
overflows/underflows. Unlike StackArmor, such techniques are ineffective against
temporal attacks and typically limited to buffer-to-nonbuffer spatial attacks. Tradi-
tional Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) techniques [5; 166; 23] ran-
domize the base address of the stack to make the address of the individual stack
objects unpredictable. This strategy is insufficient to disrupt attacks that solely rely
on the relative distance or reuse between stack objects. To overcome this limitation,
fine-grained ASLR techniques [81; 24] introduce small random gaps between stack
frames and between buffer and nonbuffer stack objects [81]. Unlike StackArmor,
this strategy alone provides no isolation, offers limited entropy to defend against
sophisticated (e.g., guessing or spraying) attacks, and is susceptible to information
leakage when using static gaps [81]. Finally, while sharing many of the abstractions
used in prior ASLR and shadow stack techniques—including isolation, randomiza-
tion, and buffer detection—StackArmor is the first comprehensive stack protection
technique for binaries.

Protection from generic memory errors. Generic memory error protection
systems have been the subject of a vast body of research in the last decade. Un-
like StackArmor, many popular techniques—including data flow integrity [36], write
integrity testing [10], bounds checkers [66; 66; 178], and memory safe environ-
ments [126; 97; 69; 68; 52]—all require access to the source code or recompilation.
At the binary level, many techniques such as Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) [8; 179],
Instruction Set Randomization (ISR) [137], ROP protection systems [133; 40], and
Dynamic Taint Analysis (DTA) [46; 128] can stop various control-flow diversions,
but, unlike StackArmor, offer no protection against corruption of noncontrol data.
In addition, techniques like DTA [46; 128], multivariant execution [148; 149; 49],
and memory error checking tools such as Valgrind [127] and Dr. Memory [30] typi-
cally incur performance overheads of an order of magnitude or more. Finally, recent
binary-level protection systems such as BinArmor [158] rely on dynamic data struc-
ture reverse engineering techniques to instrument legacy binaries, with protection
and accuracy guarantees subject to the coverage of the dynamic analysis. In addi-
tion, BinArmor [158] is tailored to buffer overflows and, unlike StackArmor, cannot
address temporal attacks.

Protection from temporal attacks. Prior temporal attack protection systems
focus on both use-after-free and uninitialized read vulnerabilities. Systems in the
former category are generally targeted towards heap-based vulnerabilities, with tech-
niques ranging from garbage collection [140; 28] to secure allocation [68; 20; 9; 129;
119] and dynamic memory checking [127; 30; 154; 32]. The first two classes are not
directly applicable to the stack, although StackArmor does borrow ideas from prior
secure heap allocator designs. Similar to many secure allocators [20; 129; 119],
StackArmor enforces a fully randomized allocation strategy, with a sparse page lay-
out [129] and a single object per page(s) [119] to enforce probabilistic memory
safety. Unlike type-safe allocation strategies [68; 9], in turn, StackArmor does not
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instrumentation strategy. Nevertheless, such costs are strictly bounded even in the
heavily threaded T = 100 configuration, demonstrating that our design can scale
efficiently to a large and uncommon number of threads—Apache httpd, MySQL,
and Memcached run with only 25, 16, and 4 threads (respectively) in their default
configuration.

To evaluate the memory usage impact, we measured the StackArmor-induced
RSS increase compared to the baseline, using our default configuration at full pro-
tection. Figure 3.10 depicts our results for an increasing number of threads T . As
shown in the figure, the RSS increase grows linearly with the number of worker
threads in all our server programs, acknowledging the RSS impact induced by the
individual per-thread stack frame pools maintained by our allocator. Nevertheless,
StackArmor’s ability to adapt Rmax to the number of active threads results in a gentle
slope and a RSS increase of only 115 MB in the worst case (MySQL, with T =100).
This confirms that StackArmor can scale fairly well even to heavily threaded pro-
grams, while preserving reasonable randomization entropy guarantees at runtime—
Rmax ={299, 474, 878} in the default configuration of Apache httpd, MySQL, and
Memcached (respectively).

3.6 Related Work

Protection from stack-based vulnerabilities. Early stack protection systems typ-
ically rely on canary values guarding all the per-frame objects [75] or only the
return address [48]—a technique still in use in modern compilers [87]—to verify
the stack frame integrity upon function exit. Unlike StackArmor, canary-based
techniques can only protect from spatial (smashing) attacks and are extremely sus-
ceptible to information leakage. Shadow stack techniques isolate the return ad-
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domize the base address of the stack to make the address of the individual stack
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on the relative distance or reuse between stack objects. To overcome this limitation,
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binary-level protection systems such as BinArmor [158] rely on dynamic data struc-
ture reverse engineering techniques to instrument legacy binaries, with protection
and accuracy guarantees subject to the coverage of the dynamic analysis. In addi-
tion, BinArmor [158] is tailored to buffer overflows and, unlike StackArmor, cannot
address temporal attacks.

Protection from temporal attacks. Prior temporal attack protection systems
focus on both use-after-free and uninitialized read vulnerabilities. Systems in the
former category are generally targeted towards heap-based vulnerabilities, with tech-
niques ranging from garbage collection [140; 28] to secure allocation [68; 20; 9; 129;
119] and dynamic memory checking [127; 30; 154; 32]. The first two classes are not
directly applicable to the stack, although StackArmor does borrow ideas from prior
secure heap allocator designs. Similar to many secure allocators [20; 129; 119],
StackArmor enforces a fully randomized allocation strategy, with a sparse page lay-
out [129] and a single object per page(s) [119] to enforce probabilistic memory
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allow type-safe memory reuse because doing so is more expensive and makes unini-
tialized stack reads more predictable. Compared to prior designs, however, StackAr-
mor’s allocator is much simpler (frames are preallocated) and more efficient (the
self-managing frame map eliminates expensive bookkeeping and lookups), thanks
to the inherently bounded and dynamic nature of the stack. Dynamic memory check-
ing tools [127; 30; 154; 32], in turn, can generally operate on the stack, offer pseudo-
deterministic detection guarantees, and also often detect uninitialized reads [127; 30;
176]. Unlike StackArmor, however, they typically incur very high overhead. Other
more lightweight uninitialized read detection techniques exist, but they generally sac-
rifice precision for performance [20; 82]. While StackArmor can only protect (and
not detect) against uninitialized reads, it thwarts arbitrary attacks using a combina-
tion of probabilistic (randomization) and deterministic (zero initialization) strategies.
The latter, in turn, is directly comparable to secure deallocation [43], which zeroes
out memory blocks at deallocation time. Even though this approach can also protect
against nonreuse-based temporal violations, it is very expensive on the stack [43].
StackArmor exploits the allocation context to reduce the number of initializations
(and thus the overhead) using definite assignment analysis—implemented at the bi-
nary level in contrast to prior source-level strategies [78; 97; 69; 68; 52].

3.7 Conclusion

Nearly two decades after the first stack smashing attack, performance concerns still
induce modern compilers to ship with weak stack protection mechanisms, ultimately
resulting in binaries being left at the mercy of the attackers. This paper presented
StackArmor, a more comprehensive stack protection technique which offers a prac-
tical solution to this problem. Unlike prior systems, StackArmor can efficiently pro-
tect against arbitrary spatial and temporal stack-based attacks, operates entirely at
the binary level, and supports policy-driven defenses to allow end users to tune the
performance-security tradeoff. To fulfill its goals, StackArmor abandons the tradi-
tional stack organization and relies on a combination of randomization, isolation,
and zero initialization—efficiently balanced using static analysis—to create the illu-
sion that stack objects are drawn from a fully randomized space. Our experimental
results confirm that StackArmor is practical, efficient, and provides more compre-
hensive protection than all the prior binary- and source-level solutions.
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4
CodeArmor: Virtualizing the Code Space to Counter

Disclosure Attacks

Abstract

Code diversification is an effective strategy to prevent modern code-reuse exploits.
Unfortunately, diversification techniques are inherently vulnerable to information
disclosure. Recent diversification-aware ROP exploits have demonstrated that code
disclosure attacks are a realistic threat, with an attacker able to read or execute arbi-
trary code memory and gather enough gadgets to bypass state-of-the-art code diver-
sification defenses.

In this paper, we present CodeArmor, a binary-level system to harden code diver-
sification against all the existing read-based and execution-based disclosure attacks.
To counter such attacks, CodeArmor virtualizes the code space to completely decou-
ple code pointer values from the concrete location of their targets in the memory
address space. Using a combination of run-time randomization and pervasively de-
ployed honey gadgets, code space virtualization probabilistically ensures that only
code references that can legitimately be issued by the program are effectively trans-
lated to the concrete code space.

Furthermore, to counter data-only disclosure attacks that may allow an attacker
to leak the remaining live (and legitimate) code pointers stored in data memory and
stitch them together in a code layout-agnostic gadget chain, CodeArmor hides global
code pointers in the code space when possible, and also operates existing and novel
code transformations to disrupt illegal data flows across gadgets. Our experimental
results show that CodeArmor provides a strong line of defense against existing and
future attacks, at the cost of only low average performance overhead (6.9% on SPEC
and 14.5% on popular server programs, and even lower—roughly halving such av-
erage overheads—when operating aggressive inlining optimizations at the binary
level).
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4.1 Introduction

Today’s code-reuse attacks (CRAs) are critically dependent on discovering the mem-
ory that contains useful snippets of code—that is, gadgets. Armed with such knowl-
edge, attackers divert a program’s control flow to such snippets and by chaining them
together construct their malicious payloads. For instance, memory disclosures that
leak code pointers enable attackers to bypass defense mechanisms like ASLR and
exploit binaries using a variety of code-reuse attacks like ROP [155], JOP [37], and
ret2libc [64]. Even in the presence of (fine-grained) code diversification [81], a sin-
gle code pointer suffices if an attacker is able to probe the memory contents of the
target process dynamically using, for example, a JIT-ROP strategy [160; 62].

In detail, traditional memory disclosures are based on explicit reads. In other
words, attackers learn the contents of code pages and/or the values of code point-
ers by reading them directly off the heap, stack or code pages. More recent attacks
read memory pages indirectly, using time-based side channels [153; 95; 76]. Al-
ternatively, attackers may probe the target program by blindly executing code at
some address until they encounter behavior that corresponds to a known gadget [26].
Whatever the method used, memory disclosure is a conditio sine qua non for mod-
ern code-reuse attacks. Phrased simply, all code-reuse attacks need to know where
to transfer control to stitch together a malicious payload. In the ideal case where
no memory disclosures are possible, code diversification offers perfect protection
against code reuse—stronger than active defenses such as CFI [7] or CPI [106],
which have been recently targeted by numerous attacks [83; 61; 34; 76].
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In this paper, we present CodeArmor, a new binary-level solution which counters
all the diversification-aware code-reuse attacks published to date by (a) virtualizing
a program’s diversified code space to prevent any code pointer stored in memory
from revealing the location of the corresponding concrete code space, and (b) con-
tinuously randomizing the mapping to the concrete code space to ensure very strong
information hiding guarantees against brute-force attacks (as opposed to the weak
guarantees provided by plain ASLR [76]). The intuition is that code executes at
constantly changing addresses, and all code pointers in memory require linear trans-
lation prior to use in program-issued control transfers and do not even point to con-
crete code pages until then. Thus, an attacker leaking data pages will only disclose
(nontranslated) code pointers that do not allow the attacker to (directly or indirectly)
find gadgets from the corresponding code pages.

With CodeArmor deployed, read-based attacks like JIT-ROP [160; 62] are no
longer effective, since code pages themselves can never leak by design. Even if
attackers leak a nontranslated code pointer from data pages, execution-based attacks
can only run the corresponding code if the program first translates the pointer. The
only way to do so is by means of the program’s legitimate control transfers (and
not those blindly derived from misaligned instructions), already slowing down brute-
force attacks. Moreover, attackers cannot easily modify the code pointer and probe
the rest of the code space using a BROP-like attack, because the code itself is highly
diversified and many of the potential targets for control transfers in reality point
to pervasive honey gadgets that raise an alert when targeted. CodeArmor’s design
efficiently ensures that an attack will on average hit such honey gadgets a number of
times before disclosing the first real gadget, providing a strong probabilistic defense
against arbitrary execution-based attacks.

In other words, CodeArmor’s design probabilistically ensures that only live (and
legitimate) code pointers leaked from data pages can be used (as-is) as individual
gadgets by attackers. To counter attacks that stitch such data-leaked gadgets together
in a code layout-agnostic gadget chain, CodeArmor hides global code pointers in
the code space when possible, and also operates existing (i.e., register assignment
randomization [132]) and novel (i.e., secure register deallocation) code transforma-
tions to disrupt illegal data flows across the remaining legitimate gadgets. This strat-
egy can efficiently counter even sophisticated whole-function-reuse attacks such as
COOP [152].

CodeArmor works entirely at the binary level without any need for source or
debug symbols, extending protection to homegrown software and proprietary bina-
ries alike. While our techniques are more general, CodeArmor specifically focuses
on protecting C binaries for the x86_64 platform. Such binaries are representative
of widely deployed server programs, which have repeatedly proven vulnerable to
modern and sophisticated disclosure attacks [26; 153].

Compared to all the recent defenses against code disclosure attacks [79; 51; 62;
16; 15], CodeArmor provides a more comprehensive and self-contained solution.
Comprehensive, since it counters all the read-based [62; 153; 76; 160] and execution-
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based [153; 26] code disclosure attacks published to date, and even live code pointer-
based attacks that generally only require data-only disclosure [152]. Self-contained,
since it does not require special hardware support or modifications to underlying
software stack (hypervisor, OS, etc.).

Summarizing, we make the following contributions:

• We present a new code space organization to efficiently support virtualized
code pointers and periodically re-randomize concrete code space mappings.
We show that both techniques are crucial to counter all the existing code dis-
closure attacks. To counter attacks that only rely on live code pointer-based
gadgets obtained via data-only disclosure, we complement our design with
code hardening transformations that disrupt the remaining gadgets.

• We demonstrate the effectiveness of our techniques in CodeArmor, a new de-
fense solution against diversification-aware code-reuse attacks. CodeArmor
operates entirely at the binary level and requires no cooperation from the un-
derlying hardware and software stack.

• We evaluate CodeArmor on both standard benchmarks and popular server pro-
grams, showing that it provides a strong probabilistic defense—countering
data-discloure-only attacks and ensuring that even sophisticated execution-
based code disclosure attacks will hit an average of at least 3 honey gad-
gets before disclosing the first real gadget—with low average performance
overhead—6.9% on SPEC and 14.5% on popular server programs, and only
3.2% and 8.2% (respectively) when operating aggressive inlining optimiza-
tions at the binary level. Our performance is comparable or faster than other
binary-level security solutions [158; 74; 180; 179] and significantly faster than
state-of-the-art run-time randomization systems [81] at low re-randomization
latencies (as low as around 100µs on average in CodeArmor’s default config-
uration).

4.2 Threat Model

We assume a strong threat model where an attacker can interact with the target pro-
gram repeatedly, exploiting vulnerabilities that allow arbitrary reads, writes, and
control-flow diversions. We also assume the most permissive class of programs that
keep restarting forked worker processes after a crash (e.g., real-world server pro-
grams). To understand how CodeArmor stops attacks, we first review state-of-the-art
code disclosure techniques available to our advanced attacker.
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diversified and many of the potential targets for control transfers in reality point
to pervasive honey gadgets that raise an alert when targeted. CodeArmor’s design
efficiently ensures that an attack will on average hit such honey gadgets a number of
times before disclosing the first real gadget, providing a strong probabilistic defense
against arbitrary execution-based attacks.

In other words, CodeArmor’s design probabilistically ensures that only live (and
legitimate) code pointers leaked from data pages can be used (as-is) as individual
gadgets by attackers. To counter attacks that stitch such data-leaked gadgets together
in a code layout-agnostic gadget chain, CodeArmor hides global code pointers in
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randomization [132]) and novel (i.e., secure register deallocation) code transforma-
tions to disrupt illegal data flows across the remaining legitimate gadgets. This strat-
egy can efficiently counter even sophisticated whole-function-reuse attacks such as
COOP [152].

CodeArmor works entirely at the binary level without any need for source or
debug symbols, extending protection to homegrown software and proprietary bina-
ries alike. While our techniques are more general, CodeArmor specifically focuses
on protecting C binaries for the x86_64 platform. Such binaries are representative
of widely deployed server programs, which have repeatedly proven vulnerable to
modern and sophisticated disclosure attacks [26; 153].

Compared to all the recent defenses against code disclosure attacks [79; 51; 62;
16; 15], CodeArmor provides a more comprehensive and self-contained solution.
Comprehensive, since it counters all the read-based [62; 153; 76; 160] and execution-
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based [153; 26] code disclosure attacks published to date, and even live code pointer-
based attacks that generally only require data-only disclosure [152]. Self-contained,
since it does not require special hardware support or modifications to underlying
software stack (hypervisor, OS, etc.).

Summarizing, we make the following contributions:

• We present a new code space organization to efficiently support virtualized
code pointers and periodically re-randomize concrete code space mappings.
We show that both techniques are crucial to counter all the existing code dis-
closure attacks. To counter attacks that only rely on live code pointer-based
gadgets obtained via data-only disclosure, we complement our design with
code hardening transformations that disrupt the remaining gadgets.

• We demonstrate the effectiveness of our techniques in CodeArmor, a new de-
fense solution against diversification-aware code-reuse attacks. CodeArmor
operates entirely at the binary level and requires no cooperation from the un-
derlying hardware and software stack.

• We evaluate CodeArmor on both standard benchmarks and popular server pro-
grams, showing that it provides a strong probabilistic defense—countering
data-discloure-only attacks and ensuring that even sophisticated execution-
based code disclosure attacks will hit an average of at least 3 honey gad-
gets before disclosing the first real gadget—with low average performance
overhead—6.9% on SPEC and 14.5% on popular server programs, and only
3.2% and 8.2% (respectively) when operating aggressive inlining optimiza-
tions at the binary level. Our performance is comparable or faster than other
binary-level security solutions [158; 74; 180; 179] and significantly faster than
state-of-the-art run-time randomization systems [81] at low re-randomization
latencies (as low as around 100µs on average in CodeArmor’s default config-
uration).

4.2 Threat Model

We assume a strong threat model where an attacker can interact with the target pro-
gram repeatedly, exploiting vulnerabilities that allow arbitrary reads, writes, and
control-flow diversions. We also assume the most permissive class of programs that
keep restarting forked worker processes after a crash (e.g., real-world server pro-
grams). To understand how CodeArmor stops attacks, we first review state-of-the-art
code disclosure techniques available to our advanced attacker.
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4.1Introduction

Today’scode-reuseattacks(CRAs)arecriticallydependentondiscoveringthemem-
orythatcontainsusefulsnippetsofcode—thatis,gadgets.Armedwithsuchknowl-
edge,attackersdivertaprogram’scontrolflowtosuchsnippetsandbychainingthem
togetherconstructtheirmaliciouspayloads.Forinstance,memorydisclosuresthat
leakcodepointersenableattackerstobypassdefensemechanismslikeASLRand
exploitbinariesusingavarietyofcode-reuseattackslikeROP[155],JOP[37],and
ret2libc[64].Eveninthepresenceof(fine-grained)codediversification[81],asin-
glecodepointersufficesifanattackerisabletoprobethememorycontentsofthe
targetprocessdynamicallyusing,forexample,aJIT-ROPstrategy[160;62].

Indetail,traditionalmemorydisclosuresarebasedonexplicitreads.Inother
words,attackerslearnthecontentsofcodepagesand/orthevaluesofcodepoint-
ersbyreadingthemdirectlyofftheheap,stackorcodepages.Morerecentattacks
readmemorypagesindirectly,usingtime-basedsidechannels[153;95;76].Al-
ternatively,attackersmayprobethetargetprogrambyblindlyexecutingcodeat
someaddressuntiltheyencounterbehaviorthatcorrespondstoaknowngadget[26].
Whateverthemethodused,memorydisclosureisaconditiosinequanonformod-
erncode-reuseattacks.Phrasedsimply,allcode-reuseattacksneedtoknowwhere
totransfercontroltostitchtogetheramaliciouspayload.Intheidealcasewhere
nomemorydisclosuresarepossible,codediversificationoffersperfectprotection
againstcodereuse—strongerthanactivedefensessuchasCFI[7]orCPI[106],
whichhavebeenrecentlytargetedbynumerousattacks[83;61;34;76].
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4.2.1 Read-based disclosure attacks

These attacks start by leaking a code pointer from the data space (known-pointer at-
tack) or guessing a valid code space address (blind attack). Either way, the attacker
locates a code page in memory and reads its content using an arbitrary read vulner-
ability. Recent attacks have exploited either direct memory disclosure [160; 62] or
indirect reads using timing attacks [153]. By reading the code page, the attacker
obtains all gadgets in it, but also control-transfer targets to locate even more code
pages. Upon finding enough gadgets, the attacker can link them together and launch
a traditional code-reuse attack. Key requirements for such a diversification-aware
code-reuse attack are that gadgets found in the code space must be readable and
remain stable throughout the attack.

4.2.2 Execution-based disclosure attacks

These attacks blindly execute code at a memory address and observe the execution
behavior to disclose diversified gadgets in the code space [26; 153]. Attackers rely on
a control-flow diversion vulnerability to redirect execution to a given code pointer
(leaked or guessed in a known-pointer or blind attack, respectively), measures ob-
servable side effects to disclose the executed gadget (e.g., crashes), and repeatedly
expands the search to surrounding addresses until enough gadgets are found. Key re-
quirements for such a diversification-aware code-reuse attack are that gadgets found
in the code space must be stable across failures and yield nonanomalous side effects
(lest an IDS or a sysadmin detects the attack).

4.3 Concrete Layout Independent Code

One of the key ingredients to the protection offered by CodeArmor is its organization
of the code space. Figure 4.1 compares different code space organizations, detailing
their properties in relation with code disclosure attacks. Position-Dependent Code
(PDC) and Position-Independent Code (PIC) are the standard code organizations
used in real-world programs. In PDC-based binaries (Figure 4.1a), the code space is
loaded at a fixed address. This enables an attacker to indiscriminately launch read-
based and execution-based known-pointer disclosure attacks. In PIC-based binaries
(Figure 4.1b), the code space can be loaded at any address in memory. This forces
the attacker to leak pointers from data memory before reliably launching any known-
pointer attacks, but it does not prevent disclosure attacks from succeeding in general.

Isomeron [62] (Figure 4.1c) and Oxymoron [16] (Figure 4.1d) are two recent
software-only research solutions that propose new code organizations to mitigate
disclosure attacks. Isomeron clones the original code space into a diversified code
space, allowing a run-time diversifier to randomly switch the execution between the
two spaces at every control transfer. Since the control flow randomly selects targets
from the two code spaces, gadgets leaked from one (or the other) code space can no
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4.2.1 Read-based disclosure attacks

These attacks start by leaking a code pointer from the data space (known-pointer at-
tack) or guessing a valid code space address (blind attack). Either way, the attacker
locates a code page in memory and reads its content using an arbitrary read vulner-
ability. Recent attacks have exploited either direct memory disclosure [160; 62] or
indirect reads using timing attacks [153]. By reading the code page, the attacker
obtains all gadgets in it, but also control-transfer targets to locate even more code
pages. Upon finding enough gadgets, the attacker can link them together and launch
a traditional code-reuse attack. Key requirements for such a diversification-aware
code-reuse attack are that gadgets found in the code space must be readable and
remain stable throughout the attack.

4.2.2 Execution-based disclosure attacks

These attacks blindly execute code at a memory address and observe the execution
behavior to disclose diversified gadgets in the code space [26; 153]. Attackers rely on
a control-flow diversion vulnerability to redirect execution to a given code pointer
(leaked or guessed in a known-pointer or blind attack, respectively), measures ob-
servable side effects to disclose the executed gadget (e.g., crashes), and repeatedly
expands the search to surrounding addresses until enough gadgets are found. Key re-
quirements for such a diversification-aware code-reuse attack are that gadgets found
in the code space must be stable across failures and yield nonanomalous side effects
(lest an IDS or a sysadmin detects the attack).

4.3 Concrete Layout Independent Code

One of the key ingredients to the protection offered by CodeArmor is its organization
of the code space. Figure 4.1 compares different code space organizations, detailing
their properties in relation with code disclosure attacks. Position-Dependent Code
(PDC) and Position-Independent Code (PIC) are the standard code organizations
used in real-world programs. In PDC-based binaries (Figure 4.1a), the code space is
loaded at a fixed address. This enables an attacker to indiscriminately launch read-
based and execution-based known-pointer disclosure attacks. In PIC-based binaries
(Figure 4.1b), the code space can be loaded at any address in memory. This forces
the attacker to leak pointers from data memory before reliably launching any known-
pointer attacks, but it does not prevent disclosure attacks from succeeding in general.

Isomeron [62] (Figure 4.1c) and Oxymoron [16] (Figure 4.1d) are two recent
software-only research solutions that propose new code organizations to mitigate
disclosure attacks. Isomeron clones the original code space into a diversified code
space, allowing a run-time diversifier to randomly switch the execution between the
two spaces at every control transfer. Since the control flow randomly selects targets
from the two code spaces, gadgets leaked from one (or the other) code space can no
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longer be reliably chained together to launch CRAs. With a code space switching
probability of 0.5 at every control transfer, however, a repeated code-reuse attack
based on, say, 5 chained gadgets—typically sufficient to mount a generic ret2libc at-
tack on x86_64 [26]—requires only 32 attempts on average. Oxymoron’s PALACE
organization, in contrast, segments the code space into a number of randomly allo-
cated code pages and forces control transfers to go through a RaTTle table that stores
the real location of the targets. This strategy only eliminates control-transfer target
information from code pages, limiting the expansion step of read-based disclosure
attacks. This is, however, insufficient to prevent an attacker leaking multiple code
pointers from gathering a sufficient number of gadgets from the corresponding code
pages [62].

CodeArmor’s CLIC (Concrete Layout Independent Code) in Figure 4.1e, finally,
splits the original (diversified) code space into a virtual and concrete code space,
completely decoupling code pointers stored in data memory from the concrete loca-
tion of their targets in the address space and translating the former into the latter only
at each valid control transfer. In addition, to ensure the concrete code space remains
“hidden” and its contained concrete gadgets unstable, the translation layer continu-
ously switches to a new concrete code space version allocated at a random memory
location. This design prevents attackers from effectively exploiting data memory
leaks to start off code disclosure attacks and hinders all the illegal code references
functional to mount read-based and execution-based disclosure attacks, leaving only
individual live code pointer-based gadgets directly disclosed via data leaks to attack-
ers (which CodeArmor can further disrupt with code hardening transformations).

4.4 CodeArmor

Figure 4.2 presents CodeArmor’s high-level overview. To protect a given program bi-
nary (and all its shared libraries), users need to first instrument it with CodeArmor’s
Rewriter and Libarmor run-time library. The rewriter leverages binary rewriting
techniques to support CodeArmor’s CLIC organization and the necessary run-time
components.

Internally, the rewriter relies on five sequential binary instrumentation passes:
DePIC, CLIC, Inlining, Diversification, and Hardening. The DePIC pass prepro-
cesses the code (and data) to replace references using PC-relative addressing with
corresponding references using absolute addressing. This is necessary to virtualize
code pointers and ensure the concrete code space can be safely relocated at runtime.

The CLIC pass instruments all the legitimate control transfer instructions (except
relative ones) to ensure their targets (possibly stored in data memory) are linearly
translated from the virtual to the concrete code space right before jumping to the
destination during the execution1. In addition, the CLIC pass ensures Libarmor can

1This software-based translation can be best described as a level of indirection on top of the MMU’s
virtual-to-physical translation.
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transparently interpose on system calls (Syscall handler) and signal handling (Signal
handler) at runtime to “hide” the CLIC organization to the underlying operating
system.

Next, the Inlining pass reevaluates inlining decisions originally made by the com-
piler to optimize binary code for the CLIC organization. Subsequently, the Diversi-
fication pass operates fine-grained code diversification to ensure the virtual/concrete
code layout remains unpredictable to the attackers even in the case of known-pointer
attacks. Finally, the Hardening pass operates our code hardening transformations
to disrupt the individual remaining live code pointer-based gadgets that can be ob-
tained via data-only disclosure. In particular, the Hardening pass hides tables with
code pointers in the code space when possible, reducing the number of remaining
gadgets, and operates data-flow mutations, disrupting residual gadget-stitching at-
tempts. During the instrumentation steps, the rewriter also generates a Relocation
index and a Prelink script for the run-time components.

To run an instrumented program binary, users need to load the binary in CodeAr-
mor’s Custom loader. The loader first relies on the pregenerated Prelink script to
relocate code from the binary and all the libraries in a memory-contiguous virtual
code space. This step is essential to enforce a CLIC memory layout and crucial for
CodeArmor’s run-time performance. Next, the loader yields control to Libarmor,
which allows the CLIC manager to finalize the CLIC memory layout and start the
program execution. The manager first relies on the Relocation index to dynamically
patch all the absolute addresses introduced by the DePIC pass and fully retain PIC’s
random relocation semantics. Once the virtual code space has been set up, the man-
ager creates a (randomly allocated) clone to initialize the first concrete code space
version at an initial offset from the virtual code space. Next, the manager inter-
sperses the original code pages (still mapped at the virtual code space address) with
pervasive honey gadgets—dummy gadgets that disclose no code layout information
when read and raise alerts when executed by an attacker—effectively creating an
identity mapping of the entire virtual code space into a honey code space.

Since all the legitimate program-issued control transfers are normally translated
from the virtual to the concrete code space by the CLIC instrumentation, identity
mappings are only encountered when code references are issued by an attacker over
misaligned control transfers originated by misaligned instructions (and thus not in-
strumented to operate virtual-to-concrete translations). In particular, an attacker at-
tempting a read-based known-pointer attack and using a pointer to the virtual code
space to seed wild data reads, will ultimately read useless data (instead of concrete
code) from the honey code space. Alternatively, an attacker attempting an execution-
based known-pointer attack and using a pointer to the virtual code space to seed
wild code execution, will ultimately cause misaligned control transfers to redirect
execution to the honey code space and trigger alerts. Furthermore, since all the code
pointers stored in memory point into the virtual code space, no known-pointer attack
can disclose the location of the concrete code space by design. To further “hide” the
concrete code space location to blind attacks, the CLIC manager deploys the Ran-
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transparently interpose on system calls (Syscall handler) and signal handling (Signal
handler) at runtime to “hide” the CLIC organization to the underlying operating
system.

Next, the Inlining pass reevaluates inlining decisions originally made by the com-
piler to optimize binary code for the CLIC organization. Subsequently, the Diversi-
fication pass operates fine-grained code diversification to ensure the virtual/concrete
code layout remains unpredictable to the attackers even in the case of known-pointer
attacks. Finally, the Hardening pass operates our code hardening transformations
to disrupt the individual remaining live code pointer-based gadgets that can be ob-
tained via data-only disclosure. In particular, the Hardening pass hides tables with
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domizer, a background thread which continuously creates new (randomly allocated)
concrete code space versions and efficiently instructs the CLIC instrumentation to
switch the execution accordingly. Once run-time randomization is enabled, the man-
ager can finally yield control to the program and start off the execution.

4.5 Rewriter

4.5.1 DePIC pass

The goal of the DePIC pass is to eliminate all the PC-relative references from pro-
gram and library code. This is crucial since PC-relative references are detrimental to
the CLIC organization. PC-relative data references require code memory at a fixed
offset from data memory. This would, however, allow arbitrary data pointer leaks to
immediately reveal the location of the concrete code space. In addition, this would
prevent CodeArmor from relocating the concrete code space during the execution,
hindering run-time randomization. Similarly, PC-relative code references require an
identity mapping between code memory and computed code pointer values. This
would, however, allow arbitrary code pointer leaks to immediately reveal the loca-
tion of the corresponding concrete code target. In addition, this would prevent code
pointers from pointing into anything other than the concrete code space, hindering
the fundamental assumption behind CLIC. By replacing all the PC-relative refer-
ences with absolute ones, the DePIC pass can instead guarantee that (i) both code
and data references are concrete-code-location-agnostic and (ii) code references sta-
bly point to the virtual code space.

To locate all the PC-relative references, the DePIC pass scans all the instructions
in program and library code and checks the addressing mode in the ModR/M byte. On
x86 memory-accessing instructions, the ModR/M byte specifies the operands and the
addressing mode, while the SIB byte indicates the scale, index, and base register.
Without even having to fully decode the individual instructions, the DePIC pass
simply modifies the existing ModR/M and SIB bytes to specify absolute addressing
and replaces the original displacement with a corresponding absolute address. The
individual absolute addresses are computed relatively to a reference base address and
their location stored in a Relocation index embedded in the binary. This allows the
CLIC manager to quickly locate and patch all the precomputed absolute references at
load time (i.e., for the binary and dynamically linked libraries) and runtime (i.e., for
dynamically loaded binaries/libraries, using a just-in-time rewriting strategy). This
step is necessary to load the virtual code space at a random address on a per-program
basis—similar to regular PIC code. Note that the DePIC pass operates exclusively
on PIC code—used in the libraries and increasingly common in program code on
x86_64 platforms. PDC code—already using absolute addressing—if present, is
simply left untouched, effectively resulting in a split virtual code space organization
with a nonrelocatable PDC-derived region and a fully relocatable PIC-derived region
at runtime.
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Figure 4.3: CLIC instrumentation’s overview

4.5.2 CLIC pass

The DePIC pass guarantees that all the code pointers stored in data memory contain
absolute addresses that ultimately refer to the virtual code space at runtime. Since
the concrete code space is identical to the virtual code space (an offset away), the
goal of the CLIC pass is simply to ensure that all such virtual code pointers are
linearly translated to a target in the concrete code space only when referenced in
legitimate control transfers. Figure 4.3 illustrates the instrumentation operated by the
CLIC pass for this purpose. In the figure, VERSION_OFFSET(V) refers to the global
offset—maintained in Libarmor data memory and hidden to the attacker—between
the virtual code space and the currently executing concrete code space version V.

The call instrumentation (Figure 4.3a) first translates the concrete return ad-
dress into its virtual counterpart (necessary for all the code pointers stored to mem-
ory) and pushes the resulting address onto the stack. Next, it translates the virtual
target address into its concrete counterpart (necessary for all the control transfer tar-
gets) and jumps to the resulting address. This second translation step is only actually
required for indirect calls. Direct calls and jumps simply transfer control to a con-
crete target relative to the current (concrete) instruction pointer and thus require no
virtual-to-concrete translation.

The ret instrumentation (Figure 4.3b) pops the virtual return address off the
stack, translates it into its concrete counterpart, and jumps to the resulting address.
The indirect jmp instrumentation (Figure 4.3c) is similar, but the target is explicit
in the code. The syscall instrumentation (Figure 4.3d), finally, pushes the (trans-
lated) post-syscall return address and jumps to a dedicated Syscall handler. The
Syscall handler, along with a Signal handler, are the only code snippets allocated
by CodeArmor in a separate (special) concrete code space, unaffected by run-time
randomization and with no virtual code space mapping. This is necessary to support
concrete kernel-to-user control transfers without requiring kernel modifications.

The syscall instrumentation also enables CodeArmor to interpose on selected
syscalls. In detail, CodeArmor interposes on the clone syscall to allocate/initialize
Libarmor data, the Syscall handler, and the Signal handler in a random location
of the address space on per-process basis, start off the Randomizer on per-process
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crete target relative to the current (concrete) instruction pointer and thus require no
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The ret instrumentation (Figure 4.3b) pops the virtual return address off the
stack, translates it into its concrete counterpart, and jumps to the resulting address.
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concrete kernel-to-user control transfers without requiring kernel modifications.
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basis, and initialize CodeArmor’s thread-local state on per-thread basis. In addi-
tion, CodeArmor interposes on the signal and sigaction to ensure all the signal
handler invocations are proxied through the Signal handler. Finally, CodeArmor
interposes on execve to perform just-in-time rewriting (and caching) of external bi-
naries not known statically. A similar strategy is adopted by the Custom loader when
loading external libraries at dlopen time.

Finally, the CLIC pass instructs the rewriter to generate a Prelink script at the
very end of the binary instrumentation process. CodeArmor’s Prelink script spec-
ifies the load address for each instrumented library in the program. This facili-
tates the task of the run-time components to generate a memory-contiguous virtual
and concrete (PIC) code space, significantly increasing the efficiency of run-time
randomization—only one (PIC) region to remap at each randomization cycle—and,
as by product, of the program itself—improved code locality and the ability to lever-
age large code pages to reduce iTLB misses.

4.5.3 Inlining pass

The virtual-to-concrete instrumentation operated by the CLIC pass increases the cost
of each control transfer in the code. The goal of the inlining pass is to ensure inlining
decisions originally made by the compiler are reevaluated to take the added costs into
account and optimize the binary for the CLIC organization. CodeArmor’s inlining
pass is inspired by inliners included in modern compilers, which typically assign an
inlining score to each direct callsite (or callees) and rely on an empirical threshold
to make inlining decisions.

In detail, the inlining pass computes scores on a per-callsite basis using the fol-
lowing common heuristics:

• Callsites inside loops are assigned the highest score.
• Callees with smaller size are assigned a higher score.
• Callees with less calls are assigned a higher score.
After evaluating all the possible callsites, the inlining pass sorts them by score.

Next, it starts inlining each callsite (from highest to lowest score) and evaluates the
impact of each inlining decision on the binary size. The process stops when the
binary size increase due to inlining exceeds a predetermined threshold. To select
the default threshold, we measured the inlining-induced average binary size increase
on the SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks when varying gcc’s inline call cost (gcc v4.4)
and forcing the compiler to perform the most aggressive inlining strategy possible.
The results revealed an average code size increase of around 2.5x (geometric mean),
which is currently used as the default inlining threshold in CodeArmor.

4.5.4 Diversification pass

The goal of the diversification pass is to implement effective code diversification
techniques to make the location of the individual gadgets in the virtual code space
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(and, isomorphically, in the concrete code space) unpredictable. We note that, by
preventing concrete code pointers from being actively stored in data memory, CLIC
alone already provides some protection against read-based known-pointer attacks—
a leaked virtual code pointer does not directly disclose information on the location of
the concrete code space. Leaked virtual code pointers, however, can still indirectly
disclose the location of other gadgets in the virtual code space, which the attacker
can chain together by piggybacking on legitimate control transfers.

To counter indirect disclosure attacks, the diversification pass implements a cost-
effective diversification strategy, which ensures randomly sized gaps are added be-
fore and after each possible code pointer stored in data memory. While arbitrary
diversification passes can, in principle, be supported in CodeArmor, more sophisti-
cated diversification strategies do not necessarily yield much higher entropy and can
also thwart compiler optimizations hurting run-time performance [91].

Three classes of (virtual) code pointers can be stored in data memory: function
pointers, return addresses, and (indirect) jump targets. To counter known-function-
pointer attacks, the diversification pass permutes the functions in the binary, adds
randomly sized gaps between functions and at individual function entry points, simi-
lar to prior source-level fine-grained ASLR strategies [81]. To counter known-return-
address attacks, the diversification pass adds randomly sized gaps before and after
each possible callsite. known-jump-target attacks, finally, could be handled similarly
(adding randomly sized gaps before and after each possible indirect jump target), but
CodeArmor’s hardening pass already prevents these attacks altogether by hiding all
the jump targets in the code space (see Section 4.5.5).

Randomly sized gaps are designed to satisfy a number of requirements. First,
they should not directly affect existing code or compiler optimizations. This is en-
sured by starting each gap with a relative jmp causing existing code to simply jump
over the gap during the execution. Second, they should not generate new gadgets that
can be used by the attacker. This is simply ensured by using a nop sled to size the
gap. Third, they should actively discourage the attacker from launching execution-
based brute-force attacks to disclose the size of the gap. This is ensured by ending
each gap with a misaligned (and thus nontranslated) ret control transfer instruction.
This design guarantees that each brute-force attempt that lands on the gap will redi-
rect execution to the honey code space and immediately raise alerts. Fourth, they
must guarantee that all the pointers to the original code still work correctly after
shifting the instructions. For PIC pointers (already identified and virtualized by the
dePIC pass), this simply requires updating their value to reflect layout changes in
the virtual code space. PDC pointers, however, cannot be accurately identified and
updated in the same way—due to the imprecision of conservative pointer scanning,
which can result in false positives even on 64-bit architectures [94]. To address this
concern, the diversification pass conservatively scans (and overapproximates) the
set of code pointers, extends gaps in the diversified code as necessary to ensure their
values always target instructions inside gaps, and replaces the targeted instructions
with jumps to the shifted target.
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To control the gap randomization entropy, CodeArmor can be configured with
a predetermined maximum gap size (Gmax). To select the default Gmax, the di-
versification pass adopts another cost-effective strategy, which simply guarantees
that a gap-disclosing brute-force attack driven by a known pointer raises, on aver-
age, more alerts than a generic blind attack—effectively discouraging known-pointer
execution-based attacks. While arbitrary Gmax values can, in principle, be sup-
ported, increasing the gap randomization entropy can also negatively affect code
locality and memory usage [81].

To select a suitable Gmax for our purposes, the diversification pass needs to first
estimate the expected number of alerts triggered by a blind attack. Although multi-
ple valid gadgets are generally necessary to launch a code-reuse attack on x86_64,
we conservatively consider only the alerts triggered before the attacker can find the
first potential legal gadget. This is equivalent to computing the expected number of
misaligned (and thus nontranslated) control transfers encountered by a blind attack
before executing a legitimate (aligned and thus translated) one. Hence, assuming an
attacker attempting to divert control flow using randomly selected virtual code point-
ers (execution-based blind attack assumption), the number of alerts before finding
a first potential legal gadgets Hblind follows a stop-at-first-failure negative hyperge-
ometric distribution, with N = Tleg + Tmis elements (using leg and mis to indicate
legitimate and misaligned control transfers, respectively) and Tmis successes. This
translates to the following expected number of alerts Hblind:

Hblind = Tmis

N − Tmis + 1 = Tmis

Tleg + 1 (4.1)

Thus, after scanning the binary for legitimate (Tleg) and misaligned (Tmis) con-
trol transfers, the diversification pass can simply compute Hblind. To discourage
known-pointer gap-disclosing attacks, the diversification pass conservatively selects
the default Gmax such that Hknown = 2Hblind. Similar to Hblind, Hknown follows a
stop-at-first-failure negative hypergeometric distribution, but with N = Gmax ele-
ments and Gmax − 1 successes. This, again, translates to the following expected
number of alerts Hknown:

Hknown = Gmax−1
N − (Gmax−1) + 1 = Gmax−1

2 (4.2)

Thus, the diversification pass can simply compute and the desired default maxi-
mum gap size Gmax as follows:

Gmax = 2Hknown + 1 = 4Hblind + 1 = 4Tmis

Tleg + 1 + 1 (4.3)

4.5.5 Hardening pass

All the passes described thus far ensure that the code space is virtualized and heav-
ily diversified, providing strong security guarantees against both read-based and
execution-based code disclosure attacks. Data-only disclosure attacks alone, how-
ever, can still leak individual live code pointers from data memory, which, while
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much less than all the static code pointers, can still be potentially used as gadgets and
stiched together as-is by attackers, e.g., to mount whole-function-reuse attacks [152].

To counter code-reuse attacks that only rely on data-only disclosure, the hard-
ening pass operates two security optimizations, which we found having negligible
performance impact in practice. The first optimization seeks to reduce the number of
live code pointers stored in data memory, decreasing the number of gadgets obtained
via data-only disclosure. The second optimization, in turn, seeks to disrupt illegal
data flows across gadgets, and thus residual gadget-stiching attempts.

To reduce the number of live code pointers stored in data memory, we observe
that data tables containing code pointers (e.g., jump tables) are embedded by mod-
ern compilers in read-only sections (e.g., .rodata section for gcc) with well-defined
access patterns already identified by modern binary analysis frameworks. Thanks to
these properties, the hardening pass can simply move such tables to the code space
and virtualize their base pointer to ensure its value is translated on the fly into the
(continuously relocated) concrete code space at each use. This optimization effec-
tively hides code pointer tables inside the disclosure-resistant code space, preventing
attackers from leaking the contained code pointers via data-only disclosure attacks.
Our current CodeArmor prototype implements this optimization for jump tables and
the GOT in C binaries to hide indirect jump targets (on top of the Dyninst binary
analysis framework [22]), but, thanks to our CLIC design, this strategy has more
general applicability (e.g., C++’s vtables).

To disrupt illegal data flows across residual live code pointer-based gadgets (i.e.,
function entry and callsite addresses stored in memory), the hardening pass operates
two code transformations. Both code transformations operate at the register level,
making the instrumentation efficient, but also disrupting the relevant data flows for
security, given that controlling registers by stiching gadgets together is an essential
requirement to mount code-reuse attacks on x86_64 binaries [26].

The first transformation operates register assignment randomization for general-
purpose registers similar to [132]. We note that our design does not hamper other
in-place code randomization techniques described in [132], but deploying such tech-
niques would also result in little security gain—given that CodeArmor already elim-
inates nonaligned gadgets and, in fact, only leaves data-leaked function entry and
callsite gadgets to the attacker.

Randomizing general-purpose register assignment counters illegal data flows for
particular classes of attacks (e.g., callsite gadget-stiching attacks [83]), but has little
impact on whole-function-reuse attacks, such as COOP [152], which rely only on
illegal data flows of function argument registers. COOP, in particular, relies on a
chain of function entry gadgets with a different number of arguments, setting up
argument registers in one function and forcing them to illegally flow as input values
into the next function in the chain.

To counter such attacks, our second transformation operates secure register deal-
location for argument registers. Secure register deallocation is a new technique
against whole-function gadget-stiching attacks inspired by the way secure memory
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deallocation operates on memory [43]. Secure memory deallocation zeroes mem-
ory blocks as soon as their lifetime provably ends (e.g., when a heap block is freed
by the program). Similarly, secure register deallocation zeroes registers when their
values are provably “dead”. Applying this strategy to dead argument register values
prevents an attacker from controlling such registers and abusing them to illegally
provide input to the next function entry gadget in the chain.

Our hardening pass enforces secure register deallocation for argument registers
at each function exit point, clearing argument registers which have been dirtied (i.e.,
written to) in the corresponding function before returning to the caller—and can
thus be abused by attackers to craft illegal cross-function data flows. We note that
all the argument registers are always caller-saved according to x86_64 calling con-
ventions, thus, normally, all such registers are trivially dead at each function exit
point and can be safely cleared without disrupting any legal data flows. Compiler
optimizations, however, may adopt nonstandard calling conventions for direct calls
to functions which are not externally visible. In such cases, the compiler may hypo-
thetically use argument registers similarly to general-purpose registers and perform
inter-procedural optimizations that would allow argument register values to remain
“live” after function exits. While we have never encountered such cases in practice
(across different compilers and optimization levels), the hardening pass includes a
static analysis to ensure our secure register deallocation strategy is conservative and
safe across arbitrary compiler optimizations.

Our static analysis locates the direct callsites of each function F and, for each
argument register dirtied in the function, attempts to prove that the register has write-
before-read access patterns on all the paths following each callsite in the caller. For
each callsite, our analysis locates all the paths forward by walking the CFG of the
containing function and stopping at function boundaries. When the analysis encoun-
ters a path with no access or a read-before-write access for a given register, it con-
servatively marks the register value as live (when F returns to the caller) and stops.
If an argument register in F has not be marked as live across any of the paths origi-
nating from all the callsites of F , it is ultimately marked as dead by our analysis. At
the end, all the registers marked as dead are cleared via secure register deallocation
at F ’s exit point.

4.6 Runtime System

4.6.1 Custom loader

CodeArmor’s custom loader is a modified version of the default loader which sets
up a consistent execution state and initializes the other run-time components. The
loader needs to first allocate the Syscall handler, the Signal handler, and Libarmor
data in a random location of the memory address space—similar to CodeArmor’s
clone instrumentation at process-creation time. Libarmor data is initialized with
data that remain hidden to the attacker, including the current VERSION_OFFSET(V),
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the address of the Syscall handler, the address of the Signal handler, and CodeAr-
mor’s own TLS. To guarantee that the location of Libarmor data itself remains hid-
den, the loader (and later CodeArmor’s thread-creation time instrumentation) pins
one register for Libarmor data’s base address. On Linux x86_64, the register of
choice is %gs, which is available for extensions using the arch_prctl syscall. Af-
ter the inital setup, the loader—with the help of the Prelink script—loads the binary
and libraries into memory, and yields control to the CLIC manager to initialize the
code space.

4.6.2 CLIC manager

The goal of the CLIC manager is to translate the previously loaded code space into
a proper CLIC organization and start a CLIC-enabled program execution. As a first
step, the manager relocates the (former) PIC portion of the code space to a random
location of the memory address space and relies on the Relocation index the identify
and patch all the absolute addresses introduced by the DePIC pass accordingly. At
the end of the process, the reserved code region (or regions, if a PDC portion is
present) of the address space marks the virtual code space. To create the first version
of the concrete code space, the manager simply clones the reserved code region into
a new region mapped at a random location and updates the VERSION_OFFSET(V)
accordingly.

To ensure that physical memory assigned to the concrete code space is reused
across versions—this is important to reduce memory usage and eliminate unneces-
sary code cache misses during run-time randomization—the manager creates a pri-
vate shared memory segment associated to the concrete code space and stores its key
in Libarmor data. The same shared memory segment can be concurrently mapped
into the memory address space at multiple locations referring to the same underlying
physical pages. To implement its randomization strategy, for instance, the Random-
izer needs to maintain a double mapping for two consecutive concrete code space
versions.

To create the honey code space, finally, the manager overwrites the reserved code
region—the identity mapping for the virtual code space, reachable only by nontrans-
lated control transfers—with honey gadgets. Our honey gadgets are pervasively de-
ployed in the honey code space (and nontranslated control trasfers reaching them
scattered throughout the concrete code space), in contrast to prior software booby-
trapping efforts that argued for a performance-security tradeoff [50]. Honey gadgets
are designed to satisfy a number of requirements. First, they should never disclose
information whenever read-based attacks attempt to read from virtual code pointers
(automatically landing on the honey code space). Second, they should always raise
alerts whenever execution-based attacks attempt to execute a nontranslated control
transfer (automatically landing on the honey code space). Third, they should not
interfere with legitimate program code. Finally, they should not cause significant
memory usage increase.
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To satisfy the first two requirements, the manager simply selects illegal instruc-
tions as honey gadgets and pervasively deploys them over the honey code space.
CodeArmor’s Signal handler, which already proxies all the application-specified sig-
nal handlers is instructed to special-case the SIGILL signal (i.e., illegal instruction)
to determine whether the originating instruction was part of the honey code space.
If so, the handler immediately raises an alert. If the originating instruction did not
match a honey gadget, in turn, the signal is simply forwarded to the application-
specified signal handler (if any). Note that this is necessary to preserve application
transparency, given that it is not uncommon for real-world applications (e.g., Apache
httpd) to register a SIGILL handler. When an alert is raised, a policy decides when
to notify an external IDS/sysadmin and another policy decides when to shut down
the application entirely. By default, CodeArmor sends notifications after 1 alert and
shuts down the entire application after Hblind (the expected minimum number of
alerts before finding a potential gadget).

To satisfy the third requirement, the honey code space needs to preserve the
integrity of legitimate program-issued reads from mixed code/data memory (a com-
mon idiom generated by modern compilers). For this purpose, CodeArmor relies on
its underlying binary analysis framework to identify mixed code/data memory and
mark data-dedicated areas in the code space as immutable. Immutable areas (only)
are prevented from being overwritten by honey gadgets, allowing program-issued
reads to these areas to succeed and be served from the honey code space. Since an
attacker can possibly fingerprint these areas by reading from honey code space, the
Diversification pass ensures they are also surrounded by random gaps.

To satisfy the fourth requirement finally, the illegal instructions that implement
honey gadgets are simply encoded using \0xE bytes, which guarantee the vast major-
ity of the honey code space to be filled with \0xE pages (honey pages)—except for
those few mixed code/data pages. To avoid unnecessarily wasting physical memory,
the manager actually implements such honey pages by simply overmapping existing
memory mappings with inaccessible (i.e., PROT_NONE) pages and instructs CodeAr-
mor’s Signal handler to special-case the SIGSEGV (segfault) signal as done for the
SIGILL signal above.

After setting up the honey code space, the manager initializes the Randomizer in
a background thread and allows the program to start off the execution.

4.6.3 Randomizer

The goal of the Randomizer is to continuously re-randomize the location of the con-
crete code space, effectively “hiding” its location to the attacker. Even a blind read-
based attack that happens to guess the location of the current concrete code space
version correctly, should be quickly exposed to a new re-randomized concrete code
space version when either attempting to launch a code-reuse attack or, more realisti-
cally, expand its search probing for multiple gadgets.

CodeArmor’s run-time randomization strategy is designed to satisfy three key re-
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1: procedure SYSCALL-
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2: STORE_RET_ADDR()
3:

RCU_THREAD_OFFLINE()
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RCU_THREAD_ONLINE()
6: off ← VER-

SION_OFFSET(V )
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LOAD_RET_ADDR()
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5: IN-
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IZER

2: while True do
3: REMAP(V −1, V +1)
4: V ← V + 1
5: off ← VER-

SION_OFFSET(V )
6: JUMP(x+off )
7: x: SYNCHRO-

NIZE_RCU()
8: SLEEP(latency)

Figure 4.5: CodeArmor ’s run-time randomization protocol

quirements. First, it should safely and transparently support arbitrary multithreaded
program binaries. Second, it should minimally perturb program execution, with
marginal performance/memory overhead and scalability impact. Third, it should pro-
vide low-latency re-randomization cycles, resulting in a frequently re-randomized
concrete code space. To satisfy the first requirement, a naive strategy would simply
maintain one local copy of the concrete code space for each thread and allow threads
to periodically and independently re-randomize their own code space. Unfortunately,
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this strategy is detrimental to our second requirement, with per-thread concrete code
space versions increasingly polluting the virtual memory address space (and degrad-
ing TLB performance) for higher thread counts (poor scalability) and also yielding
a larger number of gadgets at the attacker’s disposal (poor entropy).

To overcome problems with the naive strategy, the Randomizer opts for a differ-
ent design, with a shared concrete code space version V, a global offset VERSION_OFFSET(V),
and a background re-randomization thread redirecting the execution from one ver-
sion to the next. To satisfy the first requirement (thread-safety), however, concur-
rent accesses to VERSION_OFFSET(V) (and the corresponding concrete code space
version) have to be properly guarded to ensure program/background thread synchro-
nization. To address this challenge, our randomization strategy protects accesses to
VERSION_OFFSET(V) using (user-level) Read-Copy-Update (RCU) [65]. RCU pro-
vides a scalable synchronization mechanism between a single writer (i.e., the back-
ground thread) and multiple readers (i.e., program threads), guaranteeing nearly-
zero read-size performance overhead and low-latency write-side updates. These
characteristics satisfy all our requirements.

For our purposes, we selected the QSBR flavour of liburcu (linked against
librarmor.so), which implements the most efficient known user-level RCU strat-
egy. This strategy requires each reader to periodically announce a quiescent state
(e.g., using rcu_thread_offline and rcu_thread_online primitives), notify-
ing the writer of the end of their read-side section. The writer, in turn, can wait for a
quiescent period (i.e., using the synchronize_rcu primitive), that is blocking until
all the active read-side sections terminate.

This mechanism can be efficiently used by the background thread to update the
VERSION_OFFSET(V) to a new concrete code space version, wait for all the program
threads to transition to the new version, and clean up the old one. Program threads, in
turn, can be instrumented to announce a quiescent state when they start or receive
a sig signal and to announce an extended quiescence state when they end or a
syscall is in progress. System calls, in particular, are ideal extended quiescent
points, given that the program threads can, in principle, suspend their execution in
the kernel for an arbitrarily long period of time. This strategy is exemplified in
Figure 4.4, with all the program threads switching to the new version by the end
of the quiescent period with the exception of Thread 2. The latter, in an extended
quiescent state induced by a syscall, however, automatically switches to the new
version when execution later returns to user mode (sysret).

Figure 4.5 presents an overview of our run-time randomization protocol, with
the instrumentation required in CodeArmor’s Syscall handler, Signal handler, and
Randomizer. The Randomizer’s background thread runs in an endless loop, each iter-
ation implementing one randomization cycle and introducing extra delay to control
the latency—currently defaulting to 0, given that we have observed no performance
benefits for larger values. Each loop iteration starts off with remapping the previous
concrete code version V-1—which the background thread defers cleaning up to the
next cycle—into the next version V+1 at a random address space location. Since
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the concrete code space is memory-continuous (only split if PDC code is present),
remapping can efficiently be implemented with a few system calls in the worst case—
reducing latency and mode-switching costs. Next, the background thread redirects
all the program threads to the new version (updating VERSION_OFFSET(V)) and im-
mediately switches to the new concrete code space itself. By now, some program
threads may be already running the new version, others may be still on the old one
(both still mapped in memory). To ensure the old version can be safely cleaned up at
the next iteration, the background thread relies on synchronize_rcu to wait until
all the threads have switched to the new concrete code space.

The Syscall handler, in turn, saves the virtual return address previously pushed
by the syscall instrumentation in CodeArmor’s own TLS, enters an extended qui-
escent state (rcu_thread_offline) and issues the actual syscall trap to enter ker-
nel mode. When returning to user mode, it terminates its extended quiescent state
(rcu_thread_online), acquires a new version offset, and jumps to the current
concrete return address counterpart. The Signal handler, finally, saves the quies-
cent status of the current thread, enters a new read-side section, and invokes the
application-specified signal handler using its virtual reference. Before invoking the
application-specified signal handler, the instrumentation temporarily switches to a
RCU-free copy of the Syscall handler, ensuring the quiescent status of the current
thread is unchanged if the application happens to issue a short-lived system call in its
own signal handler. When done, the Signal handler restores the original quiescent
status of the current thread and sigreturns.

RCU semantics guarantees that the current version (and the underlying concrete
code space) is stable as long as a program thread is online. During offline execu-
tion periods, however, the current version can be concurrently switched by the back-
ground thread at any instant. The implementation addresses this concern by ensuring
that only offline periods of the Syscall handler (lines 3-5, and its RCU-free clone)
and of the Signal handler (lines 2-4,7—the implementation ensures sigreturn is
actually called during an online period by deferring the rcu_thread_offline call
at line 7) are not affected by the Randomizer. This design leaves exactly 4 concrete
landing pads stable across randomization cycles. To ensure these landing pads do
not yield a usable gadget set, we remove all the unintended gadgets by using align-
ment instructions similar to [131]. This leaves only 2 intended gadgets: a syscall
and a jump *r11 gadget. Both gadgets are relevant, but effectively unusable with-
out the attacker discovering other gadgets to control the data flow. When probing for
other gadgets in unrelated locations, in turn, CodeArmor’s design ensures the target
program will crash with extremely high probability. Even with forking applications
that automatically recover from crashes, the CLIC manager will automatically allo-
cate these gadgets and the small (typically one page) Libarmor data in entirely new
random locations when setting up the new process context.
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4.7 Implementation

We implemented CodeArmor on the Linux (x86_64) platform. The static rewriter
is implemented as a Dyninst [22] (v8.2.1) extension in 2,403 lines of code. The
run-time components (Libarmor and the Custom loader) are implemented in C (and
some inline assembly) in 815 lines of code. Our current prototype can support ge-
neric 64-bit ELF binaries, with three main limitations. The first limitation is the
inability to support C++ exceptions, directly inherited by Dyninst. The second lim-
itation is the inability to support dynamically generated and self-modifying code.
This is not an inherent limitation, as Dyninst’s run-time writer can, in principle, be
used to address these concerns, but not without explicit knowledge of the program
under analysis. Both limitations are not fundamental and can be addressed with
more engineering effort. A more fundamental limitation is the inability to support
PIC code sharing across processes, which has a generally negative memory usage
impact in system wide deployment scenarios [16]. If memory usage is of concern, a
simple solution to this problem is to eliminate the Relocation Index, but this would
also reduce all the execution-based attacks to known-pointer attacks.

4.8 Evaluation

We evaluated CodeArmor on an Intel i7-3632QM clocked at 2.20 GHz with 256 KB
per-core cache, 8 MB shared cache, and 8 GB of DDR3-1600 RAM. For our evalu-
ation, we selected nine popular servers programs on Linux: Apache httpd (v2.2.23,
mpm_worker_module), nginx (v0.8.54), lighttpd (v1.4.28), mysqld (v5.1.65), Open
sshd (v3.5), proftpd (v1.3.3), memcached (v1.4.20), exim (v4.69), and BIND named
(v9.9.3).

To benchmark our web servers (httpd, nginx, lighttpd), we relied on the Apache
benchmark [6] configured to issue 25,000 requests with 100 concurrent connections
and 10 requests/connection. To benchmark mysqld, we relied on the Sysbench OLTP
benchmark [4] configured to issue 10,000 transactions using a read-write workload
with 100 concurrent connections. To benchmark sshd, we relied on the OpenSSH
test suite. To benchmark proftpd, we relied on the pyftpbench benchmark [143]
configured to open 100 connections and request 100 1 KB files per connection. To
evaluate memcached, we relied on the memslap benchmark [2] configured to issue
1,000,000 operations with a 100 concurrency level. To benchmark exim, we relied
on a script repeatedly launching the sendemail program [3]. To benchmark named,
we relied on queryperf [1] configured to issue 500,000 local requests using 100 con-
current threads. To measure CodeArmor’s performance on standard benchmarks,
we also considered all the C programs in the SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks. We com-
piled all our programs with gcc at -O3, producing PIE x86_64 binaries. We ran all
our experiments 11 times—with the CPUs fully saturated throughout our tests—and
reported the median.
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Our evaluation answers 3 important questions: (i) Security: Is CodeArmor effec-
tive in countering both read-based and execution-based disclosure attacks and also
disrupting CRAs that only rely on data-only disclosure? (ii) Performance: Does
CodeArmor yield acceptable run-time overhead? (iii) Memory usage: How much
memory does CodeArmor use?

4.8.1 Security against read-based disclosure attacks

To measure how well CodeArmor defends against read-based disclosure attacks, we
look at the attackers’ ability to find potential gadgets by reading the code space.

Given an arbitrary read vulnerability, attackers typically use code pointer(s) leaked
from the heap or stack to probe as many code pages as possible. However, since
CodeArmor can leak only code pointers that point to virtual code space and hides the
version offset between virtual code space and concrete code space, known-pointer
attacks cannot use such pointers to find the concrete code page. This forces the at-
tacker to switch to a blind read-based attack and probe the memory space by brute
forcing. With a randomly located concrete code space, the probability of guessing
any of its two mapped versions (e.g., V and V-1) in a 48-bit address space on x86_64
is 2−47·sizeof(concrete code space).

We evaluated this probability for both SPEC and our server programs. Results
from Figure 4.6 report an average probability of less than 1.5 · 10−7 on SPEC and
2.2 · 10−7 on server programs (geometric mean). Observe that even in the worst
case (named), the probability of finding a concrete code space version is less than
6.3 · 10−7.

Figure 4.6 shows that the probability of finding a single gadget, while low, de-
pends on the size of a program’s memory footprint. Even if the attacker could find
a gadget, however, it does not stay valid for long, as CodeArmor uses frequent run-
time randomization of the concrete code space to invalidate all gadgets found so far.
Figure 4.7 shows that for most server programs (all in a single-threaded configu-
ration), the concrete code space will be typically re-randomized within 2 syscalls.
Figure 4.8, in turn, shows that a server program usually needs around 100 syscalls
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Today’scode-reuseattacks(CRAs)arecriticallydependentondiscoveringthemem-
orythatcontainsusefulsnippetsofcode—thatis,gadgets.Armedwithsuchknowl-
edge,attackersdivertaprogram’scontrolflowtosuchsnippetsandbychainingthem
togetherconstructtheirmaliciouspayloads.Forinstance,memorydisclosuresthat
leakcodepointersenableattackerstobypassdefensemechanismslikeASLRand
exploitbinariesusingavarietyofcode-reuseattackslikeROP[155],JOP[37],and
ret2libc[64].Eveninthepresenceof(fine-grained)codediversification[81],asin-
glecodepointersufficesifanattackerisabletoprobethememorycontentsofthe
targetprocessdynamicallyusing,forexample,aJIT-ROPstrategy[160;62].

Indetail,traditionalmemorydisclosuresarebasedonexplicitreads.Inother
words,attackerslearnthecontentsofcodepagesand/orthevaluesofcodepoint-
ersbyreadingthemdirectlyofftheheap,stackorcodepages.Morerecentattacks
readmemorypagesindirectly,usingtime-basedsidechannels[153;95;76].Al-
ternatively,attackersmayprobethetargetprogrambyblindlyexecutingcodeat
someaddressuntiltheyencounterbehaviorthatcorrespondstoaknowngadget[26].
Whateverthemethodused,memorydisclosureisaconditiosinequanonformod-
erncode-reuseattacks.Phrasedsimply,allcode-reuseattacksneedtoknowwhere
totransfercontroltostitchtogetheramaliciouspayload.Intheidealcasewhere
nomemorydisclosuresarepossible,codediversificationoffersperfectprotection
againstcodereuse—strongerthanactivedefensessuchasCFI[7]orCPI[106],
whichhavebeenrecentlytargetedbynumerousattacks[83;61;34;76].
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configured to open 100 connections and request 100 1 KB files per connection. To
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1,000,000 operations with a 100 concurrency level. To benchmark exim, we relied
on a script repeatedly launching the sendemail program [3]. To benchmark named,
we relied on queryperf [1] configured to issue 500,000 local requests using 100 con-
current threads. To measure CodeArmor’s performance on standard benchmarks,
we also considered all the C programs in the SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks. We com-
piled all our programs with gcc at -O3, producing PIE x86_64 binaries. We ran all
our experiments 11 times—with the CPUs fully saturated throughout our tests—and
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Our evaluation answers 3 important questions: (i) Security: Is CodeArmor effec-
tive in countering both read-based and execution-based disclosure attacks and also
disrupting CRAs that only rely on data-only disclosure? (ii) Performance: Does
CodeArmor yield acceptable run-time overhead? (iii) Memory usage: How much
memory does CodeArmor use?

4.8.1 Security against read-based disclosure attacks

To measure how well CodeArmor defends against read-based disclosure attacks, we
look at the attackers’ ability to find potential gadgets by reading the code space.

Given an arbitrary read vulnerability, attackers typically use code pointer(s) leaked
from the heap or stack to probe as many code pages as possible. However, since
CodeArmor can leak only code pointers that point to virtual code space and hides the
version offset between virtual code space and concrete code space, known-pointer
attacks cannot use such pointers to find the concrete code page. This forces the at-
tacker to switch to a blind read-based attack and probe the memory space by brute
forcing. With a randomly located concrete code space, the probability of guessing
any of its two mapped versions (e.g., V and V-1) in a 48-bit address space on x86_64
is 2−47·sizeof(concrete code space).

We evaluated this probability for both SPEC and our server programs. Results
from Figure 4.6 report an average probability of less than 1.5 · 10−7 on SPEC and
2.2 · 10−7 on server programs (geometric mean). Observe that even in the worst
case (named), the probability of finding a concrete code space version is less than
6.3 · 10−7.

Figure 4.6 shows that the probability of finding a single gadget, while low, de-
pends on the size of a program’s memory footprint. Even if the attacker could find
a gadget, however, it does not stay valid for long, as CodeArmor uses frequent run-
time randomization of the concrete code space to invalidate all gadgets found so far.
Figure 4.7 shows that for most server programs (all in a single-threaded configu-
ration), the concrete code space will be typically re-randomized within 2 syscalls.
Figure 4.8, in turn, shows that a server program usually needs around 100 syscalls
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(and never fewer than 10) to serve a single request. In other words, CodeArmor
ensures that, during even a single interaction with the server (e.g., a client request),
the code space is always re-randomized several times (around 60 times on average,
geometric mean). The extremely low re-randomization latency causes all the read-
based attacks that require multiple interactions with the server to fail, as all (known
and unknown) gadgets will always have moved across requests. Even an attacker
who happens to leak the VERSION_OFFSET(V) from Libarmor data, in fact, can
gather only obsolete information, given that the offset to the current concrete code
space version will always have changed (multiple times) at the next interaction with
the server.

Syscall-based re-randomization latency is the most relevant run-time randomiza-
tion metric for disclosure attacks against servers programs, which inherently need
to rely on system calls. For comparison purposes, however, Figure 4.9 also reports
our re-randomization latencies in microseconds. As the figure shows, our design
can effectively re-randomize popular server programs at the microsecond granular-
ity (55µs on average, geometric mean). Existing run-time randomization systems
only re-randomize at the second [81] or millisecond [54] granularity while also in-
curring nontrivial performance overhead, making CodeArmor the fastest run-time
randomization system to date.

To evaluate the effectiveness of run-time randomization on multithreaded ap-
plications, we repeated the experiment in Figure 4.7 using httpd, memcached and
mysqld and increasing the number of worker threads up to 100. Figure 4.10 reports
our findings. As shown in the figure, the results reveal very stable behavior across
different programs and thread counts. When using 100 worker threads, for example,
we observed our three multithreaded programs issuing between 1.2 (mysqld) and
1.54 (memcached) syscalls for each randomization cycle. The low and stable latency
reported confirms the excellent scalability properties of our RCU-based synchroniza-
tion strategy.
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4.8.2 Security against execution-based disclosure attacks

Even without read-based disclosures, attackers may attempt execution-based attacks
to infer gadgets by means of crashes, hangs, and other externally observable behav-
ior [26; 153]. Execution-based attacks trying to directly probe the concrete code
space, however, will face the same challenges as those mentioned for read-based
attacks.

Execution-based attacks on the virtual code space are more interesting, given that
they operate similarly to the original program. With CodeArmor, however, such at-
tacks are also challenging for two reasons. First, execution-based attacks are limited
to legitimate control transfers (thus incurring a slowdown), with all the other trans-
fers seamlessly redirected to honey gadgets. Furthermore, since there is no run-time
virtual code space randomization, any valid gadget address in the virtual code space
remains stable. Constructing a code-reuse chain, however, is still hard, given the
second reason: CodeArmor’s virtualization and code diversification prevent attack-
ers from easily expanding a set of gadgets from a known pointer, forcing them to
resort to blindly probing the virtual code space. Doing so probabilistically triggers
multiple honey gadgets before even a single additional gadget is found.

To estimate the slowdown on a (blind) execution-based attack, we measured the
number of control transfers available in the program with and without CodeArmor.
The results revealed an average reduction for our server programs and SPEC of
71.5% and 76.3% respectively (geometric mean). With CodeArmor, all the mis-
aligned control transfers are eliminated. Assuming aligned/misaligned control trans-
fers are uniformly distributed across relevant gadgets, our results suggest a slow-
down of up to 4 times on brute-force attacks.

More importantly, given the large number of misaligned control transfers, blind
probing of the virtual code space will end up in CodeArmor’s honey code space with
high probability. Figure 4.11 shows that (even before adding random gaps with our
diversification pass) a blind attack triggers roughly around 3 alerts on average before
finding a legitimate control transfer. Moreover, these are pessimistic numbers, be-
cause in reality the random gaps added by CodeArmor all point to honey code space,
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(and never fewer than 10) to serve a single request. In other words, CodeArmor
ensures that, during even a single interaction with the server (e.g., a client request),
the code space is always re-randomized several times (around 60 times on average,
geometric mean). The extremely low re-randomization latency causes all the read-
based attacks that require multiple interactions with the server to fail, as all (known
and unknown) gadgets will always have moved across requests. Even an attacker
who happens to leak the VERSION_OFFSET(V) from Libarmor data, in fact, can
gather only obsolete information, given that the offset to the current concrete code
space version will always have changed (multiple times) at the next interaction with
the server.

Syscall-based re-randomization latency is the most relevant run-time randomiza-
tion metric for disclosure attacks against servers programs, which inherently need
to rely on system calls. For comparison purposes, however, Figure 4.9 also reports
our re-randomization latencies in microseconds. As the figure shows, our design
can effectively re-randomize popular server programs at the microsecond granular-
ity (55µs on average, geometric mean). Existing run-time randomization systems
only re-randomize at the second [81] or millisecond [54] granularity while also in-
curring nontrivial performance overhead, making CodeArmor the fastest run-time
randomization system to date.

To evaluate the effectiveness of run-time randomization on multithreaded ap-
plications, we repeated the experiment in Figure 4.7 using httpd, memcached and
mysqld and increasing the number of worker threads up to 100. Figure 4.10 reports
our findings. As shown in the figure, the results reveal very stable behavior across
different programs and thread counts. When using 100 worker threads, for example,
we observed our three multithreaded programs issuing between 1.2 (mysqld) and
1.54 (memcached) syscalls for each randomization cycle. The low and stable latency
reported confirms the excellent scalability properties of our RCU-based synchroniza-
tion strategy.
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4.8.2 Security against execution-based disclosure attacks

Even without read-based disclosures, attackers may attempt execution-based attacks
to infer gadgets by means of crashes, hangs, and other externally observable behav-
ior [26; 153]. Execution-based attacks trying to directly probe the concrete code
space, however, will face the same challenges as those mentioned for read-based
attacks.

Execution-based attacks on the virtual code space are more interesting, given that
they operate similarly to the original program. With CodeArmor, however, such at-
tacks are also challenging for two reasons. First, execution-based attacks are limited
to legitimate control transfers (thus incurring a slowdown), with all the other trans-
fers seamlessly redirected to honey gadgets. Furthermore, since there is no run-time
virtual code space randomization, any valid gadget address in the virtual code space
remains stable. Constructing a code-reuse chain, however, is still hard, given the
second reason: CodeArmor’s virtualization and code diversification prevent attack-
ers from easily expanding a set of gadgets from a known pointer, forcing them to
resort to blindly probing the virtual code space. Doing so probabilistically triggers
multiple honey gadgets before even a single additional gadget is found.

To estimate the slowdown on a (blind) execution-based attack, we measured the
number of control transfers available in the program with and without CodeArmor.
The results revealed an average reduction for our server programs and SPEC of
71.5% and 76.3% respectively (geometric mean). With CodeArmor, all the mis-
aligned control transfers are eliminated. Assuming aligned/misaligned control trans-
fers are uniformly distributed across relevant gadgets, our results suggest a slow-
down of up to 4 times on brute-force attacks.

More importantly, given the large number of misaligned control transfers, blind
probing of the virtual code space will end up in CodeArmor’s honey code space with
high probability. Figure 4.11 shows that (even before adding random gaps with our
diversification pass) a blind attack triggers roughly around 3 alerts on average before
finding a legitimate control transfer. Moreover, these are pessimistic numbers, be-
cause in reality the random gaps added by CodeArmor all point to honey code space,
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making it even more likely to trigger alerts. If, instead of probing blindly, the at-
tacker attempts a known-pointer attack, the situation will be even better, since the
length of random gaps around any leak-prone pointers guarantees a doubling of the
probability of triggering honey gadgets.

4.8.3 Security against data-only disclosure attacks

The previous sections demonstrated that CodeArmor provides strong security guar-
antees against code disclosure attacks. Armed with data-only disclosure attacks,
however, attackers may still leak live code pointers from data memory and attempt
to use them “as-is” as gadgets. To examine the residual attack surface, we measured
the number of live code pointers found in data memory and directly compared the
resulting number of gadgets with those allowed by binary-level CFI solutions based
on static analysis [135; 180].

To ensure a fair comparison, we assumed the worst case scenario for our analy-
sis, namely, an attacker able to disclose all the code pointers from any data region
in memory. To simulate this attack scenario for CodeArmor and every given server
program, we dumped all the possible data regions (i.e., stack, heap, etc.) after com-
pleting a full benchmark run (and built-in test suite run, when available) and con-
servatively scanned the memory dump to enumerate an overapproximation of all the
possible code pointers.

To simulate (and even optimistically overapproximate) state-of-the-art binary-
level CFI solutions [135; 180], in turn, we gathered static analysis-based statistics
while restricting (i) forward edges targeting jump tables to the targets already re-
solved by Dyninst, (ii) forward edges targeting function entry points to the set of
functions with address taken (binary and libraries), (iii) backward edges to the set of
callsites (binary and libraries). To compute the set of functions with address taken,
we implemented a static analysis conservatively scanning code and data for function
references, drawing from similar analyses described in prior work [135; 180].

Table 4.1 presents our findings. The first group of columns reports results for
forward-edge (indirect jump/call) gadgets, the second group of columns reports re-
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sults for backward-edge (return) gadgets, and the last group aggregates the results.
We break down our results by target code region (i.e., binary, libc, other libraries).
As shown in the table, CodeArmor significantly reduces the total number of gad-
gets available to attackers compared to binary-level CFI, resulting in two orders of
magnitude less gadgets on average (480 vs. 34,166).

On the forward edge, the significant reduction is due to two factors. First, unlike
CFI, CodeArmor’s code pointer table hiding strategy prevents leaking gadgets from
jump tables and GOT, resulting in a drastic indirect jump target reduction. Second,
CFI’s static approach allows all the possible (address-taken) function entry gadgets,
which is a vast overapproximation of CodeArmor’s live function pointer set. Not sur-
prisingly, the reduction is more impressive for libc and other libraries—with CodeAr-
mor reporting 57 and 43 gadgets (respectively) compared to several thousands for
CFI—given that programs tend to cover a small fraction of library code during the
execution, increasing the gap with CFI’s static approach.

On the backward edge, the even more significant reduction can be explained by
the much smaller leakage surface for CodeArmor. The program stack is typically
short and yields aggressive memory reuse during the execution, limiting the number
of return addresses that can be effectively leaked from it by attackers. CFI’s static
approach, on the other hand, resorts to a vast number of callsites computed by static
analysis.

Deploying a shadow stack [60] would, in principle, remove around 65% of the
total gadgets for CFI and 46% of the total gadgets for CodeArmor (on average), con-
firming the effectiveness of a shadow stack in mitigating code-reuse attacks [35].
Nevertheless, the security of traditional shadow stack implementations relies on the
integrity of (large) ASLR-protected per-thread data regions, which are still accessi-
ble to the powerful attacker considered in our threat model using arbitrary memory
reads/writes. Finally, we note that, while our analysis focused on overall gadget
counts, unlike CodeArmor, CFI can enforce separate policies based on the edge type
(e.g., callsites cannot be targeted by forward edges). Nevertheless, edge type-based
(or even more sophisticated CFI) policies could be easily integrated in CodeArmor
to further restrict targets of legitimate control transfers.

Our analysis shows that CodeArmor ultimately allows data-only disclosure at-
tacks to gather 480 individual gadgets on average. Note that, to mount a code-reuse
attack, an attacker needs to stitch such gadgets together, as even the simplest ret2libc
attack requires a number of gadgets to set up the argument registers correctly on
x86_64 [26]. To disrupt residual gadget-stitching attacks, CodeArmor’s register as-
signment randomization and secure register deallocation disrupt data flows that ex-
ploit illegal dependencies for general-purpose and argument registers (respectively).

To make our secure register deallocation strategy robust across compilers and
optimizations, CodeArmor relies on a fully conservative static analysis which, how-
ever useful for compatibility purposes, may also degrade precision. To evaluate the
precision loss, we measured the number of argument registers securely deallocated
at each function exit point with and without deploying our static analysis. Our re-
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making it even more likely to trigger alerts. If, instead of probing blindly, the at-
tacker attempts a known-pointer attack, the situation will be even better, since the
length of random gaps around any leak-prone pointers guarantees a doubling of the
probability of triggering honey gadgets.

4.8.3 Security against data-only disclosure attacks

The previous sections demonstrated that CodeArmor provides strong security guar-
antees against code disclosure attacks. Armed with data-only disclosure attacks,
however, attackers may still leak live code pointers from data memory and attempt
to use them “as-is” as gadgets. To examine the residual attack surface, we measured
the number of live code pointers found in data memory and directly compared the
resulting number of gadgets with those allowed by binary-level CFI solutions based
on static analysis [135; 180].

To ensure a fair comparison, we assumed the worst case scenario for our analy-
sis, namely, an attacker able to disclose all the code pointers from any data region
in memory. To simulate this attack scenario for CodeArmor and every given server
program, we dumped all the possible data regions (i.e., stack, heap, etc.) after com-
pleting a full benchmark run (and built-in test suite run, when available) and con-
servatively scanned the memory dump to enumerate an overapproximation of all the
possible code pointers.

To simulate (and even optimistically overapproximate) state-of-the-art binary-
level CFI solutions [135; 180], in turn, we gathered static analysis-based statistics
while restricting (i) forward edges targeting jump tables to the targets already re-
solved by Dyninst, (ii) forward edges targeting function entry points to the set of
functions with address taken (binary and libraries), (iii) backward edges to the set of
callsites (binary and libraries). To compute the set of functions with address taken,
we implemented a static analysis conservatively scanning code and data for function
references, drawing from similar analyses described in prior work [135; 180].

Table 4.1 presents our findings. The first group of columns reports results for
forward-edge (indirect jump/call) gadgets, the second group of columns reports re-
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We break down our results by target code region (i.e., binary, libc, other libraries).
As shown in the table, CodeArmor significantly reduces the total number of gad-
gets available to attackers compared to binary-level CFI, resulting in two orders of
magnitude less gadgets on average (480 vs. 34,166).

On the forward edge, the significant reduction is due to two factors. First, unlike
CFI, CodeArmor’s code pointer table hiding strategy prevents leaking gadgets from
jump tables and GOT, resulting in a drastic indirect jump target reduction. Second,
CFI’s static approach allows all the possible (address-taken) function entry gadgets,
which is a vast overapproximation of CodeArmor’s live function pointer set. Not sur-
prisingly, the reduction is more impressive for libc and other libraries—with CodeAr-
mor reporting 57 and 43 gadgets (respectively) compared to several thousands for
CFI—given that programs tend to cover a small fraction of library code during the
execution, increasing the gap with CFI’s static approach.

On the backward edge, the even more significant reduction can be explained by
the much smaller leakage surface for CodeArmor. The program stack is typically
short and yields aggressive memory reuse during the execution, limiting the number
of return addresses that can be effectively leaked from it by attackers. CFI’s static
approach, on the other hand, resorts to a vast number of callsites computed by static
analysis.

Deploying a shadow stack [60] would, in principle, remove around 65% of the
total gadgets for CFI and 46% of the total gadgets for CodeArmor (on average), con-
firming the effectiveness of a shadow stack in mitigating code-reuse attacks [35].
Nevertheless, the security of traditional shadow stack implementations relies on the
integrity of (large) ASLR-protected per-thread data regions, which are still accessi-
ble to the powerful attacker considered in our threat model using arbitrary memory
reads/writes. Finally, we note that, while our analysis focused on overall gadget
counts, unlike CodeArmor, CFI can enforce separate policies based on the edge type
(e.g., callsites cannot be targeted by forward edges). Nevertheless, edge type-based
(or even more sophisticated CFI) policies could be easily integrated in CodeArmor
to further restrict targets of legitimate control transfers.

Our analysis shows that CodeArmor ultimately allows data-only disclosure at-
tacks to gather 480 individual gadgets on average. Note that, to mount a code-reuse
attack, an attacker needs to stitch such gadgets together, as even the simplest ret2libc
attack requires a number of gadgets to set up the argument registers correctly on
x86_64 [26]. To disrupt residual gadget-stitching attacks, CodeArmor’s register as-
signment randomization and secure register deallocation disrupt data flows that ex-
ploit illegal dependencies for general-purpose and argument registers (respectively).

To make our secure register deallocation strategy robust across compilers and
optimizations, CodeArmor relies on a fully conservative static analysis which, how-
ever useful for compatibility purposes, may also degrade precision. To evaluate the
precision loss, we measured the number of argument registers securely deallocated
at each function exit point with and without deploying our static analysis. Our re-
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sults reported an average of 2.88 and 3.28 registers cleared on SPEC and our server
programs (respectively) without our static analysis, and 2.06 and 2.54 (respectively)
otherwise. These results reflect a general precision loss of 20-30% compared to the
ideal solution, which, while not marginal, still significantly raises the bar against
whole-function-reuse attacks. We have indeed confirmed that, even when deploy-
ing our fully conservative static analysis, CodeArmor can successfully stop both the
Firefox and IE exploits reported in the original COOP paper [152].
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orythatcontainsusefulsnippetsofcode—thatis,gadgets.Armedwithsuchknowl-
edge,attackersdivertaprogram’scontrolflowtosuchsnippetsandbychainingthem
togetherconstructtheirmaliciouspayloads.Forinstance,memorydisclosuresthat
leakcodepointersenableattackerstobypassdefensemechanismslikeASLRand
exploitbinariesusingavarietyofcode-reuseattackslikeROP[155],JOP[37],and
ret2libc[64].Eveninthepresenceof(fine-grained)codediversification[81],asin-
glecodepointersufficesifanattackerisabletoprobethememorycontentsofthe
targetprocessdynamicallyusing,forexample,aJIT-ROPstrategy[160;62].

Indetail,traditionalmemorydisclosuresarebasedonexplicitreads.Inother
words,attackerslearnthecontentsofcodepagesand/orthevaluesofcodepoint-
ersbyreadingthemdirectlyofftheheap,stackorcodepages.Morerecentattacks
readmemorypagesindirectly,usingtime-basedsidechannels[153;95;76].Al-
ternatively,attackersmayprobethetargetprogrambyblindlyexecutingcodeat
someaddressuntiltheyencounterbehaviorthatcorrespondstoaknowngadget[26].
Whateverthemethodused,memorydisclosureisaconditiosinequanonformod-
erncode-reuseattacks.Phrasedsimply,allcode-reuseattacksneedtoknowwhere
totransfercontroltostitchtogetheramaliciouspayload.Intheidealcasewhere
nomemorydisclosuresarepossible,codediversificationoffersperfectprotection
againstcodereuse—strongerthanactivedefensessuchasCFI[7]orCPI[106],
whichhavebeenrecentlytargetedbynumerousattacks[83;61;34;76].
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4.8.4 Performance

CodeArmor’s performance overhead is mainly due to the cost of frequent control
transfer translations. To reduce this cost, CodeArmor relies on the Inlining pass to
reevaluate inlining decisions made by the compiler. Figure 4.12 shows the over-
head with and without inlining. Inlining brings down the geometric mean overhead
of 6.9% for SPEC and 14.5% for servers to 3.2% for SPEC and 8.2% for servers,
yielding a substantial speedup in both cases. This demonstrates CodeArmor’s final
performance overhead is relatively low and comparable to some of the fastest binary
instrumentation solutions available.

4.8.5 Memory usage

CodeArmor introduces a constant run-time memory usage increase owing to the
rewriting of the binary and libraries (and especially the inlining). To evaluate the
resulting impact, we measured the maximum memory usage increase (i.e., Resident
Set Size or RSS increase) induced by CodeArmor during the execution of our bench-
marks. Figure 4.13 reports our findings.

As shown in the figure, CodeArmor results in relatively low RSS impact, with an
average increase of 13.4% on server programs and 4.4% on SPEC (geometric mean).
Even the worst-case RSS impact is realistic, with gcc reporting a 35.2% increase.
Our results demonstrates that both our aggressive inlining and re-randomization
strategy have very little memory usage impact in practice. Inlining, in particular,
has little RSS impact due to demand paging and the good code locality achieved by
our cost-effective diversification strategy. Re-randomization, in turn, has essentially
no RSS impact, due to our physical memory reuse strategy across concrete code
space versions. This demonstrates that CodeArmor’s final memory usage increase
is realistic, confirming that CodeArmor offers a practical and deployable solution
against diversification-aware code-reuse attacks.

4.9 Related Work

4.9.1 Active code-reuse defenses

Active code-reuse defenses seek to actively detect and stop code-reuse attacks. Control-
Flow Integrity (CFI) [7; 74; 172; 27; 180; 179; 133] enforces statically extracted
invariants to ensure that the execution stays within the boundaries of the original
control flow graph (CFG). Strong CFI requires an accurate CFG, which is hard to
obtain for binaries. Further, to reduce the overhead, most practical binary-level im-
plementations use coarse-grained CFG invariants, ultimately leaving room to the
attackers to launch practical code-reuse attacks [83; 61]. Similar attacks [84; 61; 34]
have been recently demonstrated against heuristic-based code-reuse defenses such
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as KBouncer [133], which relies on the branch history to detect anomalous control
flows. Finally, Code-Pointer Integrity (CPI) [106], a new direction in securing the
control flows, was also recently shown to be vulnerable to a read-based memory
disclosure attack based on side channels [76].

4.9.2 Code diversification

Code diversification aims to keep from the attacker any knowledge of the code and
code locations using a variety of techniques, such as function/basic-block permuta-
tions [174], fine-grained ASLR [81; 16; 62], instruction layout randomization[90],
profile-guided software diversity [91], etc. Without such knowledge, ROP [155],
and other traditional code-reuse attacks [64; 31; 77; 105; 37], become much more
complicated. Unfortunately, recent attacks have demonstrated that all these de-
fenses remain vulnerable to memory disclosure attacks without adequate protec-
tion [160; 26; 153; 76].

4.9.3 Code disclosure defenses

State-of-the-art code disclosure defenses either focus on designing disclosure-resistant
diversification techniques [62; 16] or emulating X⊕R semantics [15; 51; 79] to en-
sure code is executable but not readable. In either cases, such techniques mainly
defend against read-based attacks, while leaving applications entirely vulnerable
to execution-based attacks. In addition, many of these techniques assume a much
weaker threat model than CodeArmor’s—e.g., Isomeron [62] assumes no brute-force
attacks, Oxymoron [16] assumes limited code pointer leaks from data memory [62],
XnR [15] assumes an attacker unable to leak code pages currently being executed. Fi-
nally, unlike CodeArmor, some of these techniques are not completely self-contained,
but instead rely on source code [51], hardware features [51; 79], kernel modules [15],
or hypervisors [51]. While the price to pay for a self-contained design is a slightly
higher performance impact, this makes CodeArmor the first software-only (and binary-
level solution) with no deployability constraints and a comprehensive threat model
covering both read-based and execution-based attacks. In addition, compared to all
the existing code discloure defenses, CodeArmor employs effective code hardening
transformations to counter even attacks that only rely on data-only discloure, includ-
ing whole-function reuse attacks such as COOP [152].

4.9.4 Run-time randomization

Similar to CodeArmor, run-time randomization solutions seek to periodically re-
randomize the memory layout of a running program either to obtain statically sound
performance results [54] or counter information leakage [81]. Unlike CodeArmor,
none of the existing solutions is targeted to low-latency run-time code space re-
randomization. STABILIZER [54] re-randomizes function addresses every 500ms.
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The system proposed in [81], in turn, can periodically re-randomize the entire mem-
ory space every few seconds, but incurring a nontrivial overhead at low latencies
(up to 50%). Unlike these systems, CodeArmor efficiently re-randomizes the entire
concrete code space at very low latencies (µs granularity), relies on a generic and
scalable RCU-based synchronization mechanism—STABILIZER [54] relies on traps
and [81] on OS design—and implements application-transparent re-randomization
eliminating the need for source-level information. This also makes CodeArmor the
first binary-level run-time re-randomization system to date.

4.10 Conclusion

We presented CodeArmor, a new solution that relies on a virtualized and dynamically
randomized code space to thwart modern diversification-aware code-reuse attacks.
Specifically, our solution stops all read-based disclosure attacks as code pointers
become meaningless to the attacker and the concrete code space is kept out of reach.
Execution-based disclosure attacks become exceedingly hard. First, the attacker
can use only legitimate control transfers. Second, the virtualized code space allows
us to fill most of the memory space with honey gadgets that trigger alerts when
targeted, essentially for free. As a result, all attempts to blindly probe memory using
executions is likely to trigger (many) alerts.

In addition, CodeArmor hides a large fraction of the remaining live code pointer-
based gadgets from the reach of data-only disclosure attacks and relies on register
randomization and deallocation to disrupt illegal data flows across residual gadgets.
Our solution works entirely at the binary level with no need for debug symbols, hy-
pervisors, special hardware features, or changes to the operating system. Combined
with an average overhead of 6.9% on SPEC (and even lower with aggressive binary-
level inlining optimizations), we believe this makes CodeArmor practical for many
deployment scenarios.
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5
Conclusions

The community has recognized the dangerous nature of memory corruption attacks
for nearly 50 years since the threat was identified by Anderson in 1977. Different
defenses have been proposed by the community to limit the power of such attacks;
several of them like DEP and ASLR are deployed in real systems to raise the bar
for the attacker. However, as part of the arms-race, new attacks are becoming more
and more sophisticated, and are still able to bypass existing defenses. Probabilis-
tic defenses, e.g., address space randomization and code diversification, have been
recognized as important instruments against memory corruption attacks, given their
low-performance overheads. Memory errors are especially common for type-unsafe
language like C and C++, which are largely used in real-world systems with no
source code information available. This dissertation focused on using address space
runtime randomization to protect legacy binaries. In the following, we summarize
our key results.

1. Heap protection. We presented MemBrush, a tool to detect CMAs used in
legacy binaries automatically and with a high accuracy, which helps existing
heap-based protections to prevent memory corruption attacks for applications
that have their own memory management functions. Besides detecting the
function entries of CMAs, MemBrush can also detect the type and the seman-
tics of arguments used in CMAs. To the best of our knowledge, until now,
MemBrush is the first and the only approach to address this problem.

2. Stack protection. We presented StackArmor, a stack protection system that
combines inter- and intra-frame defenses to stop arbitrary spatial and tempo-
ral attacks. Compared to previous solutions, StackArmor is the first compre-
hensive protection system for legacy binaries and our experimental evaluation
shows that StackArmor achieves modest performance and memory overheads.

3. Code protection. We presented CodeArmor, a protection system to counter all
the code-reuse attacks published to date for legacy binaries. With code space
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virtualizationandcodespaceruntimeremapping,CodeArmorthwartsread-
basedattackslikeJIT-ROP.Withits"honeygadgets",CodeArmorisalsore-
silienttobrute-forceexecutionbasedattackslikeBROPanddetectsintrusions
bydesign.Itscodehardeningstrategyfurtherzeroesoutfunctionarguments
storedinregisterswhentheirvaluesareprovably"dead",whichmitigates
whole-functiongadget-stitchingattackslikeCOOP[152].Comparedtoprevi-
oussolutions,CodeArmordoesnotrequiresourceinformationandprovides
muchlowerlatency(µsgranularity)betweencodespacere-randomizations.

5.1LimitationsandFuturework

InChapter2,wepresentedMemBrush,atooltodetectCMAsusingdynamictaint
analysis.Similartootherdynamicanalysis-basedsolutions,MemBrushsuffersfrom
codecoverageproblems.Incompletecodecoverageislessrelevanttothedetec-
tionofCMAs’entrypoints,sinceCMAsareoftenusedinhotpathsandareeasy
totrigger.However,MemBrushmatchestheallocatedsizesandthevaluesinthe
argumentstoasetofpre-builtformulaetovalidatethesemanticsofthearguments,
hencethegreaterthenumberofpathscoveredbythedynamicanalysis,themorepre-
cisethesemanticsthatcanbedetectedbyMemBrush.Moreover,whileMemBrush
canaccuratelydetectcustommemorydeallocators,someexistingCMAimplementa-
tionsmakeitverychallengingtopinpointwhichbufferisreleasedbythedeallocator.
Forexample,Apache’spooldeallocatordeallocatesallsub-memorypoolsthatare
linkedtothepoolbeingdeallocated.Animplementation-agnosticstrategynaturally
struggleswiththisscenario.Onesolutiontoimprovethedetectionofthesemantics
oftheargumentsistoimprovecodecoverage.GiventhatCMAsareamodulethat
isquiteisolatedfromtherestoftheprogram,itmaybefeasibletousetoolslike
symbolicexecutiontoexploremorepaths.

InChapter3andChapter4,wepresentedStackArmorandCodeArmortosupport
stackandcodespaceruntimerandomization.Bothaimtoprotectlegacybinaries
andrelyonbinaryanalysisandrewriting.ExtractingpreciseCFGsfrombinaries
isamajorchallengeforcurrentbinaryanalysis/rewritingtoolsduetotheexistence
ofindirectbranches.Furthermore,forapplicationsrunningJITcodelikebrowsers,
itisimpossibletoidentifytheexecutedcodestatically.Apossiblesolutionisto
instrumentsystemcallslikemprotect()toidentifyandinstrumenttheJITcodeat
runtime.Anothersolutionistoimprovetheperformanceofdynamicinstrumentation
toolslikeIntelPIN[96]orDynamoRIOtoreplacethestaticinstrumentation.

AnotherlimitationofStackArmorandCodeArmoristheneedtousecertainmeta-
datatomanagethestatesoftheirsystems.Currentsolutionshidethesemeta-datavia
informationhiding,i.e.,relyingonthehighvirtualmemoryaddressspaceentropy
providedbythex86_64architecture.However,asophisticatedattacker(e.g.,using
sidechannels)stillhasthepossibilitytoretrievethelocation.Oncetheattacker
leaks/compromisessuchsensitivemeta-data,shecanthenpredictorevencontrolthe
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virtualization and code space runtime remapping, CodeArmor thwarts read-
based attacks like JIT-ROP. With its "honey gadgets", CodeArmor is also re-
silient to brute-force execution based attacks like BROP and detects intrusions
by design. Its code hardening strategy further zeroes out function arguments
stored in registers when their values are provably "dead", which mitigates
whole-function gadget-stitching attacks like COOP [152]. Compared to previ-
ous solutions, CodeArmor does not require source information and provides
much lower latency (µs granularity) between code space re-randomizations.

5.1 Limitations and Future work

In Chapter 2, we presented MemBrush, a tool to detect CMAs using dynamic taint
analysis. Similar to other dynamic analysis-based solutions, MemBrush suffers from
code coverage problems. Incomplete code coverage is less relevant to the detec-
tion of CMAs’ entry points, since CMAs are often used in hot paths and are easy
to trigger. However, MemBrush matches the allocated sizes and the values in the
arguments to a set of pre-built formulae to validate the semantics of the arguments,
hence the greater the number of paths covered by the dynamic analysis, the more pre-
cise the semantics that can be detected by MemBrush. Moreover, while MemBrush
can accurately detect custom memory deallocators, some existing CMA implementa-
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is quite isolated from the rest of the program, it may be feasible to use tools like
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stack and code space runtime randomization. Both aim to protect legacy binaries
and rely on binary analysis and rewriting. Extracting precise CFGs from binaries
is a major challenge for current binary analysis/rewriting tools due to the existence
of indirect branches. Furthermore, for applications running JIT code like browsers,
it is impossible to identify the executed code statically. A possible solution is to
instrument system calls like mprotect() to identify and instrument the JIT code at
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Another limitation of StackArmor and CodeArmor is the need to use certain meta-
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information hiding, i.e., relying on the high virtual memory address space entropy
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runtime randomization to bypass the protection provided. To isolate sensitive meta-
data in a deterministic way, we can use either software-based isolations mechanisms
like software fault isolation (SFI), or newly released hardware features like Intel
MPX, which can further improve the security guarantees provided by StackArmor
and CodeArmor.
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virtualizationandcodespaceruntimeremapping,CodeArmorthwartsread-
basedattackslikeJIT-ROP.Withits"honeygadgets",CodeArmorisalsore-
silienttobrute-forceexecutionbasedattackslikeBROPanddetectsintrusions
bydesign.Itscodehardeningstrategyfurtherzeroesoutfunctionarguments
storedinregisterswhentheirvaluesareprovably"dead",whichmitigates
whole-functiongadget-stitchingattackslikeCOOP[152].Comparedtoprevi-
oussolutions,CodeArmordoesnotrequiresourceinformationandprovides
muchlowerlatency(µsgranularity)betweencodespacere-randomizations.

5.1LimitationsandFuturework

InChapter2,wepresentedMemBrush,atooltodetectCMAsusingdynamictaint
analysis.Similartootherdynamicanalysis-basedsolutions,MemBrushsuffersfrom
codecoverageproblems.Incompletecodecoverageislessrelevanttothedetec-
tionofCMAs’entrypoints,sinceCMAsareoftenusedinhotpathsandareeasy
totrigger.However,MemBrushmatchestheallocatedsizesandthevaluesinthe
argumentstoasetofpre-builtformulaetovalidatethesemanticsofthearguments,
hencethegreaterthenumberofpathscoveredbythedynamicanalysis,themorepre-
cisethesemanticsthatcanbedetectedbyMemBrush.Moreover,whileMemBrush
canaccuratelydetectcustommemorydeallocators,someexistingCMAimplementa-
tionsmakeitverychallengingtopinpointwhichbufferisreleasedbythedeallocator.
Forexample,Apache’spooldeallocatordeallocatesallsub-memorypoolsthatare
linkedtothepoolbeingdeallocated.Animplementation-agnosticstrategynaturally
struggleswiththisscenario.Onesolutiontoimprovethedetectionofthesemantics
oftheargumentsistoimprovecodecoverage.GiventhatCMAsareamodulethat
isquiteisolatedfromtherestoftheprogram,itmaybefeasibletousetoolslike
symbolicexecutiontoexploremorepaths.

InChapter3andChapter4,wepresentedStackArmorandCodeArmortosupport
stackandcodespaceruntimerandomization.Bothaimtoprotectlegacybinaries
andrelyonbinaryanalysisandrewriting.ExtractingpreciseCFGsfrombinaries
isamajorchallengeforcurrentbinaryanalysis/rewritingtoolsduetotheexistence
ofindirectbranches.Furthermore,forapplicationsrunningJITcodelikebrowsers,
itisimpossibletoidentifytheexecutedcodestatically.Apossiblesolutionisto
instrumentsystemcallslikemprotect()toidentifyandinstrumenttheJITcodeat
runtime.Anothersolutionistoimprovetheperformanceofdynamicinstrumentation
toolslikeIntelPIN[96]orDynamoRIOtoreplacethestaticinstrumentation.

AnotherlimitationofStackArmorandCodeArmoristheneedtousecertainmeta-
datatomanagethestatesoftheirsystems.Currentsolutionshidethesemeta-datavia
informationhiding,i.e.,relyingonthehighvirtualmemoryaddressspaceentropy
providedbythex86_64architecture.However,asophisticatedattacker(e.g.,using
sidechannels)stillhasthepossibilitytoretrievethelocation.Oncetheattacker
leaks/compromisessuchsensitivemeta-data,shecanthenpredictorevencontrolthe
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runtime randomization to bypass the protection provided. To isolate sensitive meta-
data in a deterministic way, we can use either software-based isolations mechanisms
like software fault isolation (SFI), or newly released hardware features like Intel
MPX, which can further improve the security guarantees provided by StackArmor
and CodeArmor.
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the sensitive objects, the attack procedure is no different from prior to ASLR. For ex-
ample, JIT-ROP attacks [160] begin with a memory disclosure attacks: the attacker
leaks the content of the code space and then launches code-reuse attacks. Mem-
ory disclosure attacks most commonly rely on arbitrary memory reads or writes to
leak the location of sensitive objects, but they are not the only possibilities. With
side-channel attacks [153], such as fault or timing side-channels, the attacker can
learn properties of the binary without reading/writing it. For example, blind-ROP
(BROP) [26] attacks rely on the crash-recovery mechanisms used by modern servers
to retrieve the content of the code space with side-channel attacks.

In this dissertation, we argue that address space runtime randomization can be
effective against memory corruption attacks with general applicability to different
memory spaces: heap space, stack space and code space. Our investigation focuses
on improving the security guarantees provided by ASLR and prior work in the area,
while also improving performance, capabilities, and re-randomization frequency. To
substantiate our claims, we present several contributions and demonstrate the via-
bility of the proposed techniques in practice. In particular, we present the first self-
contained solution to randomize legacy binaries at runtime without requiring for any
hardware, kernel, or source code support.

Concerning the heap space, when the application has its own memory manage-
ment functions, heap-based defenses either rely on a human supervisor to indicate
custom memory allocators and deallocators or only protect memory objects allocated
by the system allocator. Our MemBrush is the first tool to detect memory allocation
and deallocation functions automatically in legacy binaries with high accuracy by
using dynamic taint analysis. Our evaluation on real-world applications shows that
MemBrush can archive high accuracy and further detect the type of the memory
allocators and the semantics of their arguments.

Concerning the stack space, previous defenses mainly focused on spatial vulner-
abilities and left temporal vulnerabilities exploitable. We propose StackArmor as a
comprehensive protection technique to address both spatial and temporal stack vul-
nerabilities in legacy binaries. StackArmor, relies on binary analysis and rewriting
and does not need access to the source code. The evaluation of our x86_64 Linux
prototype shows that StackArmor offers better security than prior binary- and source-
level approaches, at the cost of modest performance and memory overheads.

To prevent modern code-reuse attacks, we propose CodeArmor, a binary-level
system to harden code diversification against all existing read-based (JIT-ROP) and
execution-based (BROP) disclosure attacks. Similar to StackArmor, CodeArmor re-
lies on binary analysis and rewriting to handle legacy binaries. CodeArmor virtual-
izes the code space to decouple code pointer values from the concrete location in
code space and periodically remap the concrete code space into different locations
at runtime. By using RCU, CodeArmor can provide the lowest remapping latency
compared to previous approaches. CodeArmor’s honey gadgets can further detect
blind code-reuse attacks by design with no false positives.

Samenvatting

Aangezien eerst geïdentificeerd door Anderson in de 70s, beveiligingslekken met
betrekking tot een beschadigd geheugen nog steeds tot de top drie van het Westeu-
ropese vasteland sans gevaarlijkste softwarefouten. Zelfs nu, bijna 400 geheugen-
beschadiging fouten zijn ontdekt in CVEs in de afgelopen 10 jaar. Geheugenbe-
schadiging fouten zijn vooral gebruikelijk in toepassingen geschreven in-onveilige
talen als C EN C++ , vanwege de aanwijzer verrichtingen ondersteund in deze ta-
len. De mogelijkheid om te manipuleren met pointers biedt een efficiënte manier
om applicaties en systemen, maar verkeerd leidt vaak tot unintentional modificatie
van verwante geheugeninhoud, waardoor een aanvaller misbruik kan maken van een
dergelijk lek door hetzij afbreuk gevoelige gegevens of kaping de control flow. Het is
moeilijk te overtuigen ontwikkelaars om over te schakelen naar type-safe talen, niet
alleen vanwege de prestaties, maar ook omwille van achterwaartse compatibiliteit.
Het probleem van de verbetering van de beveiliging van applicaties of systemen ge-
schreven in C/C++ is herkent door de Gemeenschap voor een lange tijd, maar vorige
oplossingen vaak stellen niet-aanvaardbare kosten en vele vereisen broninformatie,
die vaak unamorgenvroeg voor oudere binaries.

In dit proefschrift, pleiten wij ervoor de adresruimte runtime randomisatie kan
effectief zijn tegen geheugenbeschadiging aanvallen met algemene toepasbaarheid
op verschillende geheugenplaatsen: heap space, stack space en code space. Ons
onderzoek richt zich op de verbetering van de veiligheidsgaranties die door ASLR
en voorafgaand in het gebied, terwijl ook betere prestaties, mogelijkheden en re-
randomisatie frequentie. Ter staving van de vordering, presenteren we diverse bij-
dragen en tonen de viabiverkopen van de voorgestelde technieken in de praktijk.
Met name presenteren wij de eerste selfvervat oplossing voor Antwoordopties ran-
domiseren legacy binaries runtime zonder voor hardware, kernel, of broncode.
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op verschillende geheugenplaatsen: heap space, stack space en code space. Ons
onderzoek richt zich op de verbetering van de veiligheidsgaranties die door ASLR
en voorafgaand in het gebied, terwijl ook betere prestaties, mogelijkheden en re-
randomisatie frequentie. Ter staving van de vordering, presenteren we diverse bij-
dragen en tonen de viabiverkopen van de voorgestelde technieken in de praktijk.
Met name presenteren wij de eerste selfvervat oplossing voor Antwoordopties ran-
domiseren legacy binaries runtime zonder voor hardware, kernel, of broncode.
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Memory corruption vulnerabilities staan nog steeds in de top drie van de CWE 
SANS meest gevaarlijke software fouten sinds ze in de jaren zeventig zijn geïdenti-
ficeerd door Anderson. Zelfs nu zijn bijna 400 memory corruption fouten ontdenkt 
in CVEs in de afgelopen 10 jaar. Memory corruption fouten komen vooral voor in 
applicaties geschreven in type-unsafe talen zoals C en C++ vanwege de pointer oper-
ations ondersteund in deze talen. De mogelijkheid om pointers te beïnvloeden creëert 
een efficiënte manier om applicaties en systemen te ontwerpen, maar bij onjuist geb-
ruik kan dit leiden tot onbedoelde veranderingen van aanverwante memory content, 
waardoor een aanvaller in staan is zo’n zwakheid te misbruiken door gevoelige data 
te compromitteren of de control flow over te nemen. 
Het is moeilijk om ontwikkelaars over te laten stappen naar type-safe talen, niet alleen 
vanwege prestaties maar ook vanwege backward compatibility redenen. Het probleem 
met het verbeteren van de veiligheid van applicaties en systemen geschreven in C/
C++ talen is al lang onderkend door de gemeenschap maar eerdere oplossingen gin-
gen vaak gepaard met niet acceptable overheads en veel vereisen bron informatie die 
vaak niet beschikbaar is voor legacy binaries.

In dit proefschrift stellen we dat address space runtime randomization effectief kan 
zijn tegen memory corruption aanvallen met algemene toepassing mogelijkheden voor 
verschillende memory spaces: heap space, stack space en code space. Ons onderzoek 
focust zich op verbetering van de beveiliging garanties verstrekt door ASLR en eerder 
werk in dit gebied, en daarbij verbetering van performance, capabilities en re-ran-
domization frequency. Om onze claims te bekrachtigen presenteren we meerdere 
contributies en demonstreren de levensvatbaarheid van de voorgestelde technieken 
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in de praktijk. In het bijzonder presenteren we de eerste onafhankelijke oplossing om 
legacy binaries te randomiseren bij runtime zonder noodzaak voor enig hardware, 
kernel of source code support.  


